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ABSTRACT
We model for “Buy-It-Now or Best Offer” auctions on eBay using two different models. In the first model, risk-neutral
bidders submit bids in serial and try to surpass a stochastic seller threshold while taking into account how many previous
failed bids were made by other bidders. We compute optimal strategies for this model and show that bidder expected surplus
decreases in the number of previous failed bids. In the second model we assume bidders do not know how many previous
failed bids have been made, and instead use a first-price sealed-bid mechanism with a buy-out price where bidders serially
submit bids with the knowledge that no previous bidders have used the buy-out price. We derive a unique equilibrium
bidding strategy for risk-neutral bidders in this serial model, show that any equilibrium in a similar parallel bidding model
is the same as the equilibrium in the serial model, and compute seller revenue. In particular, under certain circumstances,
bidders will bid more in this format than they would in a standard first-price sealed-bid auction, but that a seller maximizes
expected revenue by setting a buy-out price higher than any bidder is willing to pay thereby making the auction essentially
a first-price auction.
KEYWORDS
Auction Theory; eBay; Buy-It-Now or Best Offer; Symmetric Bayesian Nash Equilibrium; Buy-Out Price; First-Price SealedBid
DEDICATION
We dedicate this paper to our coauthor and friend Jamie Oliva (1994–2016).
INTRODUCTION
eBay is one of the internet’s largest hubs of person-to-person commerce. The website hosts online auctions where sellers can
sell goods directly to consumers and has been extensively studied by economists. 1 The standard auction on eBay, dubbed by
some as a California auction, 2 is a timed auction where bidders may submit bids at any time. A bidder submits a maximum
amount he or sheb is willing to pay for the item, and any time another bidder bids an amount less that that maximum
amount, eBay will bid on behalf of that original bidder the smallest possible bid needed to exceed the competing bid (eBay
calls this system “proxy bidding”). In 2000 eBay also allowed sellers to include a “Buy-It-Now” price on these auctions,
where any bidder could end the auction early by bidding the fixed “Buy-It-Now” price (abbreviated as BIN). This California
auction mechanism is well-studied, and Reynolds and Wooders studied the effect of the inclusion of a “Buy-It-Now” price
in that type of auction. 3 In this paper we consider another selling mechanism on eBay. eBay offers a format where a seller
can list an item at a fixed “Buy-It-Now” price but has the option to consider offers from buyers for less than that price. eBay
labels such an auction as a Buy-It-Now auction with Best Offer option, but we will refer to such auctions as simply Best Offer
auctions. Instead of a base format of an ascending English auction as in the California auction, the Best Offer auction is a
close cousin of a first-price sealed-bid auction. In such an auction, bidders secretly submit offers to the seller and the auction
winner has to pay her offer. The Best Offer auction is different than a standard first-price sealed-bid auction in that there is a
a This

research was supported by funds from a National Science Foundation grant (#DMS1148695) through the Center for Undergraduate Research in
Mathematics (CURM), Brigham Young University, and sponsors.
b In the future when a generic pronoun is called for, the authors will default to the feminine.
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buy-out price (the BIN price) that a bidder can submit and win the item with certainty. For an example of such an auction,
see Figure 1. The aim of this paper is to mathematically model optimal strategies for bidding in such Best Offer auctions.

Figure 1. An example of a Best Offer auction page on eBay. Note the options to either “Buy It Now” or “Make an Offer.”

When deciding to place a bid (either an offer or the BIN), a bidder can take into consideration other pieces of information
that could influence her bid. In the past, eBay would include the number of previous bids made (but not the amount of
those bids). This information included whether or not the offer was “pending” (that is, still under consideration by the
seller) or “declined.” In our first model of the Best Offer auction, which we will call the Secret Threshold game or just ST
game, we assume every bidder knows how many previous bids the seller has declined. We exclude the number of pending
bids to simplify the model, and to isolate the impact of the number of previous failed bids on optimal bidding behavior. The
investigation of this model is the subject of the first section of the paper.
Several years ago, eBay changed the type of information available to prospective bidders. No longer is the number of previous
offers (both pending or declined) public. Instead, now the number of “watchers” is public. On eBay, users can “watch” an
auction of any format. This means that the user selects the auction to be saved as a part of that user’s personal “watch list.”
However, it is not entirely clear how much useful knowledge a bidder can glean from the number of users watching a Best
Offer auction, as watchers need not be past nor future bidders. To account for this uncertainty, we will model the Best
Offer auction as a first-price sealed-bid auction with a buy-out price where the number of bidders is unknown but satisfies
some given probability distribution. The unknown bidder structure we use is akin to the model developed by McAfee and
McMillan. 4
Generally, the strategies for a first-price sealed-bid auction with an unknown number of bidders is known, 4, 5 however our
main model for this scenario, which we dub the Serial First Price Buy-Out (SFPBO) auction, has two other wrinkles. The first
wrinkle, as previously stated, is that there is a buy-out price, and thus there should be a threshold value over which a bidder
will decide to use the buy-out price instead of submitting a bid. The second wrinkle is that we assume that bidders will place
bids in serial in a randomly prescribed but unknown order. Generally in a first-price sealed-bid auction, bidders are modeled
submitting bids simultaneously. However, in practice on eBay, bidders will see and bid on an Best Offer auction at different
times. The mere fact that a Best Offer auction has not yet ended gives a bidder some information. Specifically, the bidder in
this case knows that any previous bidders have submitted offers lower than the BIN. Our model will account for this serial
nature of bid submission and this extra information available to bidders.
In the second section of the paper, we derive an equilibrium strategy for risk-neutral bidders for the SFPBO auction. In the
third section we compare this equilibrium to an equilibrium to a more standard first-price with buy-out model which we
will dub the First Price Buy-Out (FPBO) auction where bids are submitted simultaneously, and show that any equilibrium
for the FPBO auction must be the same as the equilibrium for the SFPBO auction. Finally, in the final section, we will see
that, in equilibrium a seller maximizes revenue by setting the buy-out price higher than any risk-neutral bidder is willing to
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pay. Thus, a seller in this setting does best by making the auction effectively a first-price sealed-bid auction without a reserve
price.
THE SECRET THRESHOLD GAME
We start by considering a model, which we will call the Secret Threshold (ST) game, where bidders will know how many
previous failed offers have been placed on the item up for bid. One important simplification we are making here (and as well
in our next model) is that we are assuming each bidder can submit only one offer for the item. On eBay, buyers can submit
up to three offers, and sellers have the option to make counteroffers on the first two offers. We do not include this possibility
in our model as we are not interested in studying negotiation strategy, but the effect of the knowledge of previously failed
bids on optimal bid making. Note that in any event, if the buyer makes three offers, the last offer is necessarily a final take-itor-leave-it offer, which matches our model. On eBay, even if the seller declines an offer, the buyer can still purchase the item
through the Buy-It-Now option. In our model we do not include such an option, as we are more interested in how a bidder
crafts a single optimal offer free of negotiation. However, our model below could be modified to allow for this option.
We call this model an ST game because in this model bidders are trying to exceed (by as thin of as margin possible) an
unknown stochastic threshold set by a seller. While we use the generic term of “threshold” here, in auction theoretic terms
this threshold is just the seller’s reservation price. We call this a “game” rather than an “auction” since bidders do not directly
compete against one another in this model. Again, this is a simplification as eBay gives sellers 48 hours to respond to an
offer, and so certainly within that time frame a seller could have multiple “pending” offers. However, in this model, we are
less concerned with the effects of competition among the bidders and more on the effects of bidders knowing the number of
failed bids. With that said, below we give the mathematical assumptions of the ST game.
Definition 1. The conditions of Secret Threshold (ST) game are:
(i) There are a countable number of bidders. For n ∈ N, the nth bidder’s value is the random variable Vn with range [0, 1]
and has a cumulative distribution function (cdf) F (v) and a probability density function (pdf) f (v). Note that this means all
bidder values are identically distributed.
(ii) The ith bidder knows her own value vi for the item and how many failed bids have been previously made. That is, the first
bidder knows she is the first bidder and if n > 1, the nth bidder knows there have been n − 1 previous failed bids. The nth
bidder does not know the values of Vi for i = n, but does know they have followed the distribution F (v).
(iii) There is a value 0 < ω ≤ 1, called the buy-out price, at which the seller is guaranteed to sell the item. Furthermore, there is a
random variable B0 with range of [0, ω] with the cdf H(b) and pdf h(b). The seller will accept any offer that exceeds B0 (that
is, B0 represents the “secret threshold” of this game). That is, if the nth bidder submits the bid b, if b ≥ B0 then this bidder
wins the auction and gains the surplus vn − b. If not, the bidder does not win and has a surplus of 0. That is, the surplus
function, ΠST , is given by
Equation 1.
ΠST (vn , b) = (vn − b) b≥B0 ,
where

b≥B0

is the indicator random variable which equals 1 when b ≥ B0 and equals 0 when b < B0 .

(iv) The random variables B0 , V1 , V2 , V3 , . . . are all independent.
(v) The pdf h(b) is positive and continuous on [0, ω] and the pdf f (v) is positive and continuous on (0, 1).
The last two assumptions above are technical mathematical impositions to simplify the model. In particular, one could
assume some positive correlation between the bidder values V1 , V2 , . . . (often in auction theory one assumes that values
are affiliated 2, 5, 6 ) but we will keep things simpler here. Our goal here is to find a bid that will maximize the expected
surplus for the nth bidder given that they know there have been n − 1 failed bids before them. That is, for bidder 1, we
want a bid b1 (v1 ) that will maximize E[ΠST ]. For any bidder n > 1, we want to maximize the conditional expected value
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E[ΠST | max1≤i≤n−1 bi (Vi ) < B0 ]. That is, the nth bidder assumes the previous bidders bid optimally and still lost, and
thus conditions her expectation on that fact. As is suggested by the previous discussion, we will inductively create these
bidding functions bn : [0, 1] → [0, ω].
The First Bidder
First we will consider the first bidder in a ST game. Our bidder would like to find a bid b1 that maximizes her expected
surplus given that her value is v1 . Note that by assumption (iii) of the ST game, we have
E[ΠST (v1 , b1 )] = (v1 − b1 )P (b1 ≥ B0 ) = (v1 − b1 )H(b1 ).

Equation

2.

In an attempt to maximize the above, we take the derivative with respect to b1 and set the resulting quantity to 0 to look for
critical points:
 

0 = dbd1 E ΠST = −H(b1 ) + (v1 − b1 )h(b1 ).
Equation 3.
Solving the above for v1 gives us

v1 = b1 +

H(b1 )
.
h(b1 )

Equation

4.

Equation

5.

The above equation motivates the following definition.
Definition 2. Assume the conditions of the ST game. Define a function φ1 : [0, ω] → [0, ∞) as
φ1 (x) = x +

H(x)
.
h(x)

The function φ1 is very similar but not equal to to the marginal revenue function MR(x) = x −
Revenue Equivalence Theorem. Further, we note that φ1 is continuous.

1−H(x)
h(x)

often cited in the

Proposition 3. The function φ1 defined in Definition 2 is continuous on [0, 1].
Proof. Note that since h is continuous on [0, 1] and positive by assumption (v), then φ1 is also continuous on [0, 1].
We can now state our first theorem.
Theorem 4. Assume the conditions of the ST game and suppose the function φ1 (b) = b + H(b)
h(b) is increasing on [0, ω]. The bidding
function b1 : [0, 1] → [0, ω] that uniquely maximizes the expected surplus E[ΠST ] is

φ−1
1 (v) if v ≤ φ1 (ω)
Equation 6.
.
b1 (v) =
ω
else
Note that the above bidding strategy has a nice form. It tells us exactly when to use the BIN ω instead of sending an offer
(when v ≤ φ1 (ω)). Also, in the above theorem we assume that φ1 is increasing. This is akin to the simplifying (but not
necessary) assumption found in Myerson that the marginal revenue function MR is increasing when finding an optimal
auction mechanism. 7
Proof. By the previous proposition, φ1 is continuous. As φ1 is also assumed to be increasing on its domain, it is invertible
−1
and we have φ−1
1 : [φ1 (0), φ(ω)] → [0, ω]. In fact, evaluating φ1 at 0 yields φ1 (0) = 0 + 0 = 0. So, we have φ1 : [0, φ(ω)] →
[0, ω]. We have two cases to consider: the case where v1 ≤ φ(ω) and the case where v1 > φ(ω). First, suppose v1 ≤ φ1 (ω)
−1
so that φ−1
1 (v1 ) is defined. If b1 < φ1 (v1 ), then φ1 (b1 ) < v1 and thus,
 



ST
d
E
Π
= −H(b1 ) + (v1 − b1 )h(b1 ) > −H(b1 ) + φ1 (b1 ) − b1 h(b1 ) = 0.
Equation 7.
db1
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−1
This shows that E ΠST is increasing for b1 < φ−1
1 (v1 ). On the other hand, if b1 > φ1 (v1 ), then φ1 (b1 ) > v and thus
 



ST
d
= −H(b1 ) + (v1 − b1 )h(b1 ) < −H(b1 ) + φ1 (b1 ) − b1 h(b1 ) = 0,
Equation 8.
db1 E Π



−1
showing that E ΠST is decreasing for b1 < φ−1
1 (v1 ). Thus, b1 = φ1 (v1 ) is the bid that maximizes the expected surplus
 ST 
E Π
when v1 ≤ φ1 (ω).

Next, suppose v1 > φ1 (ω). Then we have v1 > φ1 (ω) ≥ φ1 (b1 ) for any b1 ≤ ω. So
 

ST
d
E
Π
= −H(b1 ) + (v1 − b1 )h(b1 ) > −H(b1 ) + (φ1 (b1 ) − b1 )h(b1 ) = 0.
db1

Equation

9.



So E ΠST is increasing for all bids b1 . Thus, the quantity is maximized at the maximum bid ω.

For an example, suppose the secret reserve B0 has a uniform distribution on [0, ω]. Then H(b) =
1
us φ1 (b) = 2b and thus φ−1
1 (v) = 2 v. Thus,

1
2 v if v ≤ 2ω
b1 (v) =
ω
else.

1
ωb

and h(b) =

1
ω,

giving

Equation

10.

Bidding After Failed Bids
Now let’s consider the strategy for the nth bidder where n > 1. The nth bidder is bidding after n − 1 failed bids and thus
wants to maximize the conditional expected value




ST
Equation 11.
E Π (vn , b)  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0
1≤i≤n−1

in b. In the theorem below, we establish an inductive formula for constructing an optimal strategy for the nth bidder.

Theorem 5. Let n > 1 and assume the conditions of the ST game. Suppose for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 there are bidding functions bi
defined for the ith bidder in a ST game of the form

φ−1
i (v) if v ≤ φi (ω)
Equation 12.
,
bi (v) =
ω
else
where φi is continuous and increasing on [0, ω] and φi (0) = 0. Define the function φn (b) as


 b n−1

F
(φ
(b
))
h(b0 ) db0
i
0

i=1
0



b+
if b > 0
n−1
.
φn (b) :=
F (φi (b)) h(b)

i=1


0 if b = 0
Then φn (b) is continuous. Furthermore, if φn (b) is increasing, the function bn (v) defined as

φ−1
n (v) if v ≤ φn (ω)
bn (v) =
ω
else

Equation

13.

Equation

14.




uniquely maximizes the expected surplus E ΠST  max1≤i≤n−1 bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 of the nth bidder in a ST game.

Proof. First, note that the function φn defined in Equation 13 is well-defined for b > 0 by the fact that each φi is increasing,
φi (0) = 0, and by assumption (v) of the ST game. Since each φi is continuous and h and F are continuous by assumption
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(v), φn is continuous on (0, ω]. To check continuity at b = 0, note that since F (φi (b)) is increasing, we have

 b n−1
F
(φ
(b
))
h(b0 ) db0
i 0
i=1
0


0 ≤ φn (b) = b +
n−1
i=1 F (φi (b)) h(b)


 b n−1
F
(φ
(b))
h(b0 ) db0
i
i=1
0


< b+
= b + φ1 (b),
n−1
F
(φ
(b))
h(b)
i
i=1

Equation

15.

Equation

16.

showing (by the Squeeze Theorem) that φn (b) → 0 as b → 0+ . Thus, φn is continuous on its domain.

To prove the second part of the theorem, we assume that φn is also increasing. For any bid bn , we have




ST
E Π (vn , bn )  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 = (vn − bn )P (B0 ≤ bn | b1 (V1 ) ≤ B0 , . . . , bn−1 (Vn−1 ) ≤ B0 ) .
1≤i≤n−1

Note that if bi (Vi ) < B0 , we know that bidder i did not bid the BIN, ω, meaning she must have bid φ−1
i (Vi ). By assumptions
(i) and (iv) the values Vi are iid with cdf F (v) and pdf f (v) and the random variables B0 , V1 , . . . , Vn−1 are all independent.
Thus we have
P (b1 (V1 ) ≤ B0 , . . . , bn−1 (Vn−1 ) ≤ B0 ) = P (V1 ≤ φ1 (B0 ), . . . , Vn−1 ≤ φn−1 (B0 ))
 φn−1 (b0 )
 ω  φ1 (b0 )
...
h(b0 )f (v1 ) . . . f (vn−1 ) dvn−1 . . . dv1 db0
=
0
0
0



 ω n−1
 ω n−1
  φi (b0 )

=
f (vi ) dvi h(b0 ) db0 =
F (φi (b0 )) h(b0 ) db0 .
0

i=1

0

0

i=1

Equation

17.

F (φi (b0 )) h(b0 ) db0 .

Equation

18.

Inserting Equation 17 and Equation 18 into Equation 16 yields

 b n−1



F
(φ
(b
))
h(b0 ) db0
i
0

i=1
0

.
E ΠST (vn , b)  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 = (vn − b)  ω 
n−1
1≤i≤n−1
F
(φ
(b
))
h(b
)
db
i
0
0
0
i=1
0

Equation

19.

Similarly, we can compute
P (B0 ≤ b, b1 (V1 ) ≤ B0 , . . . , bn−1 (Vn−1 ) ≤ B0 ) =



b
0

n−1

i=1



Thus we can compute the derivative of E[ΠST (vn , b)| max1≤i≤n−1 bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 ]:






 −  b n−1 F (φ (b )) h(b ) db + (v − b) n−1 F (φ (b)) h(b)
i 0
0
0
i

i=1
i=1
0
d

E ΠST (vn , b)  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 =
.
 ω n−1
1≤i≤n−1
db
i=1 F (φi (b0 )) h(b0 ) db0
0

Equation

20.

−1
Suppose that vn ≤ φn (ω). Then vn is in the range of φn so we can write φ−1
n (vn ). Next suppose b < φn (vn ). Since φn is
increasing, we have φn (b) < vn , so






 −  b n−1 F (φ (b )) h(b ) db + (v − b) n−1 F (φ (b)) h(b)
i
0
0
0
n
i

i=1
i=1
0
d

E ΠST (vn , b)  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 =
 ω n−1
1≤i≤n−1
db
F
(φ
(b
))
h(b0 ) db0
i
0
i=1
0



 b n−1
n−1
− 0
i=1 F (φi (b0 )) h(b0 ) db0 + (φn (b) − b)
i=1 F (φi (b)) h(b)

>
 ω n−1
i=1 F (φi (b0 )) h(b0 ) db0
0

= 0,
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so that E ΠST (vn , b) |max1≤i≤n−1 bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 is increasing for b < φn−1 (vn ). Now suppose b > φn−1 (vn ). Since φn is
increasing, we have φn (b) > vn , so





 −  b n−1 F (φ (b )) h(b ) db + (v − b) n−1 F (φ (b)) h(b)
i 0
0
0
n
i
i=1
i=1
0
d

E ΠST (vn , b)| max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 =
 ω n−1
1≤i≤n−1
db
F
(φ
(b
))
h(b0 ) db0
i
0
i=1
0



 b n−1
n−1
F
(φ
(b))
h(b)
− 0
F
(φ
(b
))
h(b
)
db
+
(φ
(b)
−
b)
i
i 0
0
0
n
i=1
i=1

<
 ω n−1
i=1 F (φi (b0 )) h(b0 ) db0
0
Equation

= 0,

22.


 ST


(vn , b) is maximized at
so that E ΠST (vn , b) |max1≤i≤n−1 bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 is decreasing for b < φ−1
n (vn ). Thus, E Π
b = φ−1
n (vn ) if vn ≤ φn (ω).
Next we consider the case where vn > φn (ω). In this case, for any b < ω we have φn (b) < φn (ω) < vn , so


d
ST
E Π (vn , b)| max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0
1≤i≤n−1
db



 b n−1
n−1
− 0
i=1 F (φi (b0 )) h(b0 ) db0 + (vn − b)
i=1 F (φi (b)) h(b)

=
 ω n−1
F
(φ
(b
))
h(b0 ) db0
i
0
i=1
0



 b n−1
n−1
− 0
i=1 F (φi (b0 )) h(b0 ) db0 + (φn (b) − b)
i=1 F (φi (b)) h(b)

>
= 0,
 ω n−1
i=1 F (φi (b0 )) h(b0 ) db0
0

Equation

23.

showing that E[ΠST (vn , b)| max1≤i≤n−1 bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 ] is always increasing, and thus is maximized on the right endpoint ω,
proving the theorem.
The above theorem gives an inductive way to find the bidding functions of each bidder. Note that in the statement of
Theorem 5, we actually do not assert that for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 the strategy bi (vi ) maximizes the conditional expected surplus
for bidder i, but only that bi satisfies Equation 12. However, assuming rational bidders, the nth bidder could assume all
previous bidders bid optimally, so when we construct examples of these functions below, we will assume all bidders have
used the optimal bidding function.
For an example, let’s suppose the seller’s reserve B0 has a uniform distribution on [0, ω] and the other bidders distributions
are also uniform over [0, 1]. We will inductively show that the maximizing bidding function is

 
1
(v) if v ≤ n+1
1 − n+1
n ω .
bn (v) =
Equation 24.
ω
else.
Note that in the base case, we have previously shown that
 

1 − 12 v
b1 (v) =
ω

if v ≤ 2ω
else,

Equation

25.

which fits our formula when n = 1. For the inductive step, let n > 1 and assume the formula holds for all i such that
1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Thus, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1

 
1
1 − i+1
(v) if v ≤ i+1
i (ω) .
bi (v) =
Equation 26.
ω
else
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Note that by the above formula, and by Theorem 5 we have φi (b) = i+1
i b. Also by Theorem 5 we have

 b n−1
F
(φ
(b
))
h(b0 ) db0
i 0
i=1
0


φn (b) = b +
n−1
i=1 F (φi (b)) h(b)


 b n−1
i+1
1
F
(
(b
))
0
i=1
i
ω db0
0


= b+
n−1
i+1
1
i=1 F ( i (b)) ω

 b n−1 i+1
i=1
i (b0 ) db0
0


= b+
n−1 i+1
(b)
i=1
i
 b  n−1 
b
db0
= b + 0 0n−1
(b
)
=

b+

=

b+

=
Thus we have φ−1
n (v) =

n
n+1 v





bn
n
(bn−1 )

b
n
n+1
b.
n

v, and thus

 
1
(v) if v ≤
1 − n+1
bn (v) =
ω
else

= 1−

1
n+1

n+1
n (ω)

,

Equation

27.

Equation

28.

completing the induction.
Ordering of The Bidding Functions
One might deduce from the uniform example above that bidding functions bn (v) generally increase as n increases. Generally
one would suspect that bidders failing to win the item is a signal to subsequent bidders that the secret reserve is high and
such bidders should be more aggressive in their bids. This is indeed the case.
Theorem 6. Let n > 1. Suppose the conditions of the ST game and of Theorem 5 are satisfied and the functions bn−1 and bn are
defined as in Theorem 5. If v = 0 or v ≥ φn−1 (ω) we have
bn−1 (v) = bn (v).

Equation

29.

bn−1 (v) < bn (v).

Equation

30.

If 0 < v < φn−1 (ω), then

0
Proof. Note that bn−1 (0) = 0 = bn (0). Note that for b > 0, if we set the product i=1 F (φi (b)) to equal 1 to cover the case
where n = 2, we have

 b n−2
F
(φ
(b
))
h(b0 ) db0
i
0
i=1
0


φn−1 (b) = b +
n−2
i=1 F (φi (b)) h(b)

 b n−2
i=1 F (φi (b0 )) F (φn−1 (b))h(b0 ) db0
0


= b+
n−1
i=1 F (φi (b)) h(b)

 b n−1
F
(φ
(b
))
h(b0 ) db0
i
0
i=1
0


> b+
= φn (b),
Equation 31.
n−1
i=1 F (φi (b)) h(b)
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where the inequality is justified by the fact that F (φn−1 (b0 )) is an increasing function. We will repeatedly use the fact
φn−1 (b) > φn (b) for b > 0 in what follows.
Suppose that v ≥ φn−1 (ω). Then by the above we also have v > φn (ω). Thus, we have
bn−1 (v) = ω = bn (v).

Equation

32.

We next will show that for all other values of v (i.e. 0 < v < φn−1 (ω)) we have the strict inequality bn−1 (v) < bn (v).
Suppose that φn (ω) ≤ v < φn−1 (ω). Note that bn (v) = ω. Also, since φn−1 is increasing we have
−1
bn−1 (v) = φ−1
n−1 (v) < φn−1 (φn−1 (ω)) = ω = bn (v).

Equation

33.

−1
v = φn (φ−1
n (v)) < φn−1 (φn (v)).

Equation

34.

−1
−1
−1
bn−1 (v) = φ−1
n−1 (v) < φn−1 (φn−1 (φn (v))) = φn (v) = bn (v),

Equation

35.

−1
Lastly, suppose 0 < v < φn (ω). Then bn−1 (v) = φ−1
n−1 (v) < ω and bn (v) = φn (v) < ω. First note that

Using the above, we have

completing the proof.
This increase of bids affects the conditional expected surplus. This surplus can also be affected by the conditional probability
in the n − 1th and nth cases. In particular, one can show that for any fixed bid b ≤ ω, we have
P (B0 ≤ b | b1 (V1 ) ≤ B0 , . . . , bn−2 (Vn−2 ) ≤ B0 , bn−1 (Vn−1 ) ≤ B0 ) ≤ P (B0 ≤ b | b1 (V1 ) ≤ B0 , . . . , bn−2 (Vn−2 ) ≤ B0 ).
Equation 36.
Heuristically, the above equation is justified since bn−1 (Vn−1 ) ≤ B0 makes it no more likely that B0 ≤ b. It is a well-known
fact that can be extended to random variables that are affiliated. 6 For the sake of self-containment, however, we will prove
the above equation in the next lemma.
Lemma 7. Let k ∈ N and suppose X, Y1 , . . . , Yk−1 , Yk are independent random variables and d is any real number. Then
P (X ≤ d | Y1 ≤ X) ≤ P (X ≤ d),

Equation

37.

Equation

38.

and if k > 1,
P (X ≤ d | Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk ≤ X) ≤ P (X ≤ d | Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X).

Proof. Suppose X, Y1 , . . . , Yk−1 , Yk are independent. Note that for any nonnegative real numbers a, b, c such that b > 0 and
a < b, we have
a+c
a
≤
.
Equation 39.
b
b+c
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If k > 1, we have
P (X ≤ d | Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk ≤ X)
P (X ≤ d, Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk ≤ X)
=
P (Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk ≤ X)
P (X ≤ d, Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk ≤ X)
≤
P (Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk ≤ X, Yk ≤ d)
P (X ≤ d, Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk ≤ X) + P (Yk ≤ d, Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk > X)
≤
P (Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk ≤ X, Yk ≤ d) + P (Yk ≤ d, Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk > X)
P (X ≤ d, Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk ≤ d)
=
P (Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X, Yk ≤ d)
P (X ≤ d, Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X)P (Yk ≤ d)
=
P (Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X)P (Yk ≤ d)
P (X ≤ d, Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X)
=
P (Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X)
= P (X ≤ d | Y1 ≤ X, . . . , Yk−1 ≤ X).
Equation 40.
In the fourth line Equation 39 was applied and the sixth line follows from independence. The proof for the case where k = 1
is an given by analogous (but simpler) calculation to the one shown above, completing the proof.c
With Lemma 7, Equation 36 is justified. Thus, we have




E ΠST (v, bn (v))  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0
1≤i≤n−1

= (v − bn (v))P (B0 ≤ bn (v) | b1 (V1 ) ≤ B0 , . . . , bn−2 (Vn−2 ) ≤ B0 , bn−1 (Vn−1 ) ≤ B0 )

≤ (v − bn (v))P (B0 ≤ bn (v) | b1 (V1 ) ≤ B0 , . . . , bn−2 (Vn−2 ) ≤ B0 )




ST

= E Π (v, bn (v))  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 .
1≤i≤n−2

Similarly, one can use Lemma 7 to show






ST
E Π (v, bn (v))  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 ≤ E ΠST (v, bn (v)) .
1≤i≤1

Equation

41.

Equation

42.

We can now state a theorem on our expected surplus.

Theorem 8. Let n > 1. Suppose the conditions of the ST game and of Theorem 5 are satisfied and the functions bn−1 and bn are
defined as in Theorem 5. Also, define E[ΠST (v, b)| max1≤i≤0 bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 ] as E[ΠST (v, b)]. If v = 0 or v ≥ φn−1 (ω) we have








ST
ST


E Π (v, bn−1 (v))  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 = E Π (v, bn (v))  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 .
Equation 43.
1≤i≤n−2

1≤i≤n−1

If 0 < v < φn−1 (ω), then








ST
ST


E Π (v, bn−1 (v))  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 > E Π (v, bn (v))  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 .

Equation

44.

E[ΠST (0, bn−1 (0))| max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 ] = 0 = E[ΠST (0, bn (0))| max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 ].

Equation

45.

1≤i≤n−2

1≤i≤n−1

Proof. If v = 0, then

1≤i≤n−2

1≤i≤n−1

c The

authors would like to thank Byungchul Cha and William Dunham for their contributions to the above proof. In particular, the central idea of the
proof of Lemma 7 is due to Dr. Cha.
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If v ≥ φn−1 (ω), then, as we argued in the proof of Theorem 6, then v ≥ φn−1 (ω) > φn (ω). Thus, we have
E[ΠST (v, bn−1 (v))| max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 ] = v − ω = E[ΠST (v, bn (v))| max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 ].
1≤i≤n−2

1≤i≤n−1

Finally, suppose 0 < v < φn−1 (ω). Using Equation 41 if n > 2 or Equation 42 if n = 2, we have








ST
ST


≤ E Π (v, bn (v))  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0
E Π (v, bn (v))  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0
1≤i≤n−1
1≤i≤n−2




ST

< E Π (v, bn−1 (v))  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0 ,
1≤i≤n−2

where in the last line we used the fact that bn−1 (v) is the unique maximizer of




ST

E Π (v, b)  max bi (Vi ) ≤ B0
1≤i≤n−2

Equation

46.

Equation

47.

Equation

48.

by either Theorem 5 if n > 2 or by Theorem 4 if n = 2, and bn−1 (v) = bn (v) by Theorem 6. This completes the proof.
Heuristically, Theorem 8 says that a bidder can expect more surplus from a ST game in which fewer failed bids have been
made. This is despite the fact that a bidder who bids after n failed bids has more information than the n − 1st bidder. The
extra information that bn−1 (Vn−1 ) ≤ B0 is bad news for all bidders, as it signals that B0 is potentially high.
SERIAL FIRST-PRICE BUY-OUT AUCTION
In this section we consider a model which we will call the Serial First-Price Buy-Out (SFPBO) auction. We will give our
formal mathematical assumptions below, but we first describe this auction informally. In this auction, bidders place bids
in a first-price setting (that is, the highest bidder wins the item and pays her bid). Like the ST game, there is a “buy-out”
price ω (which plays the role of a BIN price) which is the maximum allowed bid for the auction. Unlike the ST game, in
the SFPBO auction bidders are directly competing against one another as the seller will accept the highest bid submitted
among all bidders. Bidders bid one at a time in an unknown order, and any bidder who submits the buy-out price ω for a
bid will win the auction with certainty and end the auction. Bidders do not know how many previous bids have been made
and do not know how many bids will be. Instead, they know a distribution of possible competitors and we will denote the
probability of n competing bidders as qn using the notation of Krishna. 5 Although the bidder who has the chance to bid
does not know how many bidders have bid before her, she does know that no previous bidder has submitted the buy-out
price (otherwise, the auction would have ended) and this fact will be built into our definition of Nash equilibria for the
SFPBO model. We will model the SFPBO auction in one round where each bidder places a bid between 0 and the buy-out
price of ω. Below we list our mathematical assumptions for the SFPBO auction.
Definition 9. The conditions of the SFPBO auction are
(i) Fix a number m ∈ N. We suppose m + 1 is the maximum amount of possible total bidders in the auction. For each
i ∈ {1, . . . , m+1}, the ith possible bidder’s value for the item for auction is represented by the random variable Vi with range
[0, 1]. Each Vi has a cdf F (v) and a pdf f (v). Note that this means all potential bidder values are identically distributed. Let
 = (V1 , V2 , . . . , Vm+1 ).
V
(ii) The pdf satisfies f (v) > 0 for all v ∈ (0, 1). In particular, the cdf is strictly increasing.
(iii) For all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m + 1}, there is a Bernoulli random variable Xi that equals 0 if the ith possible bidder is not an active
bidder and 1 if the ith possible bidder is an active bidder. We define B to be the index set of active bidders. That is,
B = {j ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1} : Xj = 1}.
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 = (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm+1 ). We assume that X1 , . . . , Xm+1 satisfy the following symmetry condition: For any β ∈
Let X
{0, 1}m+1 and permutation σ on m + 1 elements, we have




P (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm+1 ) = (β1 , β2 , . . . , βm+1 ) = P (X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm+1 ) = (βσ(1) , βσ(2) , . . . , βσ(m+1) ) .

Equation 50.
In particular, note by symmetry, X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm+1 are identically distributed. Also note that we are allowing for the
possibility that X1 , X2 , . . . , Xm+1 are correlated.

(iv) Define p := P (X1 = 1). Then p = P (Xi = 1) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}. We also impose the condition p > 0 so that
there is a positive probability that bidders will bid in the auction.
(v) Let Σ be a random permutation on {1, . . . , m + 1} with a “uniform distribution.” That is, for any permutation σ on
{1, . . . , m + 1}, P (Σ = σ) = 1/(m + 1)!. We think of Σ as giving the bidders a random order in which to bid in the
auction, or equivalent, establishing an order for tie-breaking.
(vi) For any j ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}, the random variables V1 , V2 , . . . Vm+1 , Σ, Xj are independent.
(vii) Let N := X1 + X2 + . . . + Xm+1 = |B|. That is, N is the number of bidders participating in the auction. For all
n ∈ {1, 2, . . . m + 1}, let q̃n = P (N = n). That is, q̃n is the probability distribution of N . For all n ∈ {0, 1, . . . m}, define
qn as qn = P (N = n+1|X1 = 1). By the symmetry condition stated in assumption (iii), note that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m+1}
we have qn = P (N = n + 1|Xi = 1). That is, for each active bidder qn is the probability that bidder is facing n opponents.
(viii) For each i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}, define the random variable Yi = max1≤j≤m+1, i=j Xj Vj . Let Gi (y) denote the cdf of each Yi
dependent on the event Xi = 1. That is,
Equation 51.
Gi (y) := P (Yi ≤ y|Xi = 1).
Also define the random variable Ỹ = max1≤j≤m+1 Xj Vj and let G̃(y) denote its cdf.
(ix) There exists a maximum bid ω such that 0 < ω ≤ 1 above which no bids can be placed. That is, all bids must lie in the range
[0, ω].
(x) For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and vector y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ) ∈ Rn , define y−i = (y1 , . . . , yi−1 , yi+1 , . . . , yn ) (that is, y−i
is the vector y with the ith entry omitted). For any function f : R → R and vector y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yn ) ∈ Rn , define
f (y ) = (f (y1 ), f (y2 ), . . . , f (yn )).
(xi) Let i ∈ {1 . . . , m + 1}. If ith possible bidder is actually a bidder and gets the opportunity to bid, then she submits a bid bi .
The surplus for the ith possible bidder is
 −i , Σ) = (Vi − bi )
Πi (Vi , bi , b−i , X

bi >max{bj :j∈B,Σ(j)<Σ(i)} bi ≥max{bj :j∈B,Σ(j)>Σ(i)} ,

Equation

52.

where we define the maximum over the empty set to be −∞.
(xii) Bidder i will only have the opportunity to bid if Σ(i) = 1 or Σ(i) > 1 and none of bidders Σ−1 (1) through Σ−1 (Σ(i) − 1)
bid the maximum bid of ω. Any bidder who bids the maximum bid of ω automatically wins the auction.
First we elaborate on some of the assumption of the SFPBO auction. In the definition of Πi in assumption (xi), we see that
the permutation Σ determines the tie-breaking order. That is, bidder Σ−1 (1) wins all ties she is involved with, while Σ−1 (2)
wins all ties except against bidder Σ−1 (1), etc. We will see that these ties will occur with probability 0 except for when
multiple bidders submit the maximum price of ω. That is, tie-breaking will only be important when multiple bidders bid
ω. This assumption, along with assumptions (v) and (xii) highlight the fact that bids are submitted one at a time in a serial
fashion according to Σ and that any bidder who agrees to pay the maximum price of ω will win the auction and thereby
end the auction. In particular, assumption (xii) means that a bidder actually has some extra information about previous
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bidding behavior just from the fact that she has the opportunity to bid. Not only does such a bidder know that she will win
the auction with certainty if she submits the maximum bid ω, but she can also infer some information about the previous
bidders values if all competing bidders are using a particular bidding function. We will build this fact into our definition of
equilibrium strategies below in Definitions 10 and 11.
Before continuing onto the mathematics of the SFPBO auction, we should state here how our model relates to the eBay Best
Offer auction. In the eBay best offer auction, potential bidders come across the auction at different times and can decide to
end the auction by agreeing to pay the Buy-It-Now price. Our SFPBO auction accounts for the serial nature of this process,
as any bidder who has a chance to submit a bid can win the auction instantly by submitting the maximum price ω as a bid (see
assumption (xii)). The serial nature of this model does require an additional layer of complication in the form of the random
permutation Σ as defined in assumption (v). Also on eBay, bidders do not know how many bidders have submitted bids
before them nor how many bidders will submit bids after them. We build this into the SFPBO auction with the unknown
number of bidders (see assumptions (iii) and (vii)).
The SFPBO auction differs from the eBay Best Offer auction in two key ways. The first difference is that our model assumes
that if no bidder bids the Buy-It-Now price, then the seller will accept the highest offer given. This need not be the case, as the
seller has the ability to reject all offers and keep the item. Furthermore, offers on eBay have a time limit of 48 hours. Thus,
the best offer the seller receives may have expired by the time the seller decides to accept that offer. The SFPBO auction does
not model any of this decision-making required by an actual seller (except for the setting of the maximum bid of ω). The
second key difference is that in the SFPBO auction (as in the ST game), bidders can submit up to three offers for the same
item, and a seller can counteroffer the two first offers made by a bidder. Our model does not account for this bargaining,
although the third and final (and uncounterable) offer could be seen as the single bid submitted in the SFPBO auction.
Next we want to classify what sort of bidding functions b(v) we are allowing for the SFPBO auction. As in the work of
Reynolds and Wooders, we consider a cut-off strategy. That is, we should have a strategy that is increasing in bidder values
up to a “cut-off” point v∗ after which bidders will bid the buy-out price of ω. Specifically, we have the following definition
(which also places some smoothness conditions on our bidding function).
Definition 10. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction. Consider a function b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] and define v∗ (b) (or simply
v∗ ) as
Equation 53.
v∗ (b) = v∗ := inf ({v : b(v) = ω} ∪ {1}) .
We say that b is a permissible bidding function for the SFPBO auction (or simply permissible) if
(a) b is nondecreasing on [0, 1], and increasing on [0, v∗ ], and
(b) b is continuous on [0, v∗ ] and differentiable on (0, v∗ ).
Note that any permissible bidding function with v∗ < 1 is constantly equal to ω on (v∗ , 1]. As with most auctions, we cannot
hope to find a so-called dominant strategy that maximizes the expected surplus no matter how our opponents bid. The best
we can hope for is a type of Nash equilibrium strategy where if all the bidder’s opponents use the equilibrium strategy, then
the strategy that maximizes the expected profit of the bidder is the same equilibrium strategy. In light of assumption (xii),
our equilibrium will actually maximize a bidder’s expected value conditioned on the event that bidder had the opportunity
to bid.
Definition 11. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction. For any v ∈ [0, 1] and i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}, define the event Cvi as
Cvi = {Xj = 0 or Vj ≤ v for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1} such that Σ(j) < Σ(i)} .

Equation

54.

That is, Cvi is the event that all active bidders who bid before bidder i in the SFPBO auction had a value less than v.
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We say that b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] is a permissible symmetric Bayesian Nash equilibrium bidding strategy for the SFPBO auction
(or just permissible SBNE) if b is permissible and for all i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}






−i ), X
 −i , Σ) C i , Xi = 1 = E Πi (vi , b(vi ), b(V
−i ), X
 −i , Σ) C i , Xi = 1 . Equation 55.
sup E Πi (vi , b̂, b(V
v∗ (b)
v∗ (b)
b̂∈[0,ω]

Note that our definition of a permissible SBNE includes a conditional expectation to reflect that bidder i knows that all
bidders who bid before her who used the bidding function b must have had a value below the cut-off value v∗ (b) (hence
conditioning on the event Cvi ∗ ) as well as the fact that she is an active bidder (hence conditioning on the event Xi = 1).
Given the presence in the definition of a permissible SBNE, we next find the probability of the event Cvi given Xi = 1.
Proposition 12. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction. Let v ∈ [0, 1] and i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}. Then
 n
 

n+1
m
m
1 1−F (v)


1
if v < 1
i
k
n=0 n+1 1−F (v) qn
F (v) qn =
P (Cv |Xi = 1) =
n
+
1
1
if v = 1.
n=0

Equation

56.

k=0

In particular, P (Cvi |Xi = 1) does not depend on i and is differentiable in v.
Proof. If we know that N = n + 1 for some fixed n ∈ {0, . . . , m}, then we know that random set of bidders B has n + 1
elements. If Xi = 1, applying the random permutation Σ to the elements of B can put the bidder i in any position relative
1
). So, since Σ is independent of
to the other active bidders in B with equal probability (specifically, with probability (n+1)

V and each Xj we have
P (Cvi |Xi = 1, N = n + 1)

P (Vj ≤ v for all j ∈ B such that Σ(j) < Σ(i)|Xi = 1, N = n + 1)
n
n

1 
1
=
F (v)k
F (v)k
=
n+1
n+1
k=0
k=0

n+1
1 1−F (v)
if v < 1
n+1 1−F (v)
=
Equation 57.
1 if v = 1.
=

Thus, by the rule of total probability we have
P (Cvi |Xi = 1)

=
=
=
=

m


n=0
m


n=0
m


P (Cvi |Xi = 1, N = n + 1)P (N = n + 1|Xi = 1)
P (Cvi |Xi = 1, N = n + 1)qn

1
n+1
n=0
 
m



n


k=0

F (v)

k



qn

n+1
1 1−F (v)
n=0 n+1 1−F (v) qn

1

if v < 1
if v = 1,

Equation

58.

proving the result.
Next we will derive a unique permissible SBNE for the SFPBO auction by standard auction theory techniques. We will
work backwards by first assuming such a permissible SBNE exists and deriving a specific formula for that permissible SBNE.
Then will we prove that this formula actually yields a permissible SBNE. First we start with the value of b at 0.
Proposition 13. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction. Let b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] be an permissible SBNE for the SFPBO
auction. Then b(0) = 0.
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Proof. First note that a bidder can only bid nonnegative values. That is, b(0) ≥ 0. In order to show b(0) = 0, we will


−1 , X
 −1 , Σ)) will always
proceed by contradiction. Let’s assume b(0) = 0. Thus, we have b(0) > 0. Since Π1 0, b(0), b(V
be negative or zero, we can write

Also,





 −1 , Σ)) = 0 ≥ Π1 0, b(0), b(V
 −1 , Σ)) .
−1 , X
−1 , X
Π1 0, 0, b(V

 


−1 ), X
 −1 , Σ < 0 = P b(0) ≥
P Π1 0, b(0), b(V

max

2≤i≤m+1

Xi b(Vi )

Equation

59.

Equation

60.



= P (Xi = 1 and Vi > 0 for some i ∈ {2, ..., m + 1})

> 0.



 
 −1 , Σ < 0 is positive. To put it into words, we have a positive probability of getting a
−1 ), X
Thus P Π1 0, b(0), b(V
negative surplus when bidding b(0).


 −1 , Σ ≤ 0 and is strictly less than 0 with positive probability. It follows that,
−1 ), X
So Π1 0, b(0), b(V
 

 



 −1 , Σ C 1 , X1 = 1 < 0 = E Π1 0, 0, b(V
 −1 , Σ C 1 , X1 = 1 .
−0 ), X
−0 ), X
E Π1 0, b(0), b(V
v∗
v∗

Equation

61.

Therefore, bidding zero will result in a higher expected surplus than bidding b(0). This contradicts our assumption that b is
an permissible SBNE. Thus, b(0) ≯ 0. Thus, as a bidder can only bid nonnegative values we have b(0) = 0 as desired.

Also, we can show that the cut-off value v∗ must be positive.
Proposition 14. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction. Let b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] be a permissible SBNE for the SFPBO
auction with the associated value v∗ . Then v∗ > 0.






−1 ), X
 −1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 = −ω/2 < 0 = E Π(ω/2, 0, b(V
−1 , X
 −1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 .
Proof. Note that E Π1 (ω/2, ω, b(V
v∗
v∗
Thus, since b is a permissible SBNE, b(ω/2) = ω. Since b is nondecreasing, this proves that
0 < ω/2 ≤ inf ({v : b(v) = ω} ∪ {1}) = v∗ ,

Equation

62.

as desired.
The next part of our plan is find a formula for a permissible SBNE b(v) over the domain [0, v∗ ]. To do this, we will need
to compute the conditional cdf Gi (y) of the first order statistic random variable Yi . To that end, we have the following
definition and proposition.
Definition 15. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction. Define the function G : [0, 1] → [0, 1] as
G(y) =

m


F (y)n qn .

Equation

63.

n=0

Proposition 16. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1} the conditional cdf Gi (y) = P (Yi ≤
y|Xi = 1) is given by
m

F (y)n qn .
Equation 64.
Gi (y) = G(y) =
n=0

In particular, Gi does not depend on i.
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Proof. Let i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1} be arbitrary. Then we have
Gi (y) = P (Yi ≤ y|Xi = 1)
=
=

m


n=0
m


P (Yi ≤ y|N = n + 1, Xi = 1)P (N = n + 1|Xi = 1)
F (y)n qn ,

Equation

65.

n=0

as desired.
Now we can compute a formula for the bidder’s expected surplus.
Proposition 17. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction. Let b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] be a permissible bidding function for the
SFPBO auction with the cut-off value of v∗ , and suppose that b(0) = 0. Let b−1 be the inverse of b|[0,v∗ ] and fix i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}.
If v ∈ [0, 1] and b̂ ∈ [0, ω], then

(v−b̂)G(b−1 (b̂))

if b̂ ≤ b(v∗ ) and b̂ < ω

P (Cvi ∗ |X1 =1)


 

 i
(v−
b̂)G(v
)


∗
E Πi v, b̂, b(V−i ), X−i , Σ Cv∗ , Xi = 1 =
Equation 66.
if b(v∗ ) < b̂ < ω
P (Cvi ∗ |X1 =1)



v − ω if b̂ = ω.

 

 −i , Σ  C i , Xi = 1 is independent
−i ), X
In particular, the above equation holds if b is a permissible SBNE and E Πi v, b̂, b(V
v∗

of i.

We could rewrite Equation 66 using Proposition 12 but refrain from doing so at the moment for the sake of compactness.
Proof. Note that if b̂ = ω, bidder i will win the auction with certainty with surplus v − ω proving Equation 66 in the case
b̂ = ω. To prove the other two cases, suppose b̂ < ω. Thus, for any j we have P (b(Vj ) = b̂) = 0, so we have
 


−i ), X
 −i , Σ C i , Xi = 1
E Πi v, b̂, b(V
v∗



= (v − b̂)E b̂>max{b(Vj ):j∈B,Σ(j)<Σ(i)} b̂≥max{b(Vj ):j∈B,Σ(j)>Σ(i)} Cvi ∗ , Xi = 1



= (v − b̂)P b̂ ≥ max{b(Vj ) : j ∈ B} Cvi ∗ , Xi = 1



= (v − b̂)P b̂ ≥ max{Xj b(Vj ) : 1 ≤ j ≤ m + 1, j = i} Cvi ∗ , Xi = 1



= (v − b̂)P b̂ ≥ max{b(Xj Vj ) : 1 ≤ j ≤ m + 1, j = i} Cvi ∗ , Xi = 1 ,
Equation 67.
where on the last line we used the fact that b(0) = 0. Continuing Equation 67, we have

 

−i ), X
 −i , Σ C i , Xi = 1
E Πi v, b̂, b(V
v∗



= (v − b̂)P b̂ ≥ max{b(Xj Vj ) : 1 ≤ j ≤ m + 1, j = i} Cvi ∗ , Xi = 1



= (v − b̂)P b̂ ≥ b(Yi ) Cvi ∗ , Xi = 1


P b̂ ≥ b(Yi ), Cvi ∗ , Xi = 1
.
= (v − b̂)
P (Cvi ∗ , Xi = 1)
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Since b̂ < ω by assumption, the event b̂ ≥ b(Yi ) implies the event Yi ≤ v∗ which in turn implies the event Cvi ∗ . By this
observation, as


i
 

P
b̂
≥
b(Y
),
C
,
X
=
1
i
i

v∗
−i ), X
 −i , Σ C i , Xi = 1 = (v − b̂)
E Πi v, b̂, b(V
v∗
i
P (Cv∗ , Xi = 1)


P b̂ ≥ b(Yi ), Xi = 1
= (v − b̂)
P (Cvi ∗ , Xi = 1)


P b̂ ≥ b(Yi )|Xi = 1
= (v − b̂)
P (Cvi ∗ |Xi = 1)
 
−1
 v − b̂ P (b (b̂)≥Yi |Xi =1) if b̂ ≤ b(v ) and b̂ < ω
∗
P (C i |X =1)
=

 P (vv∗∗≥Yii |Xi =1)

if b(v∗ ) < b̂ < ω
v − b̂ P (C i |Xi =1)
v∗

−1
(b̂))
 (v−b̂)G(b
if b̂ ≤ b(v∗ ) and b̂ < ω.
P (Cvi ∗ |X1 =1)
,
Equation 69.
=
(v−b̂)G(v∗ )

if b(v∗ ) < b̂ < ω
P (C 1 |X1 =1)
v∗

where we used Proposition 12 and Proposition 16 in the last line. This completes the proof.

The above proposition will allow us to derive a formula for the equilibrium bidding function b(v) over [0, v∗ ]. However,
P (b̂≥b(Yi ),Xi =1)
P (b̂≥b(Yi ),Cvi ∗ ,Xi =1)
= (v − b̂) P (C i ,Xi =1) above. This equation tells us
before we derive such a formula, we note (v − b̂)
P (C i ,Xi =1)
v∗

v∗

that for any bid b̂ < ω, the fact the event Cvi ∗ has occurred does not affect the probability of the event of having the highest
bid among all opponents (i.e. the event b̂ ≥ b(Yi )). That is, a bidder who bid an amount b̂ that is less than the buy-out price
ω does not need to take into account that any previous bidders must have a value below the cut-off of v∗ , because for her to
win the auction all bidders must have values below the cut-off value. This fact will mean that the conditional nature of the
expected value on Cvi ∗ will not profoundly affect the equilibrium behavior for bidders whose values fall below the cut-off v∗ .
Thus, one could expect that the equilibrium found in an auction with simultaneous bidding and a random tie-breaker for
bidders who bid ω is the same as one found in a SFPBO auction. We will show that this is indeed the case in the next section.
But now we return to deriving the formula for the equilibrium bidding function over [0, v∗ ] for the SFPBO auction.
Theorem 18. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction. Let b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] be an permissible SBNE for the SFPBO auction.
Then, if v ∈ [0, v∗ ]

 v


G(y)dy

if 0 < v ≤ v∗
v− 0
Equation 70.
b(v) =
G(v)



0 if v = 0.
The derivation of Equation 70 is entirely analogous to the derivation of the SBNE of a first-price sealed-bid auction and that
derivation is well-known. 2, 5, 6 We still give a proof of Equation 70 for the sake of self-containment.

Proof. Let x, y ∈ (0, v∗ ). By Proposition 17,

 y − b(x)G(x)
 1


.
E Πi y, b(x), b(V−1 ), X−1 , Σ Cv∗ , X1 = 1 =
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)




Then, taking the derivative of our expected surplus with respect to x, we have:
 



 
1

d
−0 ) =
E
Π
y,
b(x),
b(
V
y
−
b(x)
G
(x)
−
b
(x)G(x)
.
dx
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)
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−1 ), X
 −1 , Σ C 1 , X1 = 1 is maximized when x = y. Thus
Since b is an permissible SBNE, we know E Πi y, b(x), b(V
v∗
we must have a critical point at x = y. So,
0 = yG (y) − b(y)G (y) − b (y)G(y).

Adding b(y)G (y) + b (y)G(y) to both sides to the above equation yields


d
G(y)b(y) for all y ∈ (0, v∗ ).
yG (y) = G(y)b (y) + G (y)b(y) = dy

Then, for any v ∈ (0, v∗ ], we can integrate both sides of the above from 0 to v and have:
 v
 v
d
G(v)b(v) − G(0)b(0) =
yG (y)dy.
dy (G(y)b(y)) dy =
0

Equation

73.

Equation

74.

Equation

75.

Equation

76.

Equation

77.

0

Note that b(0) = 0 by Proposition 13, and so we can rewrite Equation 75 as:
 v
G(v)b(v) =
yG (y)dy.
0

Integrating by parts, we have
v 

G(v)b(v) = yG(y) −
0

v
0

G(y)dy = vG(v) −



v

G(y)dy.
0

Let v > 0. Then G(v) > 0 and we can divide both sides of our function by G(v) to get b(v) = v −
by Proposition 13, this completes the proof.

v
0

G(y)dy
.
G(v)

Since b(0) = 0

Theorem 18 gives us a necessary formula for our permissible SBNE over [0, v∗ ]. This formula would look familiar to anyone
who has studied auction theory, as it is the standard SBNE formula for a first-price sealed-bid auction with our particular
conditional cdf G(y) for the first order statistic Yi . Our SFPBO auction is different as the maximum bid is capped by ω, and
thus we have to reckon with how we can find v∗ , the value above which bidders will just use the buy-out price ω. To that
end, we define a function inspired by Theorem 18. Define b̃ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] as

 v


G(y)dy

0
v
−
if 0 < v ≤ 1 .
Equation 78.
b̃(v) :=
G(y)



0 if v = 0.

b̃ would be the SBNE for a first-price sealed-bid auction with no reserve, an unknown number of bidders, and no buy-out
price. 5 The content of Theorem 18 can be restated as: if b is a permissible SBNE for the SFPBO auction, then for all
v ∈ [0, v∗ ] we have b(v) = b̃(v). To characterize v∗ , we define a new function ∆ that is meant to measure the difference in
expected surplus to a bidder by bidding b̃(v) or bidding ω.
Definition 19. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction. Define the function ∆ : [0, 1] → R by
v
G(y)dy
G(v)
0
∆(v) := (v − b̃(v))
− (v − ω) =
−v+ω
P (Cv1 |X1 = 1)
P (Cv1 |X1 = 1)

Equation

79.

Equation

80.

Note that by Proposition 12, we have

v

  (1 − F (v)) 0 G(y)dy
−v+ω
m
1
(v)n+1 )qn
∆(v) =
n=0 n+1 (1 − F 

1

G(y)dy − 1 + ω
0
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Again, ∆ is meant to measure which of the bidding options (making an offer or using the buy-out price) result in the most
expected surplus for the bidder. If ∆(v) > 0, then the bidder should choose the first option and if ∆(v) < 0, then she should
choose the second. If ∆(v) = 0, she should be indifferent to either option. Thus, we expect that ∆(v∗ ) = 0 if v∗ < 1, as this
is the value where the bidder switches from the first option to the second. Below, we will prove these heuristic observations.
Proposition 20. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction and define ∆ as in Definition 19. Then ∆ is continuous on [0, 1],
differentiable on (0, 1), ∆(0) > 0 and ∆ is decreasing on [0, 1].
To prove the above, we will need an auxillary definition and a lemma:
Definition 21. Let n be a natural number. Define the polynomial jn (x) as
jn (x) := −(n − 1)xn + nxn−1 − 1.

Equation

81.

Lemma 22. For any natural number n, jn (x) = −(n − 1)xn + nxn−1 − 1 is negative for all x ∈ [0, 1).
Proof. First note that jn (0) = −1 < 0 and jn (1) = 0. Thus, to prove the lemma it suffices to show that jn (x) > 0 for
x ∈ (0, 1). To that end, note that jn (x) = n(n − 1)xn−2 (1 − x) > 0 for x ∈ (0, 1), completing the proof.
Now we are ready to prove our proposition involving ∆:
Proof. (Proposition 20) First note that we can rewrite Equation 80 as
v
G(y)dy
0
n
∆(v) = m
− v + ω,
1
k
n=0 n+1 (
k=0 F (v) ) qn

Equation

82.

and thus ∆ is continuous on [0, 1] and differentiable on (0, 1) by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus. Next note ∆(0) =
ω > 0. To prove ∆ is decreasing, we simply prove its derivative is negative on (0, 1). Thus, for v ∈ (0, 1), we have


v
(1
−
F
(v))
G(y)dy
d
0
m
−v+ω
∆ (v) =
1
n+1 )q
dv
n
n=0 n+1 (1 − F (v)

v
v
m  1
n+1
)qn (−f (v) 0 G(y)dy + (1 − F (v))G(v)) + (1 − F (v))F (v)n f (v)qn 0 G(y)dy
n=0 n+1 (1 − F (v)
=
−1

2
m
1
n+1 )q
(1
−
F
(v)
n
n=0 n+1
v
 m qn
n+1
− (n + 1)(1 − F (v))F (v)n )
−f (v) 0 G(y)dy n=0 n+1 (1 − F (v)
+
=

2
m
1
n+1 )q
(1
−
F
(v)
n
n=0 n+1
 m qn
n
n+1
))
n=0 n+1 ((n + 1)(1 − F (v))F (y) − (1 − F (v)
m
1
n+1
)qn
n=0 n+1 (1 − F (v)
v
 m qn
 m qn
−f (v) 0 G(y)dy n=0 n+1 (−jn (F (v)))
n=0 n+1 (−jn (F (v)))
=
− m

2
1
n+1 )q
m
1
n
n+1 )q
n=0 n+1 (1 − F (v)
n
n=0 n+1 (1 − F (v)
<

0

Equation

83.

for v ∈ (0, 1) (applying Lemma 22 in the last inequality). This completes the proof.
Next we will show that ∆(v) is non-negative for v ≤ v∗ :
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Proposition 23. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction, suppose that there exists a permissible SBNE b for this auction, and
define ∆ as in Definition 19. Then ∆(v∗ ) ≥ 0 and ∆(v) > 0 for all v ∈ [0, v∗ ).
Proof. Let v ∈ [0, v∗ ]. Using Proposition 17 and Theorem 18 we have
∆(v)

=
=
>
=
≥

G(v)
− (v − ω)
P (Cv1 |X1 = 1)
G(v)
n
− (v − ω)
(v − b(v)) m
1
k
(
n=0 n+1
k=0 F (v) ) qn
(v − b̃(v))

(v − b(v)) m

1
n=0 n+1

(

G(v)
n

k=0

F (v∗ )k ) qn

− (v − ω)

−1 ), X
 −1 , Σ)|C 1 , X1 = 1] − E[Π1 (v, ω, b(V
−1 ), X
 −1 , Σ)|C 1 , X1 = 1]
E[Π1 (v, b(v), b(V
v∗
v∗

Equation

0,

84.

where the last inequality is justified because b is a permissible SBNE. Thus, ∆(v) ≥ 0 for v ≤ v∗ . Since ∆ is decreasing, for
v < v∗ we have ∆(v) > ∆(v∗ ) ≥ 0, completing the proof.
Heuristically, we assume that any equilibrium strategy for the SFPBO auction should have a jump discontinuity at v∗ in
the case that v∗ < 1, as bidders should be willing to bid a higher amount to account for the certainty in using the buy-out
price ω. Using Proposition 23 we can prove this as a fact. Before we do so, we prove a lemma that will be useful in that and
subsequent proofs.
Lemma 24. Define Ψ : [0, 1] → [0, 1] as Ψ(v) = G(v) − P (Cv1 |X1 = 1). Then Ψ(v) < 0 for v ∈ [0, 1) and Ψ(1) = 0.
Proof. Let v ∈ [0, 1]. We compute
Ψ(v)

=
=
=

G(v) − P (Cv1 |X1 = 1)
m


1
(n + 1)(1 − F (v))
n=0

Equation

85.

Equation

86.



(n + 1)F (v)n (1 − F (v)) − (1 − F (v)n+1 ) qn

m


1
jn+1 (F (v))qn .
(n
+
1)(1
− F (v))
n=0

The result then follows from the facts that 0 ≤ F (v) ≤ 1, F (v) = 1 if and only if v = 1, and Lemma 22.
Now we can prove our jump discontinuity proposition:
Proposition 25. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction, suppose that there exists a permissible SBNE b for this auction with
corresponding value v∗ , and define ∆ as in Definition 19. If v∗ < 1, then b(v∗ ) < ω.
Proof. Suppose v∗ < 1 and b(v∗ ) = ω in order to derive a contradiction. Since b(v∗ ) = b̃(v∗ ) and we assume b(v∗ ) = ω we
have
∆(v∗ )

=
=

G(v∗ )
− (v∗ − ω)
(v∗ − b(v∗ ))
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)


G(v∗ )
(v∗ − ω)
−
1
< 0,
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)

Equation

87.

where in the last inequality we used the fact that v∗ < 1 and Lemma 24. However, by Proposition 23, ∆(v∗ ) ≥ 0, which is
a contradiction. Thus, if v∗ < 1, then b(v∗ ) < ω.
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If v∗ < 1, the value v∗ of a permissible SBNE b is a tipping point value where a risk-neutral bidder should be indifferent
between submitting an offer or just purchasing the item for ω. Since ∆ measures the difference in expected surplus between
those two options, we thus expect that ∆(v∗ ) = 0. If v∗ = 1, then ω is too high for a bidder to gain more expected surplus
by submitting the buy-out price of ω than just submitting an offer. We can now prove these two observations.
Proposition 26. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction, suppose that there exists a permissible SBNE b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] for
this auction with corresponding value v∗ , and define ∆ as in Definition 19. If v∗ = 1, then ∆(v) > 0 on [0, 1) and ∆(v∗ ) ≥ 0.
If v∗ < 1, then ∆(v∗ ) = 0.
Proof. If v∗ = 1, the result directly follows from Proposition 23. So suppose v∗ < 1. By Proposition 25, b(v∗ ) < ω. Let
v ∈ (v∗ , 1] be arbitrary. Since b is a permissible SBNE, we have by Proposition 17
0

≥
=
=
=
=

−1 ), X−1 , Σ)|C 1 , X1 = 1] − E[Π(v, b(v), b(V
−1 ), X−1 , Σ)|C 1 , X1 = 1]
E[Π(v, b(v∗ ), b(V
v∗
v∗
G(v∗ )
− (v − ω)
(v − b̃(v∗ ))
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)
G(v)
G(v∗ )
G(v)
− (v − ω) + (v − b̃(v∗ ))
− (v − b̃(v))
(v − b̃(v))
P (Cv1 |X1 = 1)
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)
P (Cv1 |X1 = 1)
G(v)
G(v∗ )
− (v − b̃(v))
∆(v) + (v − b̃(v∗ ))
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)
P (Cv1 |X1 = 1)
v
v
G(y)dy
(v − v∗ )G(v∗ ) + 0 ∗ G(y)dy
0
−
.
Equation 88.
∆(v) +
1
1
P (Cv∗ |X1 = 1)
P (Cv |X1 = 1)

Since ∆ is continuous at v∗ and v∗ < 1, we have
∆(v∗ )

=
≤
=
=

lim ∆(v)

v→v∗+

v
(v − v∗ )G(v∗ ) + 0 ∗ G(y)dy
G(y)dy
lim
−
1
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)
v→v∗+ P (Cv |X1 = 1)
v
 v∗
G(y)dy
(v∗ − v∗ )G(v∗ ) + 0 ∗ G(y)dy
0
−
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)
0.
v
0

Equation

89.

Thus, ∆(v∗ ) ≤ 0. But by Proposition 23, ∆(v∗ ) ≥ 0. Thus ∆(v∗ ) = 0, as desired.
We now have completely characterized the permissible SBNE in a SFPBO auction which we summarize in the following
theorem.
Theorem 27. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction, suppose that there exists a permissible SBNE b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] for
this auction with corresponding value v∗ , and define ∆ as in Definition 19. If ∆(v) ≥ 0 for all v ∈ [0, 1], then


0 for v = 0

 v

Equation 90.
.
b(v) =
G(y)dy


 v− 0
for 0 < v
G(v)
If ∆(v) < 0 for some v ∈ [0, 1], then

b(v) =









v−







0

v

G(y)dy
0
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G(y)
ω

for v = 0
for 0 < v ≤ v∗

.

Equation

91.

for v > v∗
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Moreover, b(v) has a jump discontinuity at v∗ and v∗ is the unique value in [0, 1] such that ∆(v∗ ) = 0.
Proof. First suppose ∆(v) ≥ 0 for all v ∈ [0, 1]. If v∗ < 1, then by Proposition 26 ∆(v∗ ) = 0 and since ∆ is decreasing, we
have ∆(1) < 0, which contradicts our assumption. Thus, v∗ = 1 and Equation 90 follows from Theorem 18. Next suppose
∆(v) < 0 for some v ∈ [0, 1]. If v∗ = 1, then by Proposition 23 ∆(v) ≥ 0 for all v ∈ [0, 1], a contradiction. Thus, v∗ < 1
and Equation 91 and the comment following it follow from Theorem 18, Proposition 25, and Proposition 26, completing
the proof.
Note that if Equation 90 holds, the buy-out price ω is higher than any bidder is willing to offer in equilibrium. However,
if Equation 91 holds, not only are some bidders with values v∗ < v willing to bid ω, but since there is a jump discontinuity
some of them will bid ω even though the bid b̃(v) is lower than the buy-out price. That is, the buy-out price actually can
induce higher bids in equilibrium than the standard first-price sealed-bid auction that does not have a buy-out. Despite this
jump discontinuity, we will show in our last section that a seller maximizes revenue by setting a buy-out price that is higher
than any bidder is willing to pay in equilibrium.
While Theorem 27 gives us the exact necessary conditions for a permissible SBNE in the SFPBO auction, we still need to
prove this formula gives an actual permissible SBNE. That is, we have proven a uniqueness statement in the previous theorem,
but we still need to prove existence. Proving that the formulas Equation 90 and Equation 91 actually give permissible SBNEs
the content of the proof of the next theorem.
Theorem 28. Assume the conditions of the SFPBO auction, define ∆ as in Definition 19, and define v∗ as
v∗ = inf({v ∈ [0, 1] : ∆(v) < 0} ∪ {1})
Then the function b : [0, 1] → [0, 1] given by

b(v) =









v−







0

v

G(y)dy
0

G(v)
ω

Equation

92.

Equation

93.

for v = 0
for 0 < v ≤ v∗

.

for v > v∗

is the unique permissible SBNE for the SFPBO auction.

Proof. The uniqueness part of this statement was proven in Theorem 27, thus it only remains to prove that b as defined in
 and X
 as well as the fact that the quantities P (C i |Xi =
Equation 93 yields a permissible SBNE. Due to the symmetry of V
v∗
−i ), X
 −i , Σ|C i , Xi = 1] (Proposition 17) are independent of i, it suffices to prove the
1) (Proposition 12) and Ei [v, b̂, b(V
v∗
result for i = 1. First we record some facts about ∆ and v∗ . Note that since ∆(0) = ω > 0 and ∆ is continuous, we must
have v∗ > 0. Also by continuity and the fact that ∆ is decreasing, ∆(v∗ ) ≥ 0 and thus ∆(v) > 0 for v < v∗ . Finally, if
v∗ < 1, again by continuity ∆(v∗ ) = 0 and since ∆ is decreasing if v > v∗ , then ∆(v) < 0.
Next we will show b is permissible. Note that b is differentiable on (0, v∗ ) and continuous on (0, v∗ ] by the Fundamental
Theorem of Calculus. To show that b is also continuous at 0 we can employ a Squeeze Theorem argument. To that end, first
note that G (y) > 0 since F  (y) = f (y) > 0 for all y ∈ (0, 1), so we have
 v
b(v) =
yG (y)dy > 0 for v ∈ (0, v∗ ).
Equation 94.
0

Also, for v ∈ (0, v∗ ), b(v) < v. Thus, by the Squeeze Theorem, limv→0+ b(v) = 0 = b(0), proving continuity at 0. To show
that b is increasing on [0, v∗ ], we will show b (v) > 0 for v ∈ (0, v∗ ). Again noting that G (v) > 0 for v ∈ (0, v∗ ), we have
v
v
G(v)2 − G (v) 0 G(y)dy
G (v) 0 G(y)dy
b (v) = 1 −
=
> 0.
Equation 95.
G(v)2
G(v)2
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To prove that b is nondecreasing on [0, 1] and v∗ = inf({v ∈ [0, 1] : b(v) = ω} ∪ {1}), it suffices to show that b(v) < ω for
v < v∗ . Suppose b(v) = ω for some v < v∗ to derive a contradiction. Since v < v∗ ≤ 1, we have G(v) − P (Cv1 |X1 = 1) < 0
by Lemma 24. So we have


G(v)
G(v)
−
(v
−
ω)
=
(v
−
ω)
−
1
< 0,
Equation 96.
0 < ∆(v) = (v − b(v))
P (Cv1 |X1 = 1)
P (Cv1 |X1 = 1)
giving us our desired contradiction. Thus, b(v) < ω for all v < v∗ and we have shown that b is permissible.

Next we show that b is a permissible SBNE. Note that for any v ∈ [0, 1], by Proposition 17, if we have b̂ ∈ (b(v∗ ), ω), then



−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1
=
E Π1 (v, b̂, b(V
v∗
<

=

(v − b̂)G(v∗ )
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)
(v − b(v∗ ))G(v∗ )
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)



−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 . Equation 97.
E Π1 (v, b(v∗ ), b(V
v∗

Since b(0) = 0, to prove b is a permissible SBNE it suffices to show that for all v ∈ [0, 1],






 1
−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 =

E Π1 (v, b(v), b(V
sup
E
Π
(v,
b̂,
b(
V
),
X
,
Σ)
 Cv∗ , X1 = 1
1
−1
−1
v∗
b̂∈[b(0),b(v∗ )]∪{ω}

Equation

98.

To that end, for any x ∈ [0, v∗ ) ∪ {v|v = v∗ and b(v) < ω}, we have by Proposition 17



−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 = (v − b(x))G(x)
E Π1 (v, b(x), b(V
v∗
P (Cv1∗ , X1 = 1)


 x
1
=
(v
−
x)G(x)
+
G(y)dy
Equation
.
99.
P (Cv1∗ , X1 = 1)
0
Taking the derivative of the above with respect to x (for x ∈ (0, v∗ )) yields


1
d 
−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 =
E Π1 (v, b(x), b(V
(v − x)G (x).
Equation 100.
v∗
1
dx
P (Cv∗ , X1 = 1)
m
Since G (x) = n=1 nF (x)n−1 f (x)qn > 0 for all x in (0, 1), the above derivative is positive for x < v and negative for
x > v. Thus, in the case where v < v∗ , we have a global maximum for our conditional expected value at b(v) over the set
[b(0), b(v∗ )) ∪ {b(v)|v = v∗ and b(v) < ω}. In the case where v ≥ v∗ , then we have



−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1] ≤ (v − b(v∗ ))G(v∗ ) .
E Π1 (v, b̂, b(V
Equation 101.
sup
v∗
1 , X = 1)
P (Cv∗
1
b̂∈[b(0),b(v∗ ))∪{b(v)|v=v∗ ,b(v)<ω}
Putting these two facts in one expression, we have
sup
b̂∈[b(0),b(v∗ ))∪{b(v)|v=v∗ ,b(v)<ω}

=




−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1
E Π1 (v, b̂, b(V
v∗

 



−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 if v < v∗
 E Π1 (v, b(v), b(V
v∗
(v
−
b(v
∗ ))G(v∗ )

if v ≥ v∗ .

1 , X = 1)
P (Cv∗
1

Equation

102.







−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 > (v−ω) = E Π(v, ω, b(V
−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1
We next aim to show that E Π(v, b(v), b(V
v∗
v∗
˜
given by
for v < v∗ . To that end, define a function ∆(v)
1
(v − b̃(v))G(v)
˜
− (v − ω) =
∆(v)
=
1
1
P (Cv∗ |X1 = 1)
P (Cv∗ |X1 = 1)
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v

0

G(y)dy − v + ω.

Equation

103.
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1
P (Cv1∗ |X1

= 1)

(G(v) − P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)) < 0

Equation

104.

˜ ∗ ) = ∆(v∗ ) ≥ 0 (due to the
˜ is decreasing on [0, v∗ ] and ∆(v
where the last inequality is justified by Lemma 24. So ∆
˜
> 0 for v < v∗ . Thus we
definition of v∗ and the fact that b is increasing and continuous on [0, v∗ ]) which implies ∆(v)
indeed have






−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 − E Π1 (v, ω, b(V
−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 = ∆(v)
˜
E Π1 (v, b(v), b(V
> 0 Equation 105.
v∗
v∗
for v < v∗ . Thus, by Equation 102, Equation 98 holds when v < v∗ . Next we consider the case v = v∗ . If b(v∗ ) < ω, then
using Equation 102 and the fact that ∆(v∗ ) ≥ 0 we have



−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 = (v∗ − b(v∗ ))G(v∗ )
E Π1 (v∗ , b(v∗ ), b(V
v∗
1 , X = 1)
P (Cv∗
1
≥(v − ω)



−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 ,
=E Π1 (v∗ , ω, b(V
v∗

Equation

106.

which by Equation 102 proves Equation 98 when v = v∗ and b(v∗ ) < ω. Next we consider the case that v = v∗ and
b(v∗ ) = ω. Note that ∆(v) > 0 for v < v∗ and ∆(v∗ ) ≤ 0 by the definition of v∗ and the fact that ∆ is increasing and
continuous on [0, v∗ ]. So, by the same reasoning found in Proposition 25 we can see that both v∗ = 1 and ∆(v∗ ) = 0. Thus,
if b(v∗ ) = ω, then



−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1 = v∗ − ω = (v∗ − b(v∗ ))G(v∗ ) .
Equation 107.
E Π1 (v∗ , b(v∗ ), b(V
v∗
P (Cv1∗ , X1 = 1)

So again by Equation 102 and the fact b(v∗ ) = ω, the above proves Equation 98 when v = v∗ and b(v∗ ) = ω. Finally, if
v > v∗ , we consider the function Ẽ : [0, 1] → [0, ∞) defined by Ẽ(x) = (v − b̃(x))G(x)/P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1) = ((v − x)G(x) +
x
G(y)dy)/P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1). Note that (similar to above) Ẽ  (x) = (v − x)G (x) and so Ẽ(x) takes a global maximum
0
value at x = v. Using that fact, Equation 102, and the fact that ∆(v) < 0 (as v > v∗ ), we have



−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1
E Π1 (v, b̂, b(V
sup
v∗
b̂∈[b(0),b(v∗ ))∪{b(v)|v=v∗ ,b(v)<ω}

= (v − b(v∗ ))G(v∗ )

= (v − b̃(v∗ ))G(v∗ )
= Ẽ(v∗ )
< Ẽ(v)
= (v − b̃(v))G(v) < (v − ω)



−1 ), X−1 , Σ) C 1 , X1 = 1] .
= E Π1 (v, b(v), b(V
v∗

Equation

108.

Thus, Equation 98 holds when v > v∗ and so Equation 98 holds for all v ∈ [0, 1], completing the proof.
A MODEL WITH SIMULTANEOUS BIDDING
One of the hallmarks of the SFPBO auction was the serial nature of the auction. The reason we considered bidders bidding
in serial was to reflect how bidders bid on the Best Offer auction on eBay. In particular, if a bidder on eBay submits the BIN
price, then that bidder will win the auction with certainty. However, often in auction theory auction models are created
bidders submit their bids simultaneously and any resulting ties are broken randomly. For the second-price with buy-out
auction considered in the work of Reynolds and Wooders this latter approach is used. 3 Here we consider how, if at all,
the permissible SBNE strategies for our SFPBO auction would change if we took this alternate approach. We will call the
resulting model the First-Price Buy Out (FPBO) model and define it below:
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Definition 29. The conditions of the First Price Buy Out (FPBO) auction are conditions (i) through (xi) of the definition of the
SFPBO auction (Definition 9) with the added condition
(xii) all bidders bid simultaneously.
Since the bidders in the FPBO bid simultaneously, all bidders have the opportunity to bid. Thus, we modify our definition
of the SBNE for this model:
Definition 30. Assume the conditions of the FPBO auction. We say that b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] is a permissible symmetric
Bayesian Nash equilibrium bidding strategy for the FPBO auction (or just permissible SBNE) if b is permissible and for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}






−i ), X
 −i , Σ) Xi = 1 = E Πi (vi , b(vi ), b(V
−i ), X
 −i , Σ) Xi = 1 .
sup E Πi (vi , b̂, b(V
Equation 109.
b̂∈[0,ω]

We will derive for a SBNE for this FPBO auction. Since the derivation is similar to the SBNE for the SFPBO auction, we
will omit many of the details of the derivation, focusing only on important differences.

For the SBNE for the FPBO auction, we no longer condition on the event Cvi ∗ , which makes deriving the SBNE easier, but
also means that a bidder who submits the maximum bid ω no longer wins the item with certainty. In fact, given a particular
threshold v∗ , if bidder i bids ω, then bidder i will win if for all j ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}, if Σ(j) < Σ(i) then Xj = 0 or Vj ≤ v∗ .
That is, bidder i wins in the case of the event Cvi ∗ . More precisely, we have an analogue to Proposition 17:
Proposition 31. Assume the conditions of the FPBO auction. Let b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] be a permissible bidding function for the
FPBO auction with the cut-off value of v∗ , and suppose that b(0) = 0. Let b−1 be the inverse of b|[0,v∗ ] and fix i ∈ {1, . . . , m + 1}.
If v ∈ [0, 1] and b̂ ∈ [0, ω], then


(v − b̂)G(b−1 (b̂)) if b̂ ≤ b(v∗ ) and b̂ < ω


 




E Πi v, b̂, b(V−i ), X−i , Σ Xi = 1 =
Equation 110.
(v − b̂)G(v∗ ) if b(v∗ ) < b̂ < ω

 (v − ω)P (C 1 |X = 1) if b̂ = ω.
1
v∗


 
 −i , Σ  Xi = 1 is independent of i.
−i ), X
In particular, E Πi v, b̂, b(V
We omit a proof of the above as the proposition can be proven analogously to the proof of Proposition 17. From Proposition
31, one can prove an analogue to Theorem 18:

Theorem 32. Assume the conditions of the FPBO auction. Let b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] be a permissible SBNE for the FPBO auction.
Then, if v ∈ [0, v∗ ]

 v


G(y)dy

if 0 < v ≤ v∗
v− 0
Equation 111.
b(v) = b̃(v) =
G(v)



0 if v = 0.

Again, we omit the proof as it is analogous to the proofs of Proposition 13, Proposition 14, and Theorem 18. Note that
Theorem 32 implies that any SBNE to the FPBO auction must be the same as as the unique SBNE to the SFPBO auction
before the cut-off value v∗ . But must the cut-off value be the same? To answer this question, we need a new version of our
difference function ∆:
Definition 33. Assume conditions (i) through (xi) of the SFPBO auction. Define the function ∆ : [0, 1] → R by
 v
 

 

∆(v) := (v − b̃(v))G(v) − (v − ω)P Cv1  X1 = 1 =
G(y)dy − (v − ω)P Cv1  X1 = 1

Equation

112.

0
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In light of Proposition 31 and Theorem 32, ∆ measures the difference in expected value of bidding using the SBNE without
a cutoff b̃ and using the buy out price ω. In the next proposition we state the obvious fact that ∆ and ∆ are related, and thus
many of the properties we proved about ∆ carry over to ∆:
Proposition 34. Assume conditions (i) through (xi) of the SFPBO auction. Then
 

∆(v) = P Cv1  X1 = 1 ∆(v).

Equation

113.

Furthermore, ∆(0) > 0 and we have ∆(v) = 0 ⇐⇒ ∆(v) = 0. Still furthermore, if b is a permissible SBNE for the FPBO
auction with associated cut-off value v∗ , then ∆(v) > 0 for v ∈ (0, v∗ ) and ∆(v∗ ) ≥ 0. If v∗ < 1 then b(v∗ ) < ω and ∆(v∗ ) = 0.

 
Proof. Equation 113 follows directly from the definitions of ∆ and ∆. Since P Cv1  X1 = 1 > 0, ∆(v) = 0 ⇐⇒
∆(v) = 0 holds by Equation 113. ∆(0) > 0 follows from Proposition 20 and Equation 113. The properties ∆(v) > 0 for
v ∈ (0, v∗ ) and ∆(v∗ ) ≥ 0 can be proven an analogously to Proposition 23. If v∗ < 1, then b(v∗ ) < ω follows from a proof
analogous to that of Proposition 25. Finally ∆(v∗ ) = 0 follows by a proof analogous to the proof of Proposition 26.
We can now state the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 35. Assume the conditions of the FPBO auction, suppose that there exists a SBNE b : [0, 1] → [0, ω] for this auction
with corresponding value v∗ . If ∆(v) ≥ 0 for all v ∈ [0, 1], then


0 for v = 0

 v

b(v) =
Equation 114.
.
G(y)dy


 v− 0
for 0 < v
G(v)
If ∆(v) < 0 for some v ∈ [0, 1], then

b(v) =









v−







0

v

G(y)dy
0

G(y)
ω

for v = 0
for 0 < v ≤ v∗

.

Equation

115.

for v > v∗

Moreover, v∗ is the unique value in [0, 1] such that ∆(v∗ ) = 0 and b(v) is equal to the unique SBNE for the SFPBO auction.
Proof. First suppose ∆(v) ≥ 0 for all v ∈ [0, 1]. If v∗ < 1, then by Proposition 34 ∆(v∗ ) = 0. Again by Proposition
 

34 we thus know ∆(v∗ ) = 0 and since ∆ is decreasing, we have ∆(1) < 0. So ∆(1) = P C11  X1 = 1 ∆(1) < 0, which
contradicts our assumption. Thus, v∗ = 1 and Equation 114 follows from Theorem 32. Next suppose ∆(v) < 0 for some
v ∈ [0, 1]. If v∗ = 1, then by Proposition 34 ∆(v) ≥ 0 for all v ∈ [0, 1], a contradiction. Thus, v∗ < 1 and Equation 115
and the first assertion following it follow from Theorem 32 and Proposition 34. The last assertion follows from Equation
113 and Theorem 27.
Heuristically, this result is surprising. In the SFPBO auction, a bidder not only knows that she will win with certainly if
she bids ω, but that whatever bidders bid before her must have values less than the cut-off value. However, in equilibrium
she behaves as she would in the FPBO auction. That is, in equilibrium in the SFPBO auction she behaves as if she did not
have this extra information. As we noted (in more detail) in the comment following Proposition 17, this equivalency is due
to the fact that if a bidder has a value under the cut-off value of v∗ , she can only win if all bidders also have values under the
cut-off value.
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SELLER STRATEGY IN SETTING THE BUY-OUT PRICE
In the SFPBO/FPBO auction model, the seller seems to do himself a disservice by putting a ceiling (the buy-out price ω) on
the highest possible bid. However, playing devil’s advocate, one could dispute this heuristic point. Indeed, such a contrarian
could point to the fact that the unique permissible SBNE can have a jump discontinuity, and thus in certain situations buyers
could bid more in a SFPBO/FPBO auction than a standard first-price sealed-bid auction. Perhaps a seller could set a buyout price ω such that his expected revenue in this type of auction is the same or greater than the expected revenue in a
straight first-price sealed-bid auction with no minimum bid (that is, an auction that does not have a ceiling on a high bid).
Furthermore, because in the SFPBO/FPBO model the seller cannot set an open reserve price other than 0, setting ω higher
than any bidder is willing to pay is not an optimal auction. 7 That said, we will now contradict that contrarian point of view
and prove that setting ω higher than any bidder is willing to pay does generate the maximal expected revenue to the seller.
Recall that cut-off value v∗ is implicitly determined by the equation ∆(v) = 0 (as long as v∗ < 1) and ∆ depends on ω.
Solving the equation ∆(v∗ ) = 0 for ω yields
 v∗
G(y)dy
0
.
ω = v∗ −
Equation 116.
P (Cv1∗ |X1 = 1)
If v∗ = 1, then the bidders always use the strategy b̃ and never submit the buy-out price of ω = 1 −
1

G(y)dy
0
P (C11 |X1 =1)

1

G(y)dy
0
.
P (C11 |X1 =1)

Setting

ω higher than 1 −
would have the same effect of bidders never submitting the buy-out price as a bid, so we can
find an optimal cut-off value v∗ and use it to determine a corresponding optimal ω.
Theorem 36. Assume the conditions (i) through (xi) of the SFPBO auction. For any v∗ ∈ [0, 1], let bv∗ (v) be the SBNE of the
SFPBO auction as defined in Theorem 28
with the corresponding cut-off value of v∗ . Let Rv∗ = bv∗ (Ỹ ) be the revenue generated

by the SFPBO auction with ω = v∗ −

v∗
G(y)dy
0
P (Cv1∗ |X1 =1) .

The quantity E[Rv∗ ] is maximized at v∗ = 1.

Proof. First we derive a formula for the cdf G̃(y) of Ỹ = max1≤j≤m+1 Xj Vj . We have
G̃(y) = P (Y ≤ y) =

m+1

n=0

P (Y ≤ y|N = n)P (N = n) =

m+1


F (y)n q̃n ,

Equation

117.

n=0

as q̃n = P (N = n) by definition of q̃n . As our formula for E[Rv∗ ] will involve both q˜n ’s (from G̃) and qn ’s (from G), we
will want a relationship between the two quantities. To that end, for any n ∈ {2, . . . , m + 1} we have
qn

=
=
=

P (N = n + 1|X1 = 1)
1
P (N = n + 1, X1 = 1)
P (X1 = 1)

1
P (X1 = 1, X2 = β1 , X3 = β2 , . . . , Xm+1 = βm )
P (X1 = 1)
m
m,

β∈{0,1}

=

=

=

=

1

P (X1 = 1)

i=1



βi =n

P (X1 = 1, X2 = 1, . . . , Xn+1 = 1, Xn+2 = 0, . . . , Xm+1 = 0)

m
m,

β∈{0,1}
i=1 βi =n

 
m
P (X1 = 1, X2 = 1, . . . , Xn+1 = 1, Xn+2 = 0, . . . , Xm+1 = 0)
P (X1 = 1) n
 
m
n
1

 q̃n+1
P (X1 = 1) m + 1
n+1
1

1
n+1
q̃n+1 .
P (X1 = 1) m + 1
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Now we can start to compute E[Rv∗ ]:
E[Rv∗ ]

=
=
=
=
=

E[bv∗ (Y )]
 1
bv∗ (y)G̃ (y)dy





0

v∗



b̃(y)G̃ (y)dy +

0
v∗



1

ω G̃ (y)dy

v∗

b̃(y)G̃ (y)dy + ω(1 − G̃(v∗ ))



 v∗
y
 v∗ 
G(y)dy
G(x)dx

0
0
G̃ (y)dy + v∗ −
(1 − G̃(v∗ )).
y−
G(y)
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In the last line of Equation 119, the quantity
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appears. To move forward, we first simplify that quotient using Equation
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Plugging Equation 120 into Equation 119 and integrating by parts in the second integral of the second line yields
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0

To push the calculation of E[Rv∗ ] forward, we next we simplify the quotient
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1−G̃(v∗ )
= (m + 1)P (X1 = 1)(1 − F (v∗ )) for all v∗ . Thus, we can
Since (m + 1)P (X1 = 1)(1 − F (1)) = 0, we have P (C
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continue Equation 121:
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Taking the derivative of the above yields
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for v∗ ∈ (0, 1). We used Equation 122 in the last equality and Lemma 24 in the last inequality. Thus, E[Rv∗ ] is increasing
in v∗ and thus must be maximized at the right endpoint v∗ = 1, completing the proof.
By Theorem 36, a seller should set ω high enough so that v∗ = 1. By setting v∗ = 1 in Equation 116, any ω bigger than
1
1
G(y)dy
0
or equal to 1 − P (C
1 |X =1) = 1 − 0 G(y)dy would do that job. In this case, the seller has set ω high enough so that in
1
1
1
equilibrium no bidder (except possibly a bidder with v = 1 in the case ω = 1 − 0 G(y)dy) will ever use the buy-out price
ω, making the bidders behave in equilibrium in both the SFPBO and FPBO auctions as they would in a first-price auction
with no reserve price and without a buy-out price.
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND FUTURE WORK
Here we take a heuristic account of our results. In the Secret Threshold (ST) game, we assume risk-neutral, independent,
and symmetric bidders act in serial, either submit one take-it-or-leave-it offer to the seller or submit a buy-out price, and
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know the previous number of failed bids. The seller accepts any bid that exceeds some secret threshold (or secret reserve)
price as well as the buy-out price. We derived optimal bids for this game that are based on the bidder’s value for the object as
well as the number of previous failed bids (Theorem 4 and Theorem 5). We also show that given a fixed value and assuming
bidders bid optimally, the expected bidder surplus decreases in the number of previous failed bids (Theorem 8). Thus, it is
better to be an early bidder rather than a late bidder in the ST game, despite the fact that late bidders have more information
than early bidders.
In the Serial First-Price Buy-Out (SFPBO) auction, we again assume risk-neutral, independent, and symmetric bidders act
in serial and submit one offer to the seller that is at or below the seller’s buy-out price. However, in this auction the seller
does not have a secret threshold and will instead select the highest bid among the bidders. The auction immediately ends
when one bidder submits the buy-out price for her with the buy-out bidder winning the auction and paying the buy-out
price. Furthermore, at the time of bidding, bidders do not know how many previous failed bids have been made or how
many bids will be made in the future, but do know that any previous bid must have been lower than the buy-out price. We
found an equilibrium cut-off bidding strategy for this auction that is unique up to some reasonable conditions (Theorem 28).
Furthermore, we found that if we changed the SFPBO auction to an auction where bidders acted simultaneously and ties
were broken randomly (the First-Price Buy-Out (FPBO) auction), then any reasonable equilibrium cut-off bidding strategy
for the FPBO auction must be the same strategy as the equilibrium strategy for the SFPBO auction (Theorem 35). This
last result is surprising: bidders in the SFPBO auction have more information than bidders in the FPBO auction and yet
they behave the same in equilibrium. Lastly, we considered how the seller could optimally set the buy-out price in either
the SFPBO or FPBO auctions, and found that the seller should set the buy-out price higher than any bidder in equilibrium
would consider submitting (Theorem 36). That is, the seller should set a buy-out price so high that the auction is effectively
just a standard first-price sealed-bid auction with no reserve price.
One obvious question stemming from this last result is why sellers would choose to sell their goods using a Best Offer auction
if the SFPBO and FPBO auctions models offer no more expected revenue than a standard first-price sealed-bid auction with
no reserve, an auction that is not typically an optimal auction. An equally obvious possible explanation is that bidders
are actually risk-adverse and not risk-neutral, and perhaps the SFPBO/FPBO auctions actually can generate more expected
revenue than the first-price auction when bidders are risk-adverse. The risk-adverse assumption is made in Reynolds and
Wooders and they show that revenue can be increased with buy-out prices in second-price auction, 3 and thus risk aversion
would be a natural assumption to include in future work on deriving equilibrium strategies for first-price with buy-out
auctions. In fact, one could then compare the revenue to the second-price with buy-out auction modeled by Reynolds and
Wooders with revenue to the first-price with buy-out. In light of our result that the SFPBO and FPBO models have the same
equilibria, it would make sense to use the easier FPBO model, particularly since random tie-breaking for bidders using the
buy-out price is the assumption found in Reynolds and Wooders work. Perhaps this future work could illuminate why the
Buy-It-Now with Best Offer buying format is a popular way for sellers to sell goods on eBay.
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ABSTRACT
Parenting styles are important in the behavioral development of adolescents. The environment created by the parent, in regards to
communication with their child and level of independence given to their child, may influence the child’s susceptibility to risk
behaviors. This study examines the relationship between parenting style and substance use among university students. We
hypothesized that university students exposed to lower levels of autonomy granting (AG) or parental involvement (PI) parenting
styles would have an increased likelihood of alcohol and nicotine use. We also hypothesized that religiosity, parental education
level, ethnicity, and gender would act as moderators of parenting styles and alcohol and nicotine use. Data from a diverse
university-wide sample was collected in the fall semester of the student’s freshman year from 2011-2014 (N = 9889, 61.5%
female). Results demonstrated that AG had a significant, negative association with alcohol use (B = -0.033, p = 0.006) and
nicotine use (B = -0.066, p <0.001). All moderators were found to be significant predictors of alcohol use, however only father
education level demonstrated a borderline significant moderation of the relationship between PI and alcohol use. Religiosity,
Black race, Asian race, and gender were found to be significant predictors of nicotine use. Only gender moderated the association
between PI and nicotine use. Even though alcohol and nicotine use and AG were associated, our results indicate that once
students enter university, previous parenting style does not have a strong effect on alcohol and nicotine use behaviors in our
sample.
KEYWORDS
Parenting Styles; University Students; Risky Behaviors; Autonomy Granting; Parental Involvement; Alcohol; Nicotine; Drug;
Behavioral Biology; Substance Use
INTRODUCTION
Frequent alcohol and nicotine use has been found to have negative consequences in terms of physical health, mental health, and
social relationships.1, 2 Nicotine use has been shown to have negative effects on the physical health of individuals, such as heart
problems and lung cancer.1 In addition, alcohol use among university students can lead to a range of consequences such as
academic impairment, blackouts, sexual coercion/rape victimization, property damage, fights, and vehicular related death.3, 4 In
order to form better intervention and education plans, it is important to understand and explore the pathways to university
student risk behaviors.
Parenting styles are important in the behavioral development of adolescents. It has been shown that parenting style could play a
role in whether or not adolescents and college students are willing to participate in risky behaviors, such as alcohol use, nicotine
use, and illicit drug use.5, 6 Lack of communication between parent and adolescent is one of the factors in the development of risk
behaviors and substance abuse.5 Studies have shown that certain parenting styles can influence issues such as self-concealment,
resulting in the adolescent having less self-regulatory resources to maintain control of drinking.7 The diminished self-regulation
can lead to impaired control over alcohol consumption and alcohol-related problems.7 Presence of an authoritative mother is
directly linked to more secrets between the parent and adolescent, while having an authoritative father is directly linked to fewer
secrets.7
As discussed above, previous studies have shown that parenting styles may influence the development of risk behaviors in
adolescents.5, 8 Therefore, while it is clear that parenting styles play a large role in adolescent behavior, far less is known regarding
the relationship between parenting style and substance use in university students/emerging adulthood. The transition from high
school to university is a key developmental milestone and has the potential for change in behavior and personal growth.6 This is
primarily because university students, who generally live on campus in dormitories or on their own, are in an environment where
parental supervision is limited while opportunities to engage in risky behaviors are abundant.6 Some of the risky behaviors
university students can partake in include alcohol use, tobacco use, and illicit drug use.9,7 The transition to university, in
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combination with parenting style, could result in increased risk behaviors among freshman in a university setting and thus
emphasize the importance of examining these relationships.
There are several other family level factors that could affect the relationship between parenting and substance use, such as
religiosity, gender, ethnicity, parents’ level of education. Some religions preach against the use of substances such as alcohol,
nicotine, and marijuana because it is viewed as defiling of one’s body and considered sinful.10 In a study of university students in
Northern Ireland, Wales and England, it was found that religiosity and abstaining from drug use were positively associated.9
Therefore, it is important to examine whether religiosity may play a role in freshman university student substance use outcomes.
Parents’ level of education is important in that it is usually negatively associated with financial stress.11 Occasional drug use has
been known to be prevalent among students who have financial burdens and economic instability.9 This prevalence could be a
result of environmental factors influenced by socio-economic status, such as home and school environment.11 Gender of the
university student is important when examining parent-child dynamics; when the parent is the same sex as the subject, parenting
style is found to be significantly related to self-regulation. This is crucial because self-regulation is found to be protective against
alcohol use and abuse.8 A permissive parent, of the same sex as the subject, is found to be negatively associated with good selfregulatory processes for both men and women, while an authoritative parent, of the same sex as the subject, is found to be
associated with positive levels of self-regulation among the subjects.8 In addition, previous studies have demonstrated that
drinking patterns and risky drinking differ among ethnic groups and genders.12
While there are various types of parenting styles, from authoritative parenting to neglectful parenting;13 the current study focuses
on the Steinberg Parenting styles. Autonomy Granting (AG) is a form of parenting in which parents encourage their kids to
express their own ideas and thoughts without expressing psychological control and disapproval.14 Another dimension of parenting
is Parental Involvement (PI), which entails the involvement of the parent within school functions and their awareness of the
adolescent’s peers, feelings, and interests.14 The lack of or limited exposure to either parenting style indicates a form of parenting
in which the adolescent’s views and opinions are not heard and there is little involvement invested in the adolescent.
The current study aims to examine whether there is a connection between parenting style and university student alcohol use or
nicotine use. In addition, it seeks to test whether there are associations of alcohol and nicotine use with religiosity, ethnicity,
gender, and education level of parents. Our study hypothesis is that if parents of a university student exhibit a lower degree of PI
and AG, then there will be an increase in the frequency of alcohol use or nicotine use by the university student. If such a
relationship between parenting style and university student alcohol/nicotine use exists, then we hypothesize that the relationship
will be stronger for those with low religiosity and parent education level, and it will be stronger for males and minority groups.
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Sample
The sample for this study is derived from the Spit for Science research project, IRB permission number: HM13352. This project
is a university-wide research study, at a large, urban university, that focuses on understanding the genetic and environmental
influences on the development of risk behaviors in college students.15 The majority of students reported that they live in oncampus housing (88.1%). Programs organized by the residential life and housing are available. Freshman students, ages 18 or
older, were recruited in the Fall from 2011 to 2014 by e-mail invitation.15 After consenting to participate online, students
completed a survey containing questions that assessed personality and behavior, as well as family environment and experiences
growing up. After completion of the survey, participants collected $10 as payment and were given the option to submit their
saliva sample for a second payment of $10.15
Data from 9889 participants were used from the fall cohorts of 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014. Of the participants, 6040 were female
(61.5%). The mean age of the students was 18.50 (SD = 0.43). Of the participants, 6114 reported that neither of their biological
parents had a drinking problem (72.4%). The ethnic breakdown of the participants was: White (N = 4881, 50.1%), Black/African
American (N = 1873, 19.2%), Asian (N = 1615, 16.6%), multiracial (N = 617, 6.3%), Hispanic/Latino (N = 594, 6.1%), Native
Hawaiian/Pacific Islander (N = 67, 0.7%), American Indian/Native Alaskan (N = 51, 0.5%). The ethnic breakdown was
representative of the university’s population.
Protocol
Study data were collected using REDCap (Research Electronic Data Capture) tools hosted at Virginia Commonwealth
University.16 This secure, web-based application is designed to support data capture for research studies.
Measures
Parenting style was measured by a set of six statements, as obtained from Steinberg et al. 199214, with a four-point response scale
of: “Strongly Agree,” “Agree Somewhat,” “Disagree Somewhat,” and “Strongly Disagree.”
Statements measuring the parent’s AG included: “My parents said that I should give in on arguments rather than making people
angry,” “My parents told me that their ideas were correct and that I should not question them,” and “My parents acted cold and
unfriendly if I did something they didn’t like.” Statements measuring PI included: “My parents helped me with my school work if
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there was something I didn’t understand,” “My parents knew who my friends were,” and “My parents spend time just talking with
me.”
Separate sum scores, with a range of 3-12, were created for the AG and PI parenting styles to measure the degree of the parenting
styles. Variables were then mean centered.
Biological parent drinking problem was measured by two questions: “Do you think your biological mother has ever had a drinking
problem?” and “Do you think your biological father has ever had a drinking problem?” Drinking problem was defined as
“…his/her drinking caused problems at home, at work, with his/her health, with the police, or that he/she received alcohol
treatment.” Responses were a binary “No,” or “Yes.”
The biological parent drinking problem variable was created by considering the data from both questions to assess the percentage
of students that reported neither of their biological parents having drinking problems.
Alcohol use was measured by questions based off the AUDIT-C.17 Alcohol use frequency was measured by the question “How
often do you have a drink containing alcohol?” with a four-point response scale of: “Never,” “Monthly or less,” “2 to 4 times a
month,” “2 to 3 times a week,” and “4 or more times a week.” The response “Never” was recoded as 0 days per month,
“Monthly or less” as 1 day per month, “2 to 4 times a month” as 3 days per month, “2 to 3 times a week” as 10 days per month,
and “4 or more times a week” as 16 days per month.
Alcohol use quantity was measured by the question “How many drinks containing alcohol do you have on a typical day when you
are drinking?” with a five-point response scale of: “1 or 2,” “3 or 4,” “5 or 6,” “7, 8, or 9,” and “10 or more.” The response “1 or
2” was recoded as 1.5 drinks, “3 or 4” as 3.5 drinks, “5 or 6” as 5.5 drinks, “7, 8, or 9” as 8 drinks, and “10 or more” as 10 drinks.
The alcohol variable was created by multiplying the recoded data from both questions to assess the quantity of drinks per month.
The variable underwent log transformation to better approximate a normal distribution.
Nicotine use was measured by questions based off the IMPACTS study at University of Missouri.18 Nicotine use was measured by
the question “How frequently did you smoke [cigarettes, cigars, smokeless tobacco products, or hookah] in the last 30 days?” with
a seven-point response scale of: “I didn’t smoke any [cigarettes, cigars, smokeless tobacco products, or hookah] in the last
month,” “once or twice,” “A few days (3 to 4 days a month),” “A couple of days a week (5 to 11 days a month),” “Three times a
week (12 to 14 days a month),” “Most days of the week (15 to 25 days a month),” and “Daily or almost daily (26 to 30 days a
month).”
Four questions, with the same responses, regarding nicotine use in different forms (i.e. cigarette, cigars, smokeless tobacco, and
hookah) were combined by selecting the highest use of each nicotine product to evaluate overall nicotine use.
Gender was measured by the binary response of: “Male,” and “Female.”
Ethnicity was measured by the question “Which one of these groups best describes you?” with an eight-point response scale of:
“American Indian/Alaska Native,” “Asian,” “Black/African American,” “Hispanic/Latino,” “More than one race,” “Native
Hawaiian/Other Pacific Islander,” “Unknown,” and “White.”
A binary variable of White and Black, White and Asian, and White and Hispanic/Latino was created to analyze ethnicity with
white as the reference group.
Religiosity was measured by two questions, as obtained from Kendler et al. 1997:19 “In general, how important are your religious
and spiritual beliefs in your daily life?” and “When you have problems or difficulties in your family, work, or personal life, how
often do you seek spiritual comfort?”
Responses for the first question were on a four-point scale of: “Very important,” “Somewhat important,” “Not very important,”
and “Not at all important.” Responses for the second question were on a four-point scale of: “Almost always,” “Sometimes,”
“Rarely,” and “Never.”
A combined sum score, of a range of 2-8, was created to determine the degree of religiosity. Variables were then mean centered.
Education level of parents was measured by two questions: “The woman who functioned as mother; How far in school did she
go?” and “The man who functioned as father; How far in school did he go?”
Responses in regards to mother/father’s level of education were based on 12 possible answer choices that were recoded. The
response “He/She never went to school,” was recoded as 0 years. Responses “He/She went to school, but I don’t know what
level,” and “There was no one who functioned as a mother/father in my household” was recoded as missing. “Eighth grade or
less” was recoded as 8 years. “More than eighth grade, but did not graduate from high school,” and “Went to business, trade or
vocation school instead of high school” were recoded as 10 years. “High school graduate,” and “Completed a GED” were
recoded as 12 years. “Went to business, trade, or vocational school after high school” was recoded as 13 years. “Went to college,
but did not graduate” was recoded as 14 years. “Graduated from a college or university” was recoded as 16 years. “Professional
training beyond a four-year college or university” was recoded as 20 years. The variable was then centered.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted using the 22nd version of the IBM SPSS Software. Linear regressions were used to analyze the
relationship between AG and alcohol use, and between PI and alcohol use. Ordinal regressions were used to analyze the
relationship between AG and nicotine use, and PI and nicotine use. Ordinal regressions were used for determining the
relationship with nicotine use because of the ordinal nature of the nicotine use data.
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Interaction variables were created by cross-multiplying parenting styles with each moderator. The interaction variables were then
used in a regression model to determine if the moderators interacted with each parenting style to produce an effect on nicotine or
alcohol use. Linear regressions were conducted to determine the relationship between the moderators, biological parent drinking
problem, and alcohol use, while ordinal regressions were conducted to determine the relationship between the moderators and
nicotine use. To better gain an understanding of the relationship between the covariates and alcohol and nicotine use, linear
regression analysis and ordinal regression analysis were conducted respectively.
RESULTS
Sample Overview
The participants in our sample had an average of 14.12 drinks per month. On average, participants used nicotine products one to
four days a month. Table 1 below presents the mean, standard deviations, and sample size of the other variables.
Measure

n

Mean

Standard Deviation

Age

7902

18.5

0.43

Parenting Style
Autonomy Granting
Parental Involvement

7369
7399

8.17
9.61

2.18
2.08

Frequency of Alcohol Use

4240

14.12

23.35

Frequency of Nicotine Use

7077

2.14

1.74

Religiosity

9193

4.93

2.10

Parental Education
Mother Education
Father Education

9503
9127

15.24
15.40

3.00
3.24

Biological Parent Drinking

8456

27.6%

White
Black
Asian
Hispanic

4881
1873
1615
594

50.1%
19.2%
16.6%
6.1%

Male
Female

3780
6040

38.5%
61.5%

Ethnicity

Gender

Percent Endorsed

Table 1. Means, Standard Deviations, and n (sample size) of Variables.

Table 1 demonstrates a mean of higher than 15 for both parents’ education, meaning that the average parent in our sample
attended some college or completed college.
Parenting Style and Substance Use
Table 2 demonstrates the relationships between the parenting styles and alcohol use when biological parent drinking problem,
religiosity, mother education, father education, ethnicity, and gender were controlled. The relationship between parenting style
and nicotine use is also demonstrated with religiosity, mother education, father education, ethnicity, and gender controlled. Linear
regression analysis was conducted between parenting style, moderators, and alcohol use. There was a significant, weak, and
negative relationship between AG and alcohol use (B = -0.033, p = 0.006). Ordinal regression analysis was conducted between
parenting style, moderators, and nicotine use. Results revealed a significant, weak, negative relationship between AG and nicotine
use (B = -0.037, p < 0.001).
Variable
Alcohol Use*
Parenting Style: Involvement
Parenting Style: Autonomy
Granting
Nicotine Use
Parenting Style: Involvement
Parenting Style: Autonomy
Granting

B

SE B

P-value

0.012

0.014

0.385

-0.033

0.012

0.006**

-0.012

0.014

0.381

-0.066

0.013

< 0.001**

Table 2. Regressions of Parenting Style on Past Month Alcohol and Nicotine Use. *Controlled for biological parent drinking problem. **p < 0.05.
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Moderators
Linear regression analysis was used to analyze the relationship between moderators (gender, ethnicity, religiosity, parental
education), biological parent drinking problems, and alcohol use. Religiosity, Black race, Asian race, and female gender were
negatively associated with alcohol use (B range: -0.051 – -0.667, p = <0.001), while biological parent drinking problem and father
education was positively associated with alcohol use (B range: 0.144 – 0.023, p range: <0.001 – 0.015). Mother education was
found to be positively associated with alcohol use under Autonomy Granting. Ordinal regression analysis was conducted to
analyze the relationship between the moderators and nicotine use. There was a moderate relationship between all moderators,
except, mother education level, father education level, and Hispanic/Latino ethnicity and nicotine use (p range: <0.001 – 0.005).
Religiosity demonstrated a negative association with nicotine use (B range: -0.10 – -0.107, p <0.001). Being male, and white race
were positively associated with nicotine use (B range: 0.419 – 0.799, p <0.001).
2.2

Alcohol Use

2.1
2
Low Father
Education
High Father
Education

1.9
1.8
1.7
1.6

Low Parental Involvement High Parental Involvement

Figure 1. Line Graph Demonstrating Father Education Moderation of Parental Involvement and Alcohol Use ± SEM.

Odds Ratio of Nicotine Use

1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
Males

1

Females

0.8
0.6

0.4
0.2
0

Low Parental Involvement

High Parental Involvement

Figure 2. Line Graph Demonstrating Gender Moderation of Parental Involvement and Nicotine Use ± SEM.

The main effect of father’s education on alcohol use was a significant, weak, positive relationship (B = 0.023, p range: 0.015 –
0.018). As demonstrated by Figure 1, father education level was observed to have a borderline significant, weak, negative
moderation between PI and alcohol use (B = -0.008, p = 0.056), meaning that under high parental involvement there is greater
alcohol use across both parent's education levels. Under high father education, there is greater alcohol use across PI levels. The
difference of drinking levels is greater between education levels under low PI when compared to high PI. Meaning that, there is
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less drinking among students who reported low PI and low father education than those that reported low PI and high father
education.
The main effect of gender on nicotine use was observed to have a significant, moderate, positive relationship (B = 0.440, p = <
0.001). We found no significant moderators of AG and alcohol use, as well as AG and nicotine use. Only gender demonstrated
moderation between PI and nicotine use; a significant, weak, negative moderation (B = -0.094, p = 0.001), meaning that Males
with higher levels of PI were associated with higher levels of nicotine use, while Females with higher levels of PI were associated
with lower levels of nicotine use. Overall, Females had lower levels of nicotine use than Males. Gender moderation of PI and
nicotine use is shown by Figure 2.
DISCUSSION
This study examined the relationship between parenting styles and alcohol and nicotine use outcomes within a large and diverse
group of university students. In addition, the current study sought to test potential moderating factors of the relationship between
parenting styles and alcohol and nicotine use such as religiosity, ethnicity, gender, and parent education level. We found that there
was no significant relationship between PI and alcohol and nicotine use. AG demonstrated a negative association with alcohol and
nicotine use, however it was a weak association. Based on previous research parenting style may play a bigger role in adolescents’
substance use prior to college; however, the influence may decrease once they go to university. This could be due to the emerging
adult no longer living with their parents and thus being more susceptible to peer influences. The finding is consistent with
previous findings demonstrating that parenting style may be less important in the development of early adult substance use.20
These results contradict the study by Hartman and colleagues, but this may not be surprising due to the differences between our
studies.7 Hartman and colleagues focused on the effect of the parenting styles of each individual parent on the university student,
while our study focused on the combined effect of parenting styles of both parents. This difference is important to note because
other factors, such as gender of the parent, could influence the results.
All moderators (religiosity, ethnicity, gender, and mother/father education level) were found to be significant predictors of
alcohol use. Other studies reveal similar results. For example, El Ansari and colleagues found religiosity to have a positive
association with the lack of drug use among university students.9 Similarly, our analysis demonstrated a negative association of
religiosity and alcohol use, the same results were found concerning the relationship between religiosity and nicotine use. However,
the El Ansari and colleagues’ study was focused more on illicit drug use, whereas our study was aimed towards alcohol and
nicotine use. Alcohol, nicotine, and other illicit drugs are all considered psychoactive substances. The abuse of such substances
lead to drug dependence.21 Therefore, the findings may support each other. We found a significant, moderate, negative
relationship between gender and alcohol and nicotine use, indicating that females smoke and drink less than males. This pattern is
consistent with past findings in which males were found to use drugs twice as often as females.9
Analysis of moderation demonstrated father education level to have a borderline significant, but weak, negative moderating effect
between PI and alcohol use. Students whose fathers have high education level drink more than students with low father education
level across both PI levels. However, difference between drinking levels was found to be greater between education levels under
low PI compared to high PI. Droomers and colleagues also assessed the association between occupational level of the father and
high alcohol consumption in adolescents ages 11 to 21.22 In addition, the study looked to find factors that explained the
association between father occupation level and adolescent drinking. In contrast to our findings, Droomers and colleagues, found
that low father occupation, and low parental attachment has a significant increase in the odds of high alcohol consumption.
Parental Attachment was assessed in the Droomers and colleagues article using the Inventory of Parent and Peer Attachment
(IPPA) scale developed by Armsden and Greenburg, 1987.23 The scale measures of the IPPA had a degree of similarity with our
scales as they evaluated Alienation, Communication, and Trust. Droomers and colleagues’ finding is still relevant because it
assesses communication and awareness of the child’s emotions, which is also evaluated in PI. Humensky carried out a study to
examine the relationship between adolescent socioeconomic status (measured by parental education and household income) and
adolescent substance use (alcohol and illicit drugs).24 Findings demonstrated a higher association between adolescent binge
drinking, marijuana, and cocaine use when adolescent socioeconomic status was high.24 Since higher levels of education are
associated with high socioeconomic status,11 it could explain the consistently high alcohol use among participants of higher father
education level, compared to participants of lower father education level, in both low and high PI. Nonetheless, it is perplexing to
find that low father education and low PI are associated with less alcohol usage among university students.
Gender was found to demonstrate a significant, weak, negative moderation between PI and nicotine use. Females tended to have
less nicotine use when under both low and high PI. Overall, male participants who reported high PI seemed to have significantly
greater nicotine use compared to females who reported high PI. The higher nicotine use among males could be explained by a
study conducted by Carroll and colleagues.25 This study examined smoking in college students and the results revealed that males
were more likely to be current smokers than females. In addition, one of the aspects of PI is parent-adolescent communication
and discussion.26 A previous study with Bahamian adolescents has found that problematic parent-adolescent communication
demonstrated a consistent increase in substance use behaviors, sexual risk behaviors, and delinquent behaviors.26 Since males
demonstrated greater nicotine use than females who reported high PI, it can be speculated that gender differences play a role in
the quality of parent-adolescent communication. This can be explained by a study conducted on Italian adolescents which found
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that female adolescents reported more open communication with their parents, especially with their mothers, than male
adolescents.27 The increase in problematic parent-adolescent communication could explain the higher nicotine use in males who
reported high PI.
CONCLUSIONS
The data used in this study is from a large survey that focuses on understanding the genetic and environmental conditions that
lead to substance use in university students. This, along with the representative, diverse sample and appropriate age group, are
strengths of this study. An important limitation is that this study examined students around the time of matriculation into
university. Entering university is a time in which students have obtained a new degree of freedom and have the opportunity to
experiment with risk behaviors. By following the participants throughout their time in university we would have been able to
analyze data from their alcohol and nicotine habits, rather than just obtaining data that may have been from experimenting and
trying to gain new experiences. Another important limitation is that this study did not have the data to control nicotine
relationships for parental nicotine use, as done with alcohol relationships.
Future directions of this study could be to assess whether or not other factors influence alcohol and nicotine use such as home
environment, conflict, extracurricular activities, and peer usage. Other studies could aim to obtain parental report of parenting
styles and use the data, in addition to the participant’s report on parenting style, to determine the relationship with alcohol and
nicotine use among the participants. In addition, the study could examine alcohol and nicotine use over time. Examining these
factors is important in that it could help better inform the population regarding the outlying factors that associate with alcohol
and nicotine use. It could also help improve treatment and intervention programs.
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PRESS SUMMARY
Overall, both alcohol and nicotine use among university students have demonstrated a compromising effect on physical health,
mental health, and/or social relationships. To help improve future intervention methods, this study sought to find the relationship
between parenting styles and alcohol/nicotine use of university students. In addition, it sought to find moderators of the
relationship. The results indicate that parenting styles may play little role in the development of alcohol and nicotine use among
university students. Additionally, this study found that father education demonstrated borderline significant moderation between
Parental Involvement and alcohol use of university students. Gender was found to demonstrate significant moderation between
Parental Involvement and nicotine use of university students. No moderators were found between Autonomy Granting and
alcohol use, nor Autonomy Granting and nicotine use.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we study matricial representations of certain finitely presented groups Γ2N with N -generators of order-2. As
an application, we consider a group algebra A2 of Γ22 , under our representations. Specifically, we characterize the inverses
g −1 of all group elements g in Γ22 , in terms of matrices in the group algebra A2 . From the study of this characterization, we
realize there are close relations between the trace of the radial operator of A2 , and the Lucas numbers appearing in the Lucas
triangle.
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Matricial Representation; Group Presentation; Group Algebras; Lucas Numbers; Lucas Triangle; Finitely Presented Group;
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider certain finite-dimensional representations (Cn , αn ) of a finitely presented group:

def 
Γ2N = {x1 , . . . , xN }, {x21 = . . . = x2N } ,

Equation

1.

where the generators x1 , ..., xN are indeterminants. Precisely, the algebraic structure Γ2N is the group generated by N generators x1 , . . . , xN equipped with a noncommutative binary operation (Denoted by adjacency), satisfying
x21 = x22 = . . . = x2N = eN ,

Equation

2.

Equation

3.

where eN is the group-identity of Γ2N . One may understand a group Γ2N as the quotient group,
Group

Γ2N = FN /{gj2 = e : gj are generators of FN },



where FN is the noncommutative (non-reduced) free group {gj }N
j=1 with N generators g1 , . . . , gN , where e is the groupGroup

identity of the free group FN , and “ = ” means “group-isomorphic to.” 1, 2
By construction, all elements g of the group Γ2N are of the form,

g = xki11 xki22 . . . xkinn , for some i1 , . . . , in ∈ {1, . . . , N }, and k1 , . . . , kn ∈ Z,

Equation

4.

k

means the group-inverse of xj , and hence, x−k
means x−1
, for all
as non-reduced words in {x1 , ..., xN }, where x−1
j
j
j
k ∈ N, for all j = 1, . . . N. In this paper, for an arbitrarily fixed N ∈ N, we establish and study certain n-dimensional
Hilbert-space representations (Cn , αn ) of the groups Γ2N , for all n ∈ N \ {1}. Under our representations, each element g of
Γ2N is understood as a matrix Ag acting on Cn , for n ∈ N. Moreover, if g = xki11 . . . xkill as in Equation 4 (as a non-reduced
word in Γ2N ), then there exists corresponding matrices Ai1 , . . . , Ail , such that Ag = Aki11 . . . Akill ∈ Mn (C) (as a reduced
word in Mn (C)), where Mn (C) is the matricial algebra consisting of all (n × n)-matrices, for n ∈ N.
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Motivation
Here we justify our interest in the groups Γ2N , for N ∈ N.
Free probability is a branch of operator algebra. By considering free-distributional data, one can establish operator-valued
noncommutative probability theory on (topological or pure-algebraic) algebras as in classical probability theory. 3, 4 Also,
such free-probabilistic data allow structure theorems for given algebras under free product, determined by given linear functionals. Here, the independence of classical probability is replaced by freeness. There are two approaches in free probability
theory: Voiculescu’s original analytic approach, 4 and Speicher’s combinatorial approach. 3
The author, Cho, has considered connections between operator algebra theory and Hecke-algebraic number theory via free
probability, to provide tools for studying number-theoretic results with operator-algebraic techniques, and vice versa, by
establishing certain representational and operator-theoretic models from combinatorial free probability settings. 3
In a series of research papers, Cho considered the free-probabilistic representations of the Hecke Algebras H(Gp ) generated
by the generalized linear ((2 × 2)-matricial) groups, Gp = GL2 (Qp ), over the p-adic number field Qp for prime p. 1, 2, 5
Cho and Gillespie established free probability models of certain subalgebras HYp of the Hecke algebras H(Gp ) by defining suitable linear functionals on H(Gp ). In particular, they constructed free-probabilistic structures preserving numbertheoretic data from HYp . 5
Cho extended certain free-probabilistic models of HYp to those of H(Gp ) fully, for all primes p. 2, 6 On such models, the
C ∗ -algebras H(Gp ) were constructed by realizing elements of H(Gp ) as operators under free-probabilistic representations of
H(Gp ), and the operator-theoretic properties of generating operators of H(Gp ) were studied there.
By studying certain types of partial isometries of H(Gp ), Cho obtained the embedded non-abelian multiplicative groups GN
of H(Gp ) generated by N -many partial isometries. 1 In particular, it was shown that
Group

GN = Γ2N , for all N ∈ N,

Equation

5.

where Γ2N is in the sense of Equation 1, satisfying Equation 3. To study detailed algebraic properties of GN in H(Gp ), and
to investigate operator-algebraic properties of C ∗ (GN ) in H(Gp ), he used the isomorphic group Γ2N of Equation 1, and the
 
corresponding group C ∗ -algebra: C ∗ Γ2N .

In this paper, we study the groups Γ2N of Equation 1 pure-algebraically (independent from our sources). 1–3

Overview
In this paper, we concentrate on studying the groups Γ2N of Equation 1 independently. The main purpose is to establish
suitable Hilbert-space representations of Γ2N other than those established in our sources. 1 Fundamentally, we construct
finite-dimensional Hilbert-space representations (Cn , αn ) of Γ2N , for all n ∈ N \ {1}.
Under our representation (Cn , αn ) for n ∈ N, each group element g ∈ Γ2N is understood as a matrix Ag in the matricial
algebra Mn (C). To study an algebraic object g ∈ Γ2N , we will investigate functional properties of the corresponding matrices
Ag ∈ Mn (C), for n ∈ N.
As application, we consider a group algebra A2 of Γ22 , under our representations. Specifically, we characterize the inverses
g −1 of all group elements g in Γ22 , in terms of matrices in the group algebra A2 generated by Γ22 .
From the study of this characterization, we show that there are close relations between the trace of the powers T n of the
radial operator T of A2 , and the Lucas numbers in the Lucas triangle.
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FINITE-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATIONS OF Γ2N
In this section, we establish finite-dimensional Hilbert-space representations of the finitely presented groups Γ2N with N


2
N
generators of order-2 in the sense of Equation 1: Γ2N = {xj }N
j=1 , {xj = eN }j=1 , where x1 , . . . , xj are noncommutative indeterminants (as generators), and eN is the group identity of Γ2N . Fix N ∈ N throughout this section and fix the
corresponding group Γ2N . Denote by IN the identity matrix in MN (C)
A Matrix Group M22 (N )
Let M2 (C) be the (2 × 2)-matricial algebra, and let C× = C \ {0}. Denote by C × C× the Cartesian product of C and C× .
Define a function


a
b
×
Equation 6.
A2 : C × C → M2 (C) by A2 (a, b) =
1−a2
−a
b
for all (a, b) ∈ C × C× .
Lemma 1. Let A be the map in the sense of Equation 6. Then
2

(A2 (a, b)) = I2

Equation

7.

Equation

8.

Equation

9.

for all (a, b) ∈ C × C× .
Proof. The proof is straightforward computation.
It is also easy to verify that:
A2 (a1 , b1 ) A2 (a2 , b2 ) =
A2 (a2 , b2 ) A2 (a1 , b1 ) =




a1 a2 b2 +b1 −b1 a22
b2
a2 b2 −a2 b2 a21 −a1 b1 +a1 b1 a22
b1 b2
b2 −b2 a21 +a1 a2 b1
b1
−a2 b2 +a2 b2 a21 +a1 b1 −a1 b1 a22
b1 b2

a 1 b2 − b1 a 2

b2 −b2 a21 +a1 a2 b1
b1

b1 a 2 − a 1 b2

a1 a2 b2 +b1 −b1 a22
b2





and hence,
A2 (a1 , b1 ) A2 (a2 , b2 ) = A2 (a2 , b2 )A2 (a1 , b1 )

in general, for (ak , bk ) ∈ C × C× and k = 1, 2. In particular, whenever (ak , bk ) ∈ C× × C× , for k = 1, 2, and the pairs
(a1 , b1 ) and (a2 , b2 ) are distinct in C× × C× , the above noncommutativity Equation 9 always holds. Therefore, the image,
{A2 (a, b) : (a, b) ∈ C× × C× }, forms a noncommutative family in M2 (C), by Equation 9.
Now, take distinct pairs,
(ak , bk ) ∈ C× × C× , for k = 1, . . . , N.

Equation

10.

Equation

11.

One can construct the corresponding matrices,
A2 (ak , bk ) ∈ M2 (C), for k = 1, . . . , N,

by Equation 6. Under the matrix multiplication on M2 (C), let’s construct the multiplicative subgroup M22 (N ) of M2 (C)
as


Equation 12.
M22 (N ) = {A2 (ak , bk )}N
k=1

generated by A2 (ak , bk ), for all k = 1, . . . , N . Then all elements of M22 (N ) are the (2 × 2)-matrices in M2 (C), satisfying
2

(A2 (ak , bk )) = I2 ∈ M22 (N ),

Equation

13.

for all k = 1, . . . , N, by Equation 7.
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Definition 1. Let M22 (N ) be the multiplicative subgroup of M2 (C), as defined in Equation 12. We call M22 (N ) the 2-dimensional,
order-2, N -generator (sub-)group (of M2 (C)).
One obtains the following algebraic characterization.
Theorem 2. Let M22 (N ) be a 2-dimensional, order-2, N -generator group in M2 (C). Then the groups M22 (N ) and the group Γ2N
of Equation 1 are isomorphic:
Group

M22 (N ) = Γ2N .

Equation

14.

Proof. Let M22 (N ) be a 2-dimensional, order-2, N -generator group in M2 (C). Then, by Equation 13, each generator
2
A2 (ak , bk ) satisfies (A2 (ak , bk )) = I2 , for all k = 1, . . . , N .
Since (ak , bk ) are taken from C× × C× , the generators {A2 (ak , bk )}N
k=1 form a noncommutative family in M2 (C), by
Equation 9.
Observe that there does not exist an n-tuple (j1 , . . . , jn ) of distinct elements j1 , . . . , jn in {1, . . . , N } such that




n
n


Π A2 akjl , bkjl = A2 akj0 , bkj0 , or Π A2 akjl , bkjl = I2 ,
l=1

l=1

Equation

15.

Group

for some j0 ∈ {1, . . . , N }, by Equations 6 and 9. These observations show that M22 (N ) = FN /RN , where FN is the


2
N
noncommutative free group {gj }N
j=1 with N -generators g1 , . . . ,gN , and RN is the relator set, RN = {gj = e}j=1 .

Recall that the group Γ2N of Equation 1 is group-isomorphic to the quotient group FN /RN , by Equation 3. Therefore,
one has that
Group
Group
M22 (N ) = FN /RN = Γ2N .
Equation 16.
The 2-dimensional, order-2, N -generator group M22 (N ) is group isomorphic to the group Γ2N of Equation 1.
The groups M22 (N ) and Γ2N are isomorphic to each other. Equivalently, there exists a group isomorphism α2 : Γ2N →
M22 (N ), satisfying
α2 (xj ) = A2 (aj , bj ) , for all j = 1, . . . , N.
Equation 17.
 2 2
The above structure theorem provides a 2-dimensional Hilbert-space representation C , α of Γ2N .


Theorem 3. There exists a 2-dimensional Hilbert-space representation C2 , α2 of Γ2N . Additionally, α2 (g) acting on C2 are in
the sense of Equation 17, for all g ∈ Γ2N .
Proof. Since α2 of Equation 17 is a generator-preserving group-isomorphism from Γ2N to M22 (N ), it satisfies
α2 (g1 g2 ) = α2 (g1 ) α2 (g2 ) ∈ M22 (N ) for all g1 , g2 ∈ Γ2N
−1

 
α2 g −1 = α2 (g)
∈ M22 (N ) for all g ∈ Γ2N .



Since M22 (N ) ⊆ M2 (C), the matrices α2 (g) are acting on C2 , for all g ∈ Γ2N . Therefore, the pair C2 , α2 forms a Hilbertspace representation of Γ2N .
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Certain Order-2 Matrices in Mn (C)
Now, let n > 2 in N and consider certain types of matrices in Mn (C). In the previous section, we showed that our group
Γ2N of Equation 1 is group isomorphic to the multiplicative subgroup M22 (N ) of Equation 12 and hence, we obtain a


natural 2-dimensional representation C2 , α2 of Γ2N . In this section, we construct a base-stone to extend the representation
 2 2
C , α to arbitrary n-dimensional representations (Cn , αn ) of Γ2N , for all n ∈ N \ {1}. To this end, we fix the matrices
A2 (a, b), defined in Equation 6, for use as blocks of certain matrices in Mn (C). For our main purpose, we always assume that
def

×
×
(a, b) ∈ C×
˜1 × C , whenever we have matrices A2 (a, b) in the following text, as in Equation 10, where C˜1 = C \ {0, 1}.

First take n = 3, and consider a matrix A3 (a, b, c) defined to be

1
c

A3 (a, b, c) =  0
a
2
0 1−a
b



−bc
1−a


b  ∈ M3 (C),
−a

for some a, b, c ∈ C× . This matrix A3 (a, b, c) is the block matrix,
 


−bc
(1)
c 1−a

 

 ∈ M3 (C).
A3 (a, b, c) = 
0


A2 (a, b)
0

Equation

18.

Equation

19.

Equation

20.

Equation

21.

By straightforward computation, one can obtain


1

A3 (a, b, c)2 = I3 =  0
0
×
×
Define a morphism A3 : C×
˜1 × C × C → M3 (C) by


(1)

 

A3 (a, b, c) = 
0

0



0
1
0

c


0

0 .
1

−bc
1−a

A2 (a, b)
2

 


.


×
×
By Equation 20, for any (a, b, c) ∈ C×
˜1 × C × C , we have (A3 (a, b, c)) = I3 . Now let n = 4 and consider a matrix
A4 (a, b, c, d) defined by


−bd
1 0
d
1−a
 0 1
−bc 
c

1−a  ∈ M (C),
Equation 22.
A4 (a, b, c, d) = 

4
 0 0
a
b 
2
−a
0 0 1−a
b

for a, b, c, d ∈ C× . Similarly, this matrix A4 (a, b, c, d) is regarded as the block matrix,
 


−bd
(1)
0 d 1−a

 



0


A4 (a, b, c, d) =  


A3 (a, b, c)

  0 
0

 

−bd
d 1−a
 I2

−bc
A4 = 
c 1−a
.
O2,2
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in M4 (C), where On,m is the (n × m)-zero matrix. Then, by the direct computation, one obtains that
A24 = I4 .

Equation

24.

Equation

25.

Equation

26.

3

×
Similar to Equation 22, we define a morphism A4 : C×
˜1 × (C ) → M4 (C) by


I2
Qa,b (c, d)
A4 (a, b, c, d) =
,
O2,2 A2 (a, b)

where
Qa,b (c, d) =



−bd
1−a
−bc
1−a

d
c



.

The image A4 (a, b, c, d) is a well-defined matrix in M4 (C), by Equations 22 and 23. Moreover, by Equation 24, we have
2

(A4 (a, b, c, d)) = I4 ∈ M4 (C).

Equation

27.

4

×
Let’s consider one more step: let n = 5. Similar to the above, we define the following map. A5 : C×
˜1 × (C ) → M5 (C) by


I3
Qa1 ,a2 (a3 , a4 , a5 )
A5 (a1 , . . . , a5 ) =
,
Equation 28.
O2,3
A2 (a1 , a2 )
5

for all (a1 , . . . , a5 ) ∈ (C× ) , where

Equivalently,



a5

Qa1 ,a2 (a3 , a4 , a5 ) =  a4
a3





A5 (a1 , . . . , a5 ) = 




1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
0

0

0

a5
a4
a3
a1
1−a21
a2

−a2 a5
1−a1
−a2 a4
1−a1
−a2 a3
1−a1
−a2 a5
1−a1
−a2 a4
1−a1
−a2 a3
1−a1

a2
−a1




.

Equation

29.

Equation

30.

Equation

31.

Equation

32.






 ∈ M5 (C).




From direct computation, one again obtains that
2

(A5 (a1 , ..., a5 )) = I5 .
n−1

×
→ Mn (C), by
Inductively, for n ≥ 3, we define the following map An : C×
˜1 × (C )


Qa1 ,a2 (a3 , ..., an )
In−2
An (a1 , . . . , an ) =
,
O2,n−2
A2 (a1 , a2 )
n

for all (a1 , . . . , an ) ∈ (C× ) , where A2 (a1 , a2 ) is in the sense of Equation 6, O2,n−2 is the (2 × (n − 2))-zero matrix, In−2
is the (n − 2) × (n − 2) identity matrix, and


2 an
an −a
1−a1

 .
..

 ..
.
.

Equation 33.
Qa1 ,a2 (a3 , . . . , an ) = 

2 a3
 a4 −a
1−a1 
2 a3
a3 −a
1−a1
Then we obtain the following computation.
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Theorem 4. Let An be the morphism Equation 32, and let An (a1 , . . . , an ) be the image of An realized in the matricial algebra
Mn (C), for fixed n ≥ 3 in N. Then
2
Equation 34.
(An (a1 , ..., an )) = In ,
the identity matrix of Mn (C).
Proof. Let n ≥ 3 be given in N.
2

By Equations 20, 27 and 31, we have (Ak (a1 , . . . , ak )) = Ik ∈ Mk (C), for k = 3, 4, 5.
Now, without loss of generality take n ≥ 6 in N. Then


Qa1 ,a2 (a3 , ..., an )
A2 (a1 , a2 )

In−2
O2,n−2

An (a1 , . . . , an ) =



.

Equation

35.

Equation

36.

Equation

37.

Equation

38.

For convenience, we let

So



I

denote

In−2

Q

denote

Qa1 ,a2 (a3 , . . . , an )

O

denote

O2,n−2

A

denote

A2 (a1 , a2 )

I
O

=
=
=
=



Q
A

denote

=

An (a1 , . . . , an )

as a block matrix in Mn (C). Then
2

(An (a1 , ..., an )) =
=
=
=









I
O

Q
A



I 2 + QO
OI + AO
I
O
I
O

I
O

Q
A



IQ + QA
OQ + A2

IQ + QA
A2

Q + QA
,
I2



by Equation 7. So, to show Equation 34, it is sufficient to show that Q + QA = On−2,2 .
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QA = 






=





=


Thus,
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−a2 an
1−a1

an
..
.
a4
a3

..
.

−a2 a4
1−a1
−a2 a3
1−a1









1−a21
a2

a1 a n +

−a2 an (1−a21 )
a2 (1−a1 )

a 1 a3 +

−a2 a3 (1−a21 )
a2 (1−a1 )

−a3

an
 .

Q + QA =  ..
a3

0

 ..
= .

0

0
 .

=  ..
0

..
.



−a2 an
1−a1

 
+
 


..
.

−a2 a3
1−a1

a2 a n

a2 a3

0
.. 

. 
0







−a1




1 a2 an
a2 an + a1−a
1

..

.

a1 a2 a3
a2 a3 + 1−a1
 


a1
a2 an 1 + 1−a
1
..
 .

a1
a2 a3 1 + 1−a
1

−an
..
.



a2

a1



.



a2 an 1 +

−an
..
.
−a3

−1
1−a1

+1+
..
.

a1
1−a1

−1
1−a1

+1+

a1
1−a1


a2 a3 1 +
 

a1
1−a1

a1
1−a1

2

(An (a1 , . . . , an )) =



I
O

Q + QA
I



=

39.

Equation

40.

Equation

41.

 




 




 

= On−2,2 ,

So, for any n ≥ 6,

Equation



I
O

On−2,2
I



= In .

n-Dimensional Hilbert-Space Representations of Γ2N
Fix N ∈ N and n ∈ N \ {1}. Let Γ2N be our finitely presented group as defined in Equation 1. For the fixed n, we take the
n-tuples
 × n−1
,
Equation 42.
Wk = (ak,1 , . . . , ak,n ) ∈ C×
˜1 × C
for k = 1,. . . , N , and assume that W1 , . . . , WN are mutually distinct.

n−1

×
Observation and Notation As we assumed above, let W1 , . . . , WN be mutually distinct in C×
. For our purposes,
˜1 ×(C )
one may further assume that these mutually distinct n-tuples satisfy Wi  Wj in the sense that ai,l = aj,l ∈ C× , for all
l = 1, . . . , N . If the n-tuples W1 , . . . , WN satisfy the above stronger condition than the mutually-distinctness, we say they
are strongly mutually distinct. Define the corresponding matrices,


In−2
Qak,1 ,ak,2 (ak,3 , ..., ak,n )
denote
Xk = An (Wk ) =
,
Equation 43.
A2 (ak,1 , ak,2 )
O2, n−2
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as in Equation 32, where Wk are strongly mutually distinct n-tuples of Equation 42, for all k = 1, . . . , N .
Then, one can create the multiplicative subgroup M2n (N ) of Mn (C) from the (reduced) free group generated by {X1 , ...,


XN }: M2n (N ) = {Xj }N
j=1 ∈ Mn (C).

Definition 2. We call the multiplicative subgroup M2n (N ) of Mn (C), an n-dimensional, order-2, N -generator (sub-)group (of
Mn (C)).
Then, similar to the proof of the structure theorem Equation 14, one can obtain the following generalized result.
Theorem 5. Let n ∈ N \ {1} and M2n (N ) be an n-dimensional, order-2, N -generator group in Mn (C). Then
Group

M2n (N ) = Γ2N .

Equation

44.

Equation

45.

In particular, there exist generator-preserving group isomorphisms αn : Γ2N → M2n (N ), such that
αn (xj ) = Xj , for all j = 1, . . . , N,

where xj ’s are the generators of Γ2N .
Proof. Let n = 2. Then, by Equation 14, the isomorphic relation Equation 44 holds. Assume now that n ≥ 3. Then the
Group

Group

proof of Equation 44 is similar to that of Equation 14. Indeed, one can show that M2n (N ) = FN /RN = Γ2N , for all
n ∈ N. Therefore, there exists a natural generator-preserving group-isomorphism αn from Γ2N onto M2n (N ) as in Equation
45.
This structure theorem is the generalized result of Equation 14. And the group-isomorphism αn of Equation 45 generalizes
α2 of Equation 17. We obtain the following theorem, generalizing Equation 3.
Theorem 6. Let Γ2N be the group defined in Equation 1, for some N ∈ N. Then there exists an n-dimensional Hilbert-space
representation (Cn , αn ) of Γ2N , where αn are in the sense of Equation 45, for all n ∈ N \ {1}.


Proof. If n = 2, as we have seen in Equation 3, there exists a 2-dimensional Hilbert-space representation C2 , α2 , where
α2 is the group-isomorphism in the sense of Equation 17.
Suppose n ≥ 3 in N. For such n, two groups Γ2N and M2n (N ) are isomorphic via a group-isomorphism αn : Γ2N → M2n (N )
of Equation 45, by the previous theorem. It shows that the images αn (g) are (n × n)-matrices acting on the n-dimensional
Hilbert space Cn . So, the pair (Cn , αn ) forms an n-dimensional representation of Γ2N , for all n ∈ N.
∞

The above two theorems show that, for the fixed group Γ2N , one has a system {(Cn , αn )}n=2 of Hilbert-space representations,

∞
and the corresponding isomorphic groups M2n (N ) n=2 , acting on Cn .


Example 1. Let Γ22 be the finitely presented group, Γ22 = {x1 , x2 }, {x21 = x22 } . Fix n = 3. Now, take the following strongly
× 2
distinct triples, W1 = (t1 , t2 , t3 ), W2 = (s1 , s2 , s3 ), in C×
˜1 × (C ) , and construct two matrices,




−t2 t3
−s2 s3
1
t3
1
s3
1−t1
1−s1


t1
t2 
s1
s2 
A3 (W1 ) =  0
Equation 46.
 , A3 (W2 ) =  0
,
2
2
1−t1
1−s1
0
−t
0
−s
1
1
t2
s2

in M3 (C). The group M23 (2) is established as the reduced free group {A3 (W1 ), A3 (W2 )} generated by A3 (W1 ) and A3 (W2 ) in
Group

M3 (C). Then M23 (2) = Γ22 .



So, one has a natural 3-dimensional representation C3 , α3 , where α3 is the group-isomorphism satisfying α3 (xl ) = A3 (Wl ), for
all l = 1, 2.
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APPLICATION: A GROUP ALGEBRA A2 INDUCED BY Γ22
In the previous section, we showed that the finitely presented group Γ2N has a family of finite-dimensional Hilbert-space rep∞
resentations {(Cn , αn )}n=2 , since it is group-isomorphic to n-dimensional, order-2, N -generator groups M2n (N ) in Mn (C),


for all n ∈ N \ {1}, where M2n (N ) = {An (Wk )}N
k=1 ∈ Mn (C), and where W1 , . . . , WN are strongly mutually distinct
× n−1
, for n ∈ N \ {1}.
n-tuples of C×
˜1 × (C )
Algebraic Observation for Group Elements of Γ22
In this section, we concentrate on the case where N = 2, studying the group elements of Γ22 in detail. As a special case of
Equation 44,


Group
{x1 , x2 }, {x21 = x22 = e2 } = Γ22 = M22 (2).
Equation 47.
Consider Γ22 pure-algebraically. Each element g of Γ22 has its expression,
k

g = xki11 xki22 · · · xinin , for some n ∈ N,

Equation

48.

denote

as in Equation 4, for some (i1 , . . . , in ) ∈ {1, 2}n , and (k1 , . . . , kn ) ∈ Zn . However, by the relation on Γ22 , x21 = e =
= xl , for l = 1, 2, and x2k+1
= xl , for all k ∈ N. In other words, the generators x1 and x2
e2 = x22 ∈ Γ22 , one has that x−1
l
l
2
are self-invertible, and indeed of order-2, in Γ2 . The above two conditions in can be summarized by
x2n+1
= xl , for l = 1, 2, and for n ∈ Z.
l

Equation

49.

Equation

50.

So, the general expression of Equation 48 of g is in fact
g = xj1 xj2 . . . xjn ∈ Γ22 ,
for some (j1 , . . . , jn ) ∈ {1, 2}n , n ∈ N, by Equation 49.
Group

By the characterization, Γ22 = F2 /R2 , and by the definition of the noncommutative (non-reduced) free group F2 , the
expression Equation 50 of g goes to


e = e2




x

1




 x2
g=
Equation 51.
(x1 x2 )n x1

n


(x1 x2 )



n


(x2 x1 ) x2



n
(x2 x1 )
in Γ22 , for all n ∈ N.

Proposition 7. Let g ∈ Γ22 . Then g is only one of the forms in Equation 51.

Proof. Let g ∈ Γ22 \ {e, x1 , x2 }. Say, g = x1 x2 x1 x2 . . . x1 x2 x1 . Then it is self-invertible. Indeed,
g 2 = (x1 x2 ...x1 x2 x1 ) (x1 x2 ...x1 x2 x1 )
 
= x1 x2 ...x1 x2 x21 x2 ...x1 x2 x1
..
.

= x1 x2 ...x1 x2 ex2 ...x1 x2 x1
 
= x1 x2 ...x1 x22 x1 ...x1 x2 x1
= x21

= e.
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So
2

Equation

53.

2

Equation

54.

((x1 x2 )n x1 ) = e, for all n ∈ N.
Similarly, one obtains
((x2 x1 )n x2 ) = e, for all n ∈ N.



Now, let g = x1 x2 x1 x2 . . . x1 x2 ∈ Γ22 . Then g −1 = x2 x1 x2 x1 ...x2 x1 , with |g| = g −1  ∈ N, where |w| means the length of
the word w ∈ Γ22 . Indeed, gg −1 = (x1 x2 . . . x1 x2 ) (x2 x1 . . . x2 x1 ) = e. So, one has that
((x1 x2 )n )

−1

= (x2 x1 )n ,

Equation

55.

((x2 x1 )n )

−1

= (x1 x2 )n ,

Equation

56.

and equivalently,
for all n ∈ N.

Proposition 8. Let g ∈ Γ22 \ {e}, and let |g| be the length of g in {x1 , x2 } in Γ22 .
1. If |g| is odd then g −1 = g in Γ22 .
k

2. If |g| is even then g = (x1 x2 )k , or (x2 x1 ) , and g −1 = (x2 x1 )k , respectively, (x1 x2 )k , for some k ∈ N.
Proof. Suppose |g| is odd in N. Then, by Equation 51, the group element g is one of x1 , x2 , (x1 x2 )n x1 , or (x2 x1 )n x2 , for
n ∈ N. By Equation 53 and Equation 54, in such cases, g 2 = e ∈ Γ22 . So, the first statement holds.
k

Now, assume that |g| is even in N. Then, by Equation 51, this element g is either (x1 x2 ) , or (x2 x1 )k , for k ∈ N. By
Equation 55 and Equation 56, respectively one has that


(x1 x2 )

k

−1


−1
= (x2 x1 )k , and (x2 x1 )k
= (x1 x2 )k ,

Equation

57.

for all k ∈ N. Therefore, the second statement holds, too.

Due to the self-invertibility of the group-identity, e, the generators x1 , x2 , and the group elements g with odd length |g|, we
k
k
are interested in the cases where |g| is even: the cases where g = (x1 x2 ) , or g = (x2 x1 ) ∈ Γ22 .
Analytic and Combinatorial Observation for Elements of Γ22 in M2 (C)
As we have seen, the group Γ22 is group isomorphic to the 2-dimensional, order-2, 2-generator subgroup M22 (2) of M2 (C)


under our representation C2 , α2 . In particular, M22 (2) is generated by two matrices: A2 (t1 , s1 ) and A2 (t2 , s2 ) for the
strongly mutually distinct pairs (t1 , s1 ) and (t2 , s2 ) in C× × C× . More precisely,




s1
s2
t1
t2
A2 (t1 , s1 ) =
Equation 58.
and A2 (t2 , s2 ) =
1−t21
1−t22
−t1
−t2
s1
s2
in M2 (C).
In the rest of this paper, we denote A2 (t1 , s1 ) and A2 (t2 , s2 ), by X1 and X2 , respectively, for convenience.
k

We are interested in group-elements g formed by g = (x1 x2 ) ∈ Γ22 , for k ∈ N. In this case





−1
k
k
= α2 g −1 = (X2 X1 ) ,
α2 (g) = α2 (x1 x2 )k = (X1 X2 ) , and hence, α2 (g)

Equation

59.

in M22 (2).
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s1 (1 − t22 ) s2 (1 − t21 )
2t1 t2 +
+
s2
s1

Consider now that det (X1 ) = −1 = det(X2 ), and

t1 + t2
det (X1 + X2 ) = det
1−t22
1−t21
s 1 + s2

s1 + s2
−t1 − t2




I2

60.

Equation

61.

Equation

62.

Equation

63.

Equation

64.

Equation

65.








s1 1 − t22
s2 1 − t21
2
1− +
+
+ 1 − t2
s2
s1




s1 1 − t22
s2 1 − t21
2
2
2
= −t1 − 2t1 t2 − t2 − 1 + t1 −
−
− 1 + t22
s2
s1




s1 1 − t22
s2 1 − t21
= −2t1 t2 −
−
− 2,
s2
s1


= − t21 + 2t1 t2 + t22 −

Equation

t21

So, one can compute




s1 1 − t22
s2 1 − t21
+
.
det (X1 ) + det (X2 ) − det (X1 + X2 ) = 2t1 t2 +
s2
s1
Lemma 9. Let X1 and X2 be the generating matrices of M22 (2) as above. Then there exists ε0 ∈ C, such that
(X1 X2 ) + (X2 X1 ) = ε0 I2 ∈ M2 (C), and




s1 1 − t22
s2 1 − t21
ε0 = 2t1 t2 +
+
s2
s1
= det (X1 ) + det (X2 ) − det (X1 + X2 ) .
Proof. The proof of Equation 63 is done by Equation 60 and Equation 62.
Therefore, one can observe that
2

2

(X1 X2 + X2 X1 ) = (X1 X2 ) + X1 X2 X2 X1 + X2 X1 X1 X2 + (X2 X1 )
2

2

= (X1 X2 ) + (X2 X1 ) + 2I2 ,

2

and hence,
2

2

2

(X1 X2 ) + (X2 X1 ) = (X1 X2 + X2 X1 ) − 2I2
2

= (ε0 I2 ) − 2I2


= ε20 − 2 I2 .



2
By Equation 63 and Equation 65, we have that (X1 X2 )1 + (X2 X1 )1 = ε0 I2 , and (X1 X2 ) + (X2 X1 )2 = ε20 − 2 I2 .
More generally, we obtain the following recurrence relation.
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Theorem 10. Let X1 and X2 be the generating matrices of M22 (2) in M2 (C). If we denote Xk
all k ∈ N, then the following recurrence relation is obtained.

denote

=

k

(X1 X2 ) + (X2 X1 )k , for

X1 = ε0 I2


X2 = ε20 − 2 I2
..
.

Xn = ε0 Xn−1 − Xn−2 , for all n ≥ 3 ∈ N,

Equation

66.

Equation

67.

Equation

68.

Equation

69.

Equation

70.

Equation

71.

in M2 (C), where ε0 = det (X1 ) + det(X2 ) − det(X1 + X2 ).


Proof. By Equation 63, indeed, one has X1 = ε0 I2 , and by Equation 65, X2 = ε20 − 2 I2 .
Suppose n = 3 in N. Then by Equation 51

3

X3 = (X1 X2 ) + (X2 X1 )

3

3

= (X1 X2 + X2 X1 ) − (3X1 X2 + 3X2 X1 )
3

= (X1 ) − 3X1
3

= (ε0 I2 ) − 3 (ε0 I2 )


= ε30 − 3ε0 I2 .

Observe now that

Thus, one obtains that



ε0 X2 − X1 = ε0 ε20 − 2 I2 − ε0 I2


= ε30 − 2ε0 I2 − ε0 I2


= ε30 − 3ε0 I2 .


X3 = ε30 − 3ε0

I2 = ε0 X2 − X1 .

So, if n = 3, then the relation in Equation 66 holds true.
Assume now that the statement
Xn0 = ε0 Xn0 −1 − Xn0 −2
holds for a fixed n0 ≥ 3 in N. Then
n

Xn0 +1 = ((X1 X2 )n0 + (X2 X1 )n0 ) (X1 X2 + X2 X1 ) − (X1 X2 ) 0 (X2 X1 ) − (X2 X1 )


= ((X1 X2 )n0 + (X2 X1 )n0 ) (ε0 I) − (X1 X2 )n0 −1 + (X2 X1 )n0 −1
= ε0 Xn0 − Xn0 −1 ,

n0

(X1 X2 )

Since n0 is arbitrary in N \ {1, 2}, we can conclude that Xn+1 = ε0 Xn − Xn−1 , for all n ∈ N \ {1}, by the induction.
Therefore, the relation in Equation 66 holds.
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By the recurrence relation Equation 66, we obtain that:
X1 X2 + X2 X1 = ε0 I2 ,


2
2
(X1 X2 ) + (X2 X1 ) = ε20 − 2 I2 ,


3
(X1 X2 ) + (X2 X1 )3 = ε30 − 3ε0 I2 ,




(X1 X2 )4 + (X2 X1 )4 = ε0 ε30 − 3ε0 I2 − ε20 − 2 I2


= ε40 − 4ε20 + 2 I2 .

Equation

72.

Equation

73.

Inductively, one can verify the following.

∞

Corollary 11. There exists a functional sequence (fn )n=1 , such that
n

(X1 X2 ) + (X2 X1 )n = (fn (ε0 )) I2 .
The following theorem provides the refined result of Equation 73.

Theorem 12. Let X1 and X2 be the generating matrices of a 2-dimensional, order-2, 2-generator subgroup M22 (2) of M2 (C),
l
∞
and let Xl = (X1 X2 ) + (X2 X1 )l ∈ M2 (C), for all l ∈ N. Then there exists a functional sequence (fn )n=1 such that Xn =
fn (ε0 )I2 ∈ M2 (C), where ε0 = det(X1 ) + det(X2 ) − det(X1 + X2 ). Moreover,


[n
2]

n−k−1
kn
fn (z) =
z n−2k
(−1)
k
k
−
1
k=0


[n
2]

n
n
−
k
z n−2k
=
(−1)k
Equation 74.
n−k
k
k=0
where [ n2 ] is the maximal integer less than or equal to n2 .

Proof. By Equation 66 and Equation 73, there exists a functional sequence (fn )∞
n=1 such that Xn = fn (ε0 )I2 , for all n ∈ N.
For instance,
f1 (z) = z
f2 (z) = z 2 − 2

f3 (z) = z 3 − 3z

f4 (z) = z 4 − 4z 2 + 2
..
.

Equation

75.

Equation

76.

So, it suffices to show that each n-th entry of the sequence fn (z) satisfies Equation 74, for all n ∈ N.
Say n = 1. The function f1 (z) satisfies

n−k−1
z n−2k
f1 (z) =
k
−
1
k=0


0

n
n−k
k
z n−2k
=
(−1)
n−k
k
k=0


1−0
0 1
z 1−0
= (−1)
1−0
0
1

[2]


n
(−1)k
n−k

= z,
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If n = 2, then the function f2 (z) is


n
n−k
z n−2k
f2 (z) =
(−1)
n−k
k
k=0




2−0
2−1
2−0
1 2
0 2
z
z 2−2
+ (−1)
= (−1)
2−0
2−1
0
1
1


k

= z 2 − 1.

Equation

77.

Equation

78.

Therefore, the formula Equation 74 holds true where n = 1, 2, by Equation 75.
Now, we consider the recurrence relation.
f1 (z) = z
f2 (z) = z 2 − 1

fn+1 (z) = zfn (z) − fn−1 (z)
for all n ≥ 2 in N.

First of all, the functions f1 and f2 satisfy the initial condition of the relation by Equation 76 and Equation 77. So,
concentrate on the cases where n ≥ 2. Observe that

 n




[2]
[ n−1
2 ]


n
n
−
1
n
−
k
−
1
n
−
k
−
2
n−2k
k
k
−
z
z n−1−2k
(−1)
zfn (z) − fn−1 (z) =z  (−1)
k
k
k
−
1
k
−
1
k=0
k=0


−1
n−k−1
z
z n−1−2k+2
=
(−1)
−
(−1)
k
k−1
k
−
2
k=0
k=1




[n
]
[ n+1
2
2 ]


n−k−1
n−k−1
n+1−2k
kn
kn−1
z
z n+1−2k
=
(−1)
+
(−1)
k
k−1
k
−
1
k
−
2
k=0
k=1




[n
]
[ n+1
2
2 ]


n
n
−
1
n
−
k
−
1
n
−
k
−
1
z n+1−2k +
z n+1−2k
=z n+1 +
(−1)k
(−1)k
k
k−1
k
−
1
k
−
2
k=1
k=1



 
[n
]
2

n−1
n
n−k−1
n−k−1
n+1
k
+
z n+1−2k
=z
+
(−1)
k
k−1
k
−
1
k
−
2
k=1


n+1
n+1
n+1
n
−
1
n
−
[
]
−
1
2
z n+1−2[ 2 ]
+ (−1)[ 2 ] n+1
]
−
1
[ n+1
[ 2 ]−1
2
n

[2]


kn



n−k−1
k−1

n

=z

n+1

+

[2]


(−1)

k=1

+Y

k





[ n+1
2 ]

n−2k+1



k−1 n

(n − 1)(n − k − 1)!
n(n − k − 1)!
+
k(n − k − 1 − k + 1)!(k − 1)! (k − 1)(n − k + k + 2)!(k − 2)!
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where
Y = (−1)

[ n+1
2 ]

n−1
n+1
[ 2 ]−1

n

=z

n+1

+

[2]


(−1)

k

k=1
n

=z

n+1

+

[2]


(−1)

k

k=1
n

=z

n+1

+

[2]


(−1)

k

k=1
n

=z

n+1

+

[2]


(−1)k

k=1
n

=z

n+1

+

[2]


(−1)k

k=1












n − [ n+1
2 ]−1
n+1
[ 2 ]−1

z n+1−2[

n+1
2 ]

,

n(n − k − 1)! n(n − k − 1)! − (n − k − 1)!
+
(n − 2k)!k!
(n − 2k + 1)!(k − 1)!



z n+1−2k + Y

(n − 2k + 1)n(n − k − 1)! + kn(n − k − 1)! − k(n − k − 1)!
k(n − 2k + 1)!(k − 1)!
(n2 − 2kn + n + nk − k)(n − k − 1)!
k(n − 2k + 1)!(k − 1)!
(n2 − nk + n − k)(n − k − 1)!
k(n − 2k + 1)!(k − 1)!
(n + 1)(n − k)(n − k − 1)!
k(n − 2k + 1)!(k − 1)!









z n+1−2k + Y

z n+1−2k + Y

z n+1−2k + Y

z n+1−2k + Y

n

[2]


n+1
(n − k)!
z n+1−2k + Y
k (n − k − (k − 1))!(k − 1)!
k=1


[n
2]

n−k
n+1
kn+1
z n+1−2k + Y
+
(−1)
=z
k
k
−
1
k=1


[n
]
2

n−k
kn+1
z n+1−2k + Y.
(−1)
=
k
k
−
1
k=0

=z

n+1

+

(−1)k

For any n ≥ 2, we obtain
n

zfn (z) − fn−1 (z) =

[2]


n+1
(−1)k
k

k=0



n−k
k−1



z n+1−2k + Y.

Equation

80.

Equation

81.

Notice that if n ≥ 2 is even in N, then [ n2 ] = [ n+1
2 ] in N and hence, the first term of Equation 81 contains the second one.
Therefore, one has


[ n+1
2 ]

n−k
kn+1
z n+1−2k ,
(−1)
Equation 82.
n ∈ 2N ⇒ zfn (z) − fn−1 (z) =
k
k
−
1
k=0
if and only if zfn (z) − fn−1 (z) = fn+1 (z) for all n ∈ 2N.
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Now, assume n ≥ 2 is odd. Then





n − [ n+1
]
−
1
!
n+1
2n − 2
2
  n+1
 z n+1−2[ 2 ]

Y = (−1)
n+1
n+1−2
]
−
1
−
[
]
+
2
!
[
]
−
2
!
n − [ n+1
2
2
2





n+1
n−[ 2 ]−1 !
n+1
2n − 2

 
 z0
= (−1)[ 2 ]
n+1
n−1
n − 2[ 2 ] + 1 ! [ n+1
]
−
2
!
2




] !
n − [ n+1
]
[ n+1
2
 
  n+1
 z0
= (−1) 2 (2) 
n+1
n − 2[ n+1
]
+
1
!
n
−
[
]
[
]
−
2
!
2
2
2


  n+1


n − [ n+1
2 ]
[ 2 ]−1 
n+1
 0
[ n+1
]
= (−1) 2

z
n+1
[ n+1
]
n
−
[
]
n+1
2
2
[ 2 ]−1





n − [ n+1
]
2
n+1
n+1−2 
n+1
 0
= (−1)[ 2 ] n+1
z

2n − n − 1
[ 2 ]
]
−
1
[ n+1
2



n+1


n−[ 2 ]
n+1
n+1 
 0

= (−1)[ 2 ] n+1 
 z .
[ 2 ]
n+1
[ 2 ]−1
[ n+1
2 ]

Therefore





So, if n ≥ 2 is odd then

n+1

n ∈ 2N + 1 =⇒ Y = (−1)[ 2 ]

[ n+1
2 ]

zfn (z) − fn−1 (z) =



(−1)



n+1
[ n+1
2 ]

kn

k=0

+1
k









Equation

83.



Equation

84.

z n+1−2k ,

Equation

85.

n − [ n+1
2 ]
[ n+1
2 ]−1

n−k
k−1



 0
 z .

if and only if zfn (z) − fn−1 (z) = fn+1 (z). Therefore, by Equation 82 and Equation 85, one can conclude that
n ≥ 2 ∈ N → zfn (z) − fn−1 (z) = fn+1 (z).

Equation

86.

The above result shows that fn+1 (ε0 ) = ε0 fn (ε0 ) − fn−1 (ε0 ), for n ≥ 2 ∈ N, with f1 (ε0 ) = ε0 , and f2 (ε0 ) = ε20 − 2. By
Equation 66, one can conclude that if
n

fn (z) =

[2]


(−1)

k=0

k

n
k



n−k−1
k−1



z n−2k , then Xn = fn (ε0 )I2

Equation

87.

for all n ∈ N.
This result shows that the generators x1 and x2 of Γ22 induces the analytic data in M2 (C) depending on the elements x1 x2
and their inverses x2 x1 up to Equation 87.
Group Algebras Aαn , Γ2N
Let Γ be an arbitrary discrete group, and let (H, α) be a Hilbert-space representation of Γ consisting of a Hilbert-space H
and the group-action α : Γ → L(H), making α(g) : H → H, for all g ∈ Γ be linear operators (or linear transformations) on
−1
H, satisfying α(g1 g2 ) = α(g1 )α(g2 ), for all g1 , g2 ∈ Γ, and α(g −1 ) = (α(g)) , for all g ∈ Γ, where L(H) is the operator
algebra consisting of all linear operators on H.
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Note that, if we are working with topologies, then one may replace L(H) with B(H), the operator algebra consisting of all
bounded (or continuous) linear operators on H. However, we are not considering topologies throughout this paper, so we
simply set the representational models for L(H) here.
Our group Γ2N has its Hilbert-space representations (Cn , αn ), for all n ∈ N \ {1}, and each element g of Γ2N is realized as
αn (g) ∈ M2n (N ) in
Equation 88.
Mn (C) = L(Cn ) = B(Cn ).
The first equality holds because, under finite-dimensionality, all linear operators on Cn are matrices acting on Cn , and vice
versa. The second equality holds, because, under finite-dimensionality, all pure-algebraic operators on Cn are automatically
bounded (and hence, continuous).
Group

For an arbitrary group Γ, realized by (H, α), one obtains the isomorphic group α(Γ) in L(H), i.e., Γ = α(Γ) ∈ L(H).
So, one can construct a subalgebra,
Aα, Γ = C [α(Γ)] of L(H),
Equation 89.
where C[X] is the polynomial ring over the set X. Such rings C[X] form algebras under polynomial addition and polynomial
multiplication over C, and hence, under the inherited operator addition and operator multiplication, C [α(Γ)] forms an
algebra in L(H).
Definition 3. Let Γ be a group and let (H, α) be a Hilbert-space representation of Γ. The subalgebra Aα,Γ of L(H) in the sense of
Equation 89 is called the group algebra of Γ induced by (H, α).
It is not difficult to show that if
AoΓ = C[Γ],

Equation

90.

Equation

91.

the pure-algebraic algebra generated by Γ, as a polynomial ring in Γ, then
Alg

AoΓ = Aα,Γ ,
Alg

for all Hilbert-space representations (H, α) of Γ algebraically, where “ = ” means “algebra isomorphic to.”
Proposition 13. Let Γ2N be the group defined in Equation 1, and let (Cn , αn ) be our n-dimensional representations of Γ2N , for
all n ∈ N \ {1}. Let M2n (N ) be the n-dimensional, order-2, N -generator subgroups of Mn (C), for all n ∈ N \ {1}. If Aαn ,Γ2N are
in the sense of Equation 89, and AΓ2N is the group algebra in the sense of Equation 90, then


Alg
AΓ2N = Aαn , Γ2N = C M2n (N ) , for all n ∈ N.

Equation

92.

 
Proof. The proof is deduced from Equation 91. Recall that αn Γ22 = M2n (N ), for all n ∈ N.
A Group Algebra Aα2 , Γ22
In this section, we take the group algebra in the sense of Equation 89,
denote

= A2 ,
Equation 93.


as a subalgebra of M2 (C) = L(C2 ), under our representation C2 , α2 . By Equation 92, pure-algebraically, the algebra A2
of is algebra isomorphic to the group algebra AΓ22 = C[Γ22 ].
Aα2 ,Γ22

By Equation 51, all elements of A2 are the linear combinations of the matrices formed by
n

n

I2 , X1 , X2 , (X1 X2 )n , (X2 X1 )n , or (X1 X2 ) X1 , (X2 X1 ) X2 ,
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for all n ∈ N, where Xj = α2 (xj ), for j = 1, 2, since A2 = C M22 (2) ∈ M2 (C).

As we have seen in the previous section, the building blocks of A2 satisfy the following.
(i) I2 , X1 , X2 , (X1 X2 )n X1 , and (X2 X1 )n X2 are self-invertible in A2 ⊂ M2 (C).
(ii) ((X1 X2 )n )

−1

n

= (X2 X1 ) , for all n ∈ N.

Corollary 14. Let X1 and X2 be the generating matrices of M22 (2), and hence, those of A2 . Then
((X1 X2 )n )

−1

((X2 X1 )n )

−1

= fn (ε0 )I2 − (X1 X2 )n
= fn (ε0 )I2 − (X2 X1 )

n

Equation

95.

for all n ∈ N, where (fn )∞
n=2 is the functional sequence from Equation 74.
Proof. By Equation 87, we have (X1 X2 )n + (X2 X1 )n = fn (ε0 )I2 ∈ A2 , where fn are in the sense of Equation 74, and ε0
is in the sense of Equation 63, for all n ∈ N. So,
n

(X2 X1 )n = fn (ε0 )I2 − (X1 X2 ) ∈ A2
for all n ∈ N. Thus,

((X1 X2 )n )

−1

for all n ∈ N.
Similarly, we obtain ((X2 X1 )n )

−1

= fn (ε0 )I2 − (X1 X2 )

n

Equation

96.

Equation

97.

= fn (ε0 )I2 − (X2 X1 )n , for all n ∈ N.

It means that if T is a matrix of A2 in the form of either (X1 X2 )n or (X2 X1 )n for any n ∈ N, then T −1 = fn (ε0 )I2 − T .
Proposition 15. Let A ∈ M22 (2) in A2 . Then
−1

A

=

for some rA ∈ C.



A
rA I 2 − A

Equation

98.

Proof. If A ∈ M22 (2) in A2 , then T is one of the forms listed in Equation 94. As we discussed above, if A is I2 , X1 , X2 ,
(X1 X2 )n X1 , or (X2 X1 )n X2 , for n ∈ N, then it is self-invertible in A2 . i.e., A−1 = A in A2 .
n

If A is either (X1 X2 ) , or (X2 X1 )n , for any n ∈ N, then, by Equation 95, there exists rA ∈ C, such that A−1 = rA − A in
A2 .
The above proposition characterizes the invertibility of M22 (2) in A2 .
Trace of Certain Matrices of A2


Let A2 be the group algebra of Γ22 induced by C2 , α2 in M2 (C), in the sense of Equation 93. Since the algebra A2 is
a subalgebra of M2 (C), one can naturally restrict the trace tr on M2 (C) to that on A2 . i.e., the pair (A2 , tr) forms a
noncommutative free probability space. 7, 8
In this section, we are interested in trace of certain types of matrices in A2 . Let X1 and X2 be the generating matrices of
M22 (2), and hence, those of A2 . Define a new element T of A2 by
T = X1 + X2 ∈ A2 .
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By the self-invertibility of X1 and X2 , this matrix is understood as the radial operator of A2 . 5
Observe that
T 2 = (X1 + X2 )

2

= X12 + (X1 X2 + X2 X1 ) + X22
= I2 + f1 (ε0 )I2 + I2
= (f1 (ε0 ) + 2) I2
T 3 = (X1 + X2 )

3
2

= (X1 + X2 ) (X1 + X2 )
= (f1 (ε0 ) + 2) T
4

T = T 3T
= (f1 (ε0 ) + 2) T 2
2

= (f1 (ε0 ) + 2) I2
T 5 = T 4T
2

= (f1 (ε0 ) + 2) T
T 6 = T 5T
2

= (f1 (ε0 ) + 2) T 2
3

= (f1 (ε0 ) + 2) I2
..
.

Equation

100.

Equation

101.

where fn are in the sense of Equation 74,
n

fn (z) =

[2]


(−1)k

k=0

n
k



n−k−1
k−1



z n−2k ,

for all n ∈ N, and hence, f1 (ε0 ) = ε0 . Inductively, one obtains the following.
Theorem 16. Let T = X1 + X2 be the radial operator of A2 , where X1 and X2 are the generating matrices of A2 . Then
n

T 2n = (ε0 + 2) I2
n

T 2n+1 = (ε0 + 2) T,

Equation

102.

in A2 , for all n ∈ N, where ε0 = det(X1 ) + det(X2 ) − det(X1 + X2 ).
n

Proof. The proof is inductive and relies on the observations above. Indeed, one can find T 2n = (f1 (ε0 ) + 2) I2 and
n
T 2n+1 = (f1 (ε0 ) + 2) T in A2 for all n ∈ N. Finally, since f1 (z) = z, we obtain f1 (ε0 ) = ε0 .
Corollary 17. Let T = nX1 + X2 be the radial operator of A2 . Then

n/2
2 (ε0 + 2)
n
tr (T ) =
0

if n is even
if n is odd

Equation

103.

for n ∈ N.
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tj

sj

1−t2j
sj

−tj



∈ A2 , for j = 1, 2

Equation

104.

where (t1 , s1 ) and (t2 , s2 ) are strongly distinct pair in C× × C× . By Equation 102, if T is given as above in A2 , then
n
n
T 2n = (ε0 + 2) I2 , and T 2n+1 = (ε0 + 2) T , for n ∈ N. Thus, it is not difficult to check that


 2n 
(ε0 + 2)n
0
= tr
tr T
n
0
(ε0 + 2)
n

= (ε0 + 2) + (ε0 + 2)

n

n

= 2 (ε0 + 2) ,
for any n ∈ N, By the direct computation and by Equation 104, one has


s1 + s2
t 1 + t2
T =
1−t22
1−t21
−(t1 + t2 ).
s1 + s2

Equation

105.

Equation

106.

Equation

107.

So tr(T ) = (t1 + t2 ) + (−(t1 + t2 )) = 0. Also, again by Equation 102, we have
tr(T 2n+1 ) = tr ((ε0 + 2)n T )
n

= (ε0 + 2) tr(T )
= 0,
for any n ∈ N.
APPLICATION: A2 AND LUCAS NUMBERS
Here, as application of the previous sections, we study connections between analytic data obtained from elements of A2 and
Lucas numbers. More details about Lucas numbers are found in the references and cited papers thereof. 7–11
From the main result, Equation 87, of the previous section, we find a functional sequence (fn )∞
n=1 , with its n-th entries
n

fn (z) = n

[2]


(−1)

k

k=0
n

for all n ∈ N, satisfying (X1 X2 ) + ((X1 X2 )n )

−1

n
k



n−k−1
k−1



z n−2k .

Equation

108.

= fn (ε0 )I2 ∈ A2 , where ε0 = det(X1 ) + det(X2 ) − det (X1 + X2 ).

For any arbitrarily fixed n ∈ N, consider the summands


n n − k − 1
n
, for k = 0, 1, . . . ,
,
k
2
k−1

Equation

109.

Equation

110.

of fn (z).
Define such quantities of Equation 109 by a form of a function, g : N × N0 → C by




 n n − k − 1
if k = 0, 1, ..., [ n2 ]
def
k
g(n, k) =
k−1


0
otherwise,
def

for all (n, k) ∈ N × N0 , where N0 = N ∪ {0}. Note that the definition Equation 110 of the function g represents the
(non-alternating parts) of summands of (fn )∞
n=1 .
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Theorem 18. Let g be a function from N × N0 into C be as described in Equation 110, Then
g(1, 0) = 1 and g (n + 1, k) = g(n, k) + g(n − 1, k − 1),

Equation

111.

Equation

112.

Equation

113.

Equation

114.

Equation

115.

for all (n, k) ∈ (N \ 1) × N.
Proof. Observe first that:
n
g(n, k) =
k



n−k−1
k−1



n
(n − k − 1)!
k (k − 1)!(n − k − 1 − k + 1)!
n(n − k − 1)!
=
(n − 2k)!k!

=

whenever g(n, k) is non-zero, for (n, k) ∈ N × N0 .
By Equation 112, we obtain that

g(1, 0) =

1(1 − 0 − 1)!
= 1.
(1 − 0)!0!





Consider now that:
n
g(n, k) + g(n − 1, k − 1) =
k
=
=
=
=
=

n−k−1
k−1

n−1
+
k−1



n − 1 − (k − 1) − 1
(k − 1) − 1



n(n − k − 1)!
(n − 1)(n − k − 1)!
+
(n − 2k)!k!
(n − 2k + 1)!(k − 1)!
n(n − 2k + 1)(n − k − 1)! + k(n − 1)(n − k − 1)!
(n − kk + 1)!k!
2
(n + nk + n − k)(n − k − 1)!
(n − 2k + 1)!k!
(n + 1)(n − k)!
k(2n − 2k + 1)(k − 1)!


n+1
(n + 1) − k − 1
,
k
k−1

and hence,
n+1
g(n, k) + g(n − 1, k − 1) =
k



(n + 1) − k − 1
k−1



= g(n + 1, k).
Therefore, one can get the recurrence relation Equation 111, by Equation 113 and Equation 115.
By Equation 111, we can see that the family {g(n, k) : (n, k) ∈ N × N0 } relates to the following diagram.

By using the above family {g(n, k)}(n, k)∈N×N0 of quantities obtained from Equation 110, one can re-write the n-th entries
fn of Equation 108 as follows;
[n
2]

(−1)k (g(n, k)) z n−2k ,
Equation 116.
fn (z) =
k=0
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Figure 1. The rows represent n ∈ N, and the columns represent k ∈ N0 of the quantities g(n, k). Observe that the diagram is the Lucas triangle, 11 induced
by the Lucas numbers. 7–10

for n ∈ N.
Corollary 19. The coefficients of the functions fn of Equation 108 are determined by the Lucas numbers in the Lucas triangle
alternatively.
Moreover, we can verify that
[ n+1
2 ]

fn+1 (z) =



(−1)k (g(n + 1, k)) z n+1−2k



(−1)k (g(n, k) + g(n − 1, k − 1)) z n+1−2k



(−1)k (g(n, k)) z n+1−2k

k=0
[ n+1
2 ]

=

k=0
[ n+1
2 ]

=

k=0
[ n+1
2 ]

+



(−1)k (g(n − 1, k − 1)) z n−2k

k=1



=z 



n

[2]


(−1)k (g(n, k − 1)) z n−2k 

k=0

[ n−1
2 ]

−



k=0

(−1)k (g(n − 1, k − 1)) z n−1−2k

=zfn (z) − fn−1 (z).

Equation

117.

Equation

118.

From the recurrence relation Equation 115, we can re-prove the recurrence relation Equation 78.
Corollary 20. Let

n

fn (z) =

[2]


(−1)k (g(n, k)) z n−2k

k=0
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where {g(n, k)}(n,k)∈N×N0 are as defined in Equation 110. Then
f1 (z) = z
f2 (z) = z 2 − 2
..
.

fn+1 (z) = zfn (z) − fn−1 (z),

Equation

119.

for all n ≥ 2 in N.
Again, the above corollary demonstrates the connection between our Hilbert-space representations of Γ22 and Lucas numbers.
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ABSTRACT
Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) are part of the cellular translation machinery and as such, they are essential enzymes for
every known cell. Due to their ubiquitous nature, their evolutionary history has been intensely researched to better understand the
origins of life on a molecular level. Herein, we examine the evolutionary relatedness of leucyl-tRNA synthetases (LeuRS) from
each major eukaryotic branch through the speciation process. This research effort was centered on amino acid sequence data as
well as generating homology protein models for each LeuRS enzyme. Comparative analysis of this sequence and structural data
for LeuRS amongst eukaryotes has indicated a high level of conservation within the active sites of these enzymes. Phylogenetic
analysis confirmed this high degree of conservation as well as established evolutionary relatedness between these LeuRS enzymes.
Based on this data, vertical gene transfer propagated LeuRS throughout the eukaryotic domain. Horizontal gene transfer and
domain acquisition events were not observed within the eukaryotic organisms studied. Our data also highlighted LeuRS
adaptation through the speciation process due to slight variability of scaffolding residues outside of the active site regions. We
hypothesize that this variability may be due to mechanistic differences amongst LeuRS enzymes that have assumed nontranslational functionality through the evolutionary process.
KEYWORDS
tRNA Synthetase; Leucyl-tRNA Synthetase; Eukaryotic Evolution; LeuRS Conservation; Vertical Gene Transfer; Horizontal
Gene Transfer; Convergent Evolution; Primordial Enzymes
INTRODUCTION
Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) are the evolutionary link between an ancient RNA-based world and the contemporary
amino acid-driven world.1 Hypotheses developed from substantiated data has determined that aaRSs are an ancient family of
enzymes that displayed greater fitness for aminoacylation catalysis, thus displacing ribozymes from this catalytic niche.1-2 As such,
aaRSs chemically link nucleic acids and amino acids through the aminoacylation reaction, which plays a central role in translation.3
The aminoacylation reaction consists of aaRSs binding to their cognate amino acid as well as tRNA to generate a hybrid
aminoacylated tRNA structure.4 Thus, aaRSs are ubiquitous throughout nature and as such their evolutionary origins have been
the subject of numerous research studies.1, 5-9
It is thought that aaRSs evolved to better adapt an existing genetic code to a changing biological environment, in which the kinetic
efficiency of the aminoacylation reaction needed to improve to meet the needs of a developing primordial cell or cellular
community.7-8 The intense evolutionary pressure that existed in the early stages of the emergence of life resulted in evolutionary
convergence within the aaRS family of enzymes.1 This family of enzymes was thus subdivided into class I and class II aaRSs, with
the result: one aaRS per amino acid.10-11 Interestingly, class I and class II aaRSs are structurally dissimilar, however, this family of
enzymes almost evenly divided with approximately 10 aaRSs in each subgroup.10-13 This suggests that a level of evolutionary
coordination existed between these two classes of aaRSs.
Given that the family of aaRSs is comprised of approximately 20 enzymes and that there is high catalytic fidelity displayed by each
enzyme, the evolutionary path for each class of aaRS necessitated structural divergence from two separate ancient aaRS primordial
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enzymes.5 Divergence and propagation of each aaRS subclass may have been precipitated through horizontal gene transfer
(HGT), gene duplication, and domain acquisition events.7-9 Evidence of HGT and domain acquisition events within the family of
aaRSs have been used to explain the complicated phylogeny of these enzymes, since they do not seem to adhere to the canonical
organismal phylogeny proposed by Carl Woese.5, 7, 14-16 Thus, the molecular evolution of aaRSs is a complex story, in which the
details are continuing to unfold.
Class I aaRSs are multi-domain enzymes, with the main domain harboring the aminoacylation active site, with the core catalytic
site being comprised of a Rossmann nucleotide binding fold.17-18 The Rossmann fold binds to cognate amino acid and tRNA as
well as ATP to catalyze the aminoacylation reaction.10 Several of the class I aaRSs have a secondary editing domain that is an
insertion into the Rossmann fold and is thought to be a later evolutionary addition to these enzymes.16, 19 In contrast to class I
aaRSs, the class II aaRS active site is comprised of antiparallel β-strands, which are flanked by α-helices.20
The leucyl-tRNA synthetase (LeuRS) enzyme is a class I aaRS that is thought to have diverged from a common ancestral aaRS
that also gave rise to isoleucyl-tRNA synthetase (IleRS) and valyl-tRNA synthetase (ValRS).16, 21 This divergence event is thought
to have occurred before the time of the last universal common ancestor (LUCA).9 Originally, it was thought that the LeuRS
molecular phylogeny was one of the only examples of aaRSs that followed Carl Woese’s Archaea-Bacteria-Eukaryota
trichotomy.14 However, other research evidence suggests that the LeuRS evolutionary history may have been subject to HGT
events, as is the case for other aaRSs.7-9 These HGT events complicate the molecular phylogeny of LeuRS, but may help explain
its ubiquitous nature as well as its biochemical conservation through the speciation process of all three domains of life.
In this study, we analyzed the sequence and structural features of LeuRS enzymes through the eukaryotic lineage to establish
evolutionary relatedness. Though we focused our research efforts on LeuRS divergence through the speciation of eukaryotes, we
started our comparative analysis with a bacterial example of LeuRS since it is thought that the Archeae and Eukaryota branches
split from the bacterial branch.22 Highlighting LeuRS evolution through eukaryotic speciation, starting from a bacterial example,
shed light on LeuRS propagation throughout the eukaryotic domain of life. Additionally, these studies demonstrate the possibility
of pharmacological cross-reactivity potential amongst this group of LeuRS enzymes.
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Sequence Comparisons
Multiple sequence alignments were conducted with amino acid sequences for LeuRS enzymes from the following organisms with
the corresponding National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) protein identification numbers: Escherichia coli
(BAA35289.1), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (EDN60985.1), Arabidopsis thaliana (NP_172433.2), Draosophila melanogaster (AGV77169.1),
Danio rerio (XP_698279.6), Xenopus laevis (NP_001087393.1), Anolis carolinensis (XP_003224146.1), Taeniopygia guttata
(XP_002189937.1), Mus musculus (NP_598898.2), and Homo sapiens (NP_064502.9). Retrieval of these protein sequences was
achieved with the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST).23 These sequences were then subjected to various multiple
sequence alignment analyses using Clustal Omega and PRALINE.24-25 The PRALINE sequence alignment results were used to
determine relative conservation between LeuRS enzymes, which was in turn used in determining LeuRS structural comparisons.
An additional multiple sequence alignment was conducted using tRNALeu sequence data from the following sources: Escherichia coli
tRNALeu sequences with the anticodons: CAA, CAG, GAG, TAA and TAG; Saccharomyces cerevisiae tRNALeu sequences with the
anticodons: TAA, CAA and TAG; Homo sapiens tRNALeu sequences with the anticodons: TAA, AAG and TAG. These tRNALeu
sequences were retrieved from the tRNA Genomic Database.26 The subsequent multiple sequence alignment analysis was
conducted using the T-Coffee alignment tool.27
Homology Protein Modeling and Structural Comparisons
To generate the LeuRS homology models, in silico protein structure prediction techniques were utilized. The development and
refinement of these LeuRS computational models, including fold recognition methodologies, were conducted using SPARKX and
I-TASSER software.28-30
The I-TASSER platform is commonly used to generate 3D models of a target protein sequence. It utilizes a composite method
that involves amino acid threading, which is guided by sequence alignment and secondary structure prediction paired with various
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structural refinement techniques. Each final homology model is evaluated via a confidence score (C-score), which is based on the
threading template alignment quality as well as the convergence of structures coming from the assembly simulations. The Cscores are usually in the range of -5 to 2 with values above -1.5 considered to be significantly more reliable.30 Additionally, the
models are evaluated by a TM-score, which measures structure similarity of the best threading alignment with the average of all
the alignments generated. Models with TM-scores above 0.5 are considered topologically reliable.30 Please refer to Table 1 for a
complete listing of these reliability scores.
Organism
Arabidopsis thaliana
Draosophila melanogaster

C-score
0.44
-1.18

TM-score
0.77 +/-0.1
0.57 +/-0.15

Xenopus laevis
Homo sapiens
Mus musculus
Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Taeniopygia guttata
Danio rerio

-1.51
-1.57
-1.55
0.56
-1.29
-1.11

0.53 +/-0.15
0.52 +/-0.15
0.52 +/-0.15
0.79+/-0.09
0.55 +/-0.15
0.58 +/-0.14

Anolis carolinensis

-1.33

0.52 +/-0.14

Table 1. I-TASSER Reliability Scores for all Homology models.

Once the protein homology models were generated, various structural comparisons were made through their superimposition.
This was accomplished through the Chimera software suite.31-33 Additional structural manipulations, coloring changes, protein
fragmentation as well as rotations were also done using the Chimera software suite.
Phylogenetic Tree Development
Determination of LeuRS amino acid sequence conservation as well as evolutionary relatedness was confirmed with the
development of a phylogenetic tree. This phylogenetic tree was generated using the following LeuRS amino acid sequences:
Escherichia coli (BAA35289.1), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (EDN60985.1), Arabidopsis thaliana (NP_172433.2), Draosophila melanogaster
(AGV77169.1), Danio rerio (XP_698279.6), Xenopus laevis (NP_001087393.1), Anolis carolinensis (XP_003224146.1), Taeniopygia
guttata (XP_002189937.1), Mus musculus (NP_598898.2), and Homo sapiens (NP_064502.9). The phyloT: a tree generator software
program was utilized to compile this sequence information into a final phylogenic tree.34-35
RESULTS
The process of modern translation of the genetic code is facilitated by an ancient family of enzymes called aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetases (aaRSs).36 In vitro evolution experiments of ribozymes with aminoacylation activity, suggests that as the ancient RNAbased world evolved, aaRSs may have been one of the first enzymes to develop and displace this ribozyme catalytic niche.1-2 As
such, it has been hypothesized that the genetic code pre-dates the existence of aaRSs, and due to evolutionary pressure to improve
the catalytic efficiency of the aminoacylation reaction, amino acid-based primordial aaRSs evolved.7 These ancestral aaRSs
structurally diverged into a family of 20 aaRS enzymes: one for each canonical amino acid.7 This structural divergence is largely
attributed to horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and domain acquisition events that predate the time of the last universal common
ancestor (LUCA).7, 9 Further structural divergence of aaRSs occurred as the speciation process gave rise to the three domains of
life.7 Interestingly, aaRS domain arrangement and their basic catalytic features have remained relatively unchanged since the time
of LUCA.9 The ancient origins of a particular aaRS, leucyl-tRNA synthetase (LeuRS), has been well characterized.8 This research
effort focuses on the structural divergence of LeuRS through the evolution of the eukaryotic lineage starting from bacteria.
The LeuRS enzyme consists of two main catalytic centers, housed within the aminoacylation domain and the connective
polypeptide 1 (CP1) domain (Fig. 1).19, 37 The aminoacylation domain active site binds to leucine, ATP and cognate tRNA Leu to
facilitate the aminoacylation reaction.3, 38 The CP1 domain active site hydrolyzes misaminoacylated products that are generated by
the aminoacylation reaction.39 The LeuRS aminoacylation domain is hypothesized to be the most ancient proteinaceous functional
unit of LeuRS, evolving from a common ancestor aaRS that structurally diverged into LeuRS, IleRS and ValRS.16, 21 Using
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BLAST, Clustal Omega and PRALINE multiple sequence alignment tools, we generated numerous sequence alignments of the
catalytic core of the LeuRS aminoacylation domain from Escherichia coli (E. coli), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae), Arabidopsis
thaliana (A. thaliana), Draosophila melanogaster (D. melanogaster), Danio rerio (D. rerio), Xenopus laevis (X. laevis), Anolis carolinensis (A.
carolinensis), Taeniopygia guttata (T. guttata), Mus musculus (M. musculus) and Homo sapiens (H. sapiens)(Fig. 2A). This sequence alignment
focuses on the signature sequences HIGH and KMSKS from the Rossmann nucleotide binding motif, which is the catalytic core
of the LeuRS aminoacylation domain.3 The sequence alignment of all the organisms in Figure 2A indicates that there is
considerable conservation within these signature sequences, underscoring their essential function as well as their ancient nature.
The PRALINE sequence alignment tool uses a scoring scheme based on conservation, with 0 being the least conserved and 10
being the most conserved. This numeric gradient is paired with a color gradient where 0 is dark blue and 10 is red. As seen in
Figure 2A, all the positions within the HIGH and KMSKS signature sequences have conservation values of 6 or greater,
excluding E. coli LeuRS. Due to E. coli LeuRS being significantly smaller than the eukaryotic LeuRS enzymes and algorithmic
limitations of this sequence alignment tool, the E. coli KMSKS region was not included in this sequence alignment. However, the
E. coli LeuRS KMSKS region can be visualized in Figure 2B. Figure 2B highlights the extreme conservation of the
aminoacylation active site within this diverse group of organisms, in which LeuRS homology protein structures were predicted
and the structure of the HIGH and KMSKS regions from each organism were superimposed. Based on these results, and given
the fact that these organisms span approximately 3.4 billion years of evolutionary time, it is remarkable that these signature
sequences and their corresponding structures have remained largely unchanged.40 This supports the hypothesis that LeuRSs’
catalytic core domain originated prior to the time of LUCA and remained largely unchanged over billions of years.8 Thus, vertical
gene transfer events predominated the propagation of LeuRS throughout the eukaryotic domain.

Figure 1.37 X-ray crystallography structure of E. coli LeuRS. The E. coli LeuRS crystal structure while in the editing conformation. The aminoacylation domain is
blue and the CP1 editing domain is green. The bound Leu-tRNALeu is highlighted in orange.
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Figure 2B.

Figure 2. Multiple sequence alignment (2A.) and superposition (2B.) of the Aminoacylation active site “HIGH” and “KMSKS” signature sequence regions.
2A.3 Brackets above the multiple sequence alignment highlight the “HIGH” and “KMSKS” signature sequences, which are universal sequences found within the
LeuRS active site. The signature sequences bind and stabilize ATP and the adenylate intermediate.
2B.37 The E. coli LeuRS X-ray crystallography structure is red. The E. coli LeuRS crystal structure is overlaid with the following computationally generated LeuRS
homology models. Organism abbreviations and color labels are as follows: Escherichia coli (Ec), Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Sc) (yellow), Arabidopsis thaliana (At) (purple),
Draosophila melanogaster (Dm) (green), Danio rerio (Dr) (orange), Xenopus laevis (Xl) (blue), Anolis carolinensis (Ac) (magenta), Taeniopygia guttata (Tg) (cyan), Mus musculus
(Mm) (gray) and Homo sapiens (Hs) (pink).

Additional support for this hypothesis is displayed in the superimposed structures of the entire catalytic core docking site for
ATP, leucine and the 3’ acceptor stem end of tRNALeu from E. coli and S. cerevisiae (Fig. 3), which indicates a high level of
preservation through eukaryotic evolution. The E. coli LeuRS structure is red and the S. cerevisiae LeuRS structure is yellow. Given
that these organisms are thought to be separated by 1.5 billion years of evolutionary time and are structurally dissimilar in many
other ways (refer to Fig. 7), it is remarkable the that active sites of these two enzymes are extremely similar.40 This result provides
evidence that the LeuRS active site originated from a common ancestral aaRS and has virtually remained unchanged. Additionally,
these results support the assertion that the root of the three domains of life be placed along the bacterial branch with the Archaea
and Eukaryota branches being clustered closely together.22, 41

Figure 3.37 Aminoacylation active site superimposition of E. coli and S. cerevisiae. Superimposition of the entire aminoacylation active site. The E. coli LeuRS X-ray
crystallography structure is red and the S. cerevisiae LeuRS homology model is yellow.
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Figure 4.39 Multiple sequence alignment of the CP1 Editing Domain. The black box on the multiple sequence alignment highlights the “threonine-rich” region.
The threonine-rich region provides chemical specificity to the CP1 domain hydrolytic active site. Organism are as follows: Escherichia coli, Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Arabidopsis thaliana, Draosophila melanogaster, Danio rerio, Xenopus laevis, Anolis carolinensis, Taeniopygia guttata, Mus musculus, and Homo sapiens.
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Figure 5B.

Figure 5. CP1 Domain superimposition.37, 39 5A. Superimposition of the entire CP1 domain. 5B. Superimposition of the “threonine-rich” region within the
hydrolytic active site of the CP1 domain. The E. coli LeuRS X-ray crystallography structure is red. The E. coli LeuRS crystal structure is overlaid with the following
computationally generated LeuRS homology models: S. cerevisiae (yellow), A. thaliana (purple), D. melanogaster (green), D. rerio (orange), X. laevis (blue), A. carolinensis
(magenta), T. guttate (cyan), M. musculus (gray), and H. sapiens (pink).

Figure 6. Multiple sequence alignment of tRNALeu Isotypes. The multiple sequence alignment of tRNALeu from E. coli, S. cerevisiae, and H. sapiens shows sequence
variability amongst these different isotopic forms. The tRNALeu isotypes of CAA, CAG, GAG, TAA, TAG, and AAG originate from E. coli, S. cerevisiae, and H.
sapiens. These three organisms were chosen because they represent the greatest evolutionary time lapse amongst organisms on the eukaryotic branch.

LeuRS domain insertions are thought to be later evolutionary additions to LeuRS, to improve catalytic efficiency.16, 21, 42 Indeed,
the auxiliary LeuRS domains like the CP1 domain and the ZN-1 domain have been biochemically analyzed and shown to
drastically improve LeuRS catalysis.39, 43 The CP1 domain is a unique insertion into the Rossmann fold and serves to hydrolyze
misaminoacylated products.39 The CP1 domain is crucial to maintain LeuRS function and fidelity due to the structurally
promiscuous nature of the aminoacylation active site, which can readily accommodate structural homologs of leucine.44 The
structural ambiguity of the aminoacylation active site would be a natural evolutionary consequence since LeuRS, IleRS and ValRS
all structurally diverged from a common aaRS ancestor and the cognate amino acids that these aaRSs charge, namely leucine,
isoleucine and valine, are all structurally similar.16, 21, 42 Therefore, the CP1 domain functions as an editing domain that allows the
LeuRS enzyme to distinguish between leucine and other amino acid structural homologs. To determine the extent of conservation
within the CP1 domain, sequence alignment data was gathered for the entire sequences of the CP1 domains from E. coli, S.
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cerevisiae, A. thaliana, D. melanogaster, D. rerio, X. laevis, A. carolinensis, T. guttata, M. musculus and H. sapiens (Fig. 4). From this data, it
is evident that there is significant sequence conservation within the CP1 domains for these organisms, with the one outlier being
E. coli. This finding may be a computational artifact due to E. coli’s CP1 domain being generally smaller than the CP1 domains
from the eukaryotic sources. Based on the sequence alignment, the CP1 domains from E. coli and S. cerevisiae had 31% identity and
48% homology. The CP1 domains from S. cerevisiae and A. thaliana share 45% identity and 64% homology. The CP1 domains
from A. thaliana and D. melanogaster share 56% identity and 73% homology. The CP1 domains from D. melanogaster and D. rerio
share 64% identity and 81% homology. The CP1 domains from D. rerio and X. laevis share 84% identity and 92% homology. The
CP1 domains from X. laevis and A. carolinensis share 87% identity and 93% homology. The CP1 domains from A. carolinensis and T.
guttata share 88% identity and 94% homology. The CP1 domains from T. guttata and M. musculus share 85% identity and 94%
homology. The CP1 domains from M. musculus and H. sapiens share 93% identity and 94% homology. Therefore, to build upon
these results, structural superimpositions of the entire CP1 domain as well as the hydrolytic active site were generated (Fig. 5A
and 5B). Computational models were generated for all CP1 domains to provide consistent analysis, which were based off existing
crystal structures of LeuRS. From Figure 5A, there is considerable structural conservation within all the CP1 domain structures.
Some structural variation is observed within the loop regions of the CP1 domain. This finding is expected since these
disorganized protein structural features are difficult to computationally model. Therefore, these slight structural perturbations may
be a computational artifact. An alternative explanation could be that some of these loop regions could interact with tRNALeu,
helping to facilitate its translocation between the active sites of LeuRS.45 Since there is variability amongst tRNALeu sequences
across species lines (Fig. 6), a reasonable assumption would be that regions within the CP1 domain that interact and bind with
tRNALeu would also have variability.
Close examination of the CP1 domain hydrolytic active site pocket in Figure 5B indicates that there is considerable structural
conservation. Indeed, amongst the eukaryotic species the hydrolytic active site sequences that comprise the threonine-rich region
are completely conserved.39 When compared to the E. coli threonine-rich region, there are only two amino acids that deviate from
the eukaryotic sequences, the T248 and D251 residues. A similar result was found by Pang. et. al. through an amino acid sequence
comparison of the threonine-rich region from dissimilar organisms such as E. coli and H. sapiens.46 Evolutionarily, this would
indicate that the CP1 domain would have evolved early-on as LeuRS structurally diverged from its common ancestral aaRS to
provide chemical specificity for the accurate incorporation of leucine during protein synthesis. Thus, based on these results, we
hypothesize that the CP1 domain would have probably been the first leucine-specific domain adaptation, which allowed a more
catalytically efficient LeuRS to replace an existing ribozyme for leucine aminoacylation catalysis.
In addition to examining how the aminoacylation and CP1 domain active sites evolved, other sequence and structural features
were studied to gain a more global perspective on how LeuRS evolved through the speciation of eukaryotes. Therefore, a
qualitative evolutionary tree was generated to visually follow the molecular evolution of LeuRS structure through the speciation of
eukaryotes starting from a bacterial example (Fig. 7). Each node represents a major split between taxa within the eukaryotic
domain of life.40 Since it is thought that the eukaryotic domain of life is rooted from the bacterial domain, the E. coli LeuRS
structure was used as the initial point of reference.22, 41 Hence, the E. coli LeuRS structure is entirely gray, any subsequent changes
within the LeuRS structure are highlighted in red. Structural deviations for each species were determined through generating a
sequence alignment of the LeuRS from the organism of interest and the LeuRS from the organism on the next lower branch.
These pairwise sequence alignments were generated using the PRALINE sequence alignment tool. Residues with a conservation
score of “4” or less were highlighted in red. Therefore, the S. cerevisiae LeuRS structural deviation from E. coli LeuRS was
determined through a sequence alignment of E. coli LeuRS and S. cerevisiae LeuRS. In like manner, the A. thaliana LeuRS structural
deviation from S. cerevisiae LeuRS was determined through a sequence alignment of S. cerevisiae LeuRS and A. thaliana LeuRS. This
same pattern of sequence comparison for each LeuRS was used to determine LeuRS structural deviations throughout the
evolutionary tree.
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Figure 7. Evolutionary changes of LeuRS Among Eukaryotes. This qualitative phylogenetic tree compares LeuRS structures from each taxon within the
eukaryotic domain of life, starting from a bacterial example. Universal features of LeuRS are gray and regions that have been subject to evolutionary change are
red. Since the eukaryotic domain is thought to have arisen from bacterial origins, the E. coli LeuRS crystal structure is entirely gray 22, 37.

Figure 7 shows that there is significant structural deviation in the initial comparison between E. coli LeuRS and S. cerevisiae LeuRS.
In part, this structural deviation is due to the size difference between these two enzymes. The S. cerevisiae LeuRS enzyme is 230
amino acids larger than the E. coli LeuRS enzyme. The size difference between these two enzymes as well as the other eukaryotic
LeuRSs highlighted in this study could be due to additional non-translational catalytic functionality that was assumed by
eukaryotic LeuRSs through the evolutionary process.47 Emerging evidence indicates that many aaRSs within eukaryotes have
evolved critical roles that maintain cellular function outside of their canonical role in translation.47 Specifically, eukaryotic LeuRSs
are known to participate in the TOR metabolic pathway, which functions to maintain amino acid metabolism.47-49
The observed sequence and structural deviations seem to occur within scaffolding residues. As has been previously stated, the
aminoacylation active site and CP1 domain hydrolytic active site are highly conserved, thus structural deviation was not observed
within these regions. The highest frequency of sequence and structural changes were observed between the lower-order
eukaryotic species, namely; S. cerevisiae, A. thaliana, D. melanogaster and D. rerio. These sequence and structural differences may be
due to mechanistic adaptation within the catalytic functionality of these enzymes. For example, it has been reported that S.
cerevisiae LeuRS has an altered mechanistic behavior within the TOR metabolic pathway when compared to that of H. sapiens
LeuRS mechanistic behavior within the same pathway.48-50 Mechanistic adaptation would be a natural consequence of the
evolutionary process, especially since these enzymes function in different cellular environments with different extracellular ques.
When considering the high frequency of sequence and structural changes within the lower-order eukaryotes, it is important to
consider that this set of organisms differs greatly in their overall biology. The diversity within the lower-order eukaryotes can most
simply be stated through general comparisons between the organisms, such as: single-cellular vs. multi-cellular; photosynthetic vs.
non-photosynthetic; terrestrial vs. aquatic. Diversity within these biological systems would necessitate evolutionary adaptation,
giving rise to LeuRS enzymes that have altered mechanistic function and potentially a different repertoire of molecular binding
partners within each of these cell types. To further support this assertion, close examination of the LeuRS structures originating
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from higher-order organisms along the animal branch, namely; X. laevis, A. carolinensis, T. guttata, M. musculus, and H. sapiens, have
very little sequence and structural deviation. Again, a general biological comparison of these organisms could be used to explain
these results. This group of animals are multicellular, terrestrial and share many of the same physiological processes, albeit with
some obvious differences. In short, these organisms are more biologically related than the lower-order eukaryotes. Within the
higher-order eukaryotes, subgroup comparisons of LeuRSs shows extreme conservation. These subgroups are A. carolinensis : T.
guttata and M. musculus : H. sapiens. This finding is not surprising given that lizards and birds are close evolutionary relatives.51 The
evolutionary relationship between mice and humans is even more closely linked, as they are both mammals and are separated by
only 96 million years of evolutionary time: less than half of the evolutionary time that separates lizards and birds.51-53
The evolutionary relationships between eukaryotic LeuRS enzymes that have been reported herein were further verified through
the generation of a quantitative molecular phylogenetic tree based on LeuRS amino acid sequences (Fig. 8). This phylogenetic
tree was developed through the PhyloT software program and verified through sequence analysis for the evolutionary hierarchy
established with the Figure 7 results. The phylogenetic tree indicates that E. coli LeuRS and S. cerevisiae LeuRS are more closely
related to each other when compared to the other lower-order eukaryotic organisms. From A. thaliana LeuRS to X. leavis LeuRS
there is step-wise evolutionary relatedness for each of the branch points. This degree of evolutionary connectivity between the
lower-order organisms has been previously explained for the Figure 7 results. In like manner, the subgroupings of A. carolinensis :
T. guttata and M. musculus : H. sapiens LeuRS enzymes within this molecular phylogenetic tree have also been explained in the
context of Figure 7 results. Therefore, the molecular phylogenetic tree confirms the Figure 7 results and associated hypotheses.

Figure 8. Molecular Phylogenetic Tree of Eukaryotic LeuRS. 22 This phylogenetic tree compares LeuRS amino acid sequences from each taxon within the
eukaryotic domain of life, starting from a bacterial example. Since the eukaryotic domain is thought to have arisen from bacterial origins, the E. coli LeuRS
sequence is included.

Lastly, each of the LeuRS homology structures were superimposed on their nearest evolutionary relative using the Chimera
software program. Therefore, E. coli LeuRS and S. cerevisiae LeuRS were superimposed on one another (Fig. 9A). This
superimposition provided an essential structural comparison of these two LeuRS enzymes. Again, E. coli LeuRS is in red and S.
cerevisiae LeuRS is in yellow. From this structural overlap, the greatest differences are within the CP1 and C-terminal domains.
These differences are largely related to the overall size of these domains. Given that S. cerevisiae LeuRS has adopted additional
non-translational functionality, these size differences could support these non-translational catalytic and binding functions. hese
LeuRS structural differences may be due to sequence differences within the individual tRNALeu for each organism, which
subsequently affects the tRNALeu structures (Fig. 6).
The superimposition of A. thaliana LeuRS (purple) and D. melanogaster LeuRS (green) (Fig. 9B) as well as the superimposition of
D. rerio LeuRS (orange) and X. laevis LeuRS (blue) (Fig. 9C) shows some structural differences largely within the CP1 and Cterminal domains. Again, these differences may be due to the very different biological environments in which these LeuRS
enzymes operate, which would give rise to mechanistic differences in the catalytic functions of these enzymes. The
superimposition of A. carolinensis, LeuRS (magenta) and T. guttate LeuRS (cyan) indicates that these enzymes are almost identical,
albeit with some slight changes in a secondary structural elemental feature within the aminoacylation domain for T. guttate LeuRS,
which may be an artifact of the protein modeling process (Fig. 9D). The fact that these two enzymes are structurally very similar
is indicative of their close evolutionary relatedness, as previously explained. Lastly, the superimposition of the M. musculus LeuRS
(gray) and H. sapiens LeuRS (pink) enzymes shows that they are virtually identical (Fig. 9E). This was an expected result given that
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these enzymes have mammalian origins, which are separated by very little evolutionary time. Thus, the superimposition of these
LeuRS structures spanning the eukaryotic lineage supports our previous evolutionary assertions as well as provides the data
necessary to visually compare how LeuRS changed or was conserved through evolutionary time.

Figure 9A.

Figure 9B.

Figure 9D.

Figure 9C.

Figure 9E.

Figure 9.37 Superimposition of the LeuRS enzyme structures to compare and contrast structural changes amongst eukaryotic organisms.
9A. The E. coli LeuRS X-ray crystallography structure is red, overlaid with the S. cerevisiae LeuRS homology model in yellow.
9B. The A. thaliana LeuRS homology model (purple) is overlaid with the D. melanogaster LeuRS homology model (green).
9C. The D. rerio LeuRS homology model (orange) is overlaid with the X. laevis LeuRS homology model (blue).
9D. The A. carolinensis LeuRS homology model (magenta) is overlaid with the T. guttate LeuRS homology model (cyan).
9E. The M. musculus LeuRS homology model (gray) is overlaid with the H. sapiens LeuRS homology model (pink).
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DISCUSSION
The evolutionary origins of aaRSs have been well characterized by numerous research studies focused on understanding the
development of the aminoacylation domain and aaRS catalytic specificity.1, 5, 7-9, 21 Consensus among these research efforts is that
aaRS enzymes have ancient origins that predate LUCA. To build upon these previously reported findings, this research effort
aimed to understand the more contemporary evolutionary history of LeuRS, specifically through the eukaryotic lineage. The
results reported herein indicate that the aminoacylation active site as well as the CP1 domain active site are both highly conserved.
Indeed, a comparison of these active sites across domain and species lines indicates that there is very little variation within the
sequences or structures of LeuRSs from these different species. This was a surprising result given that there are billions of years of
evolutionary history separating the species highlighted in this research study.
Though the active sites of LeuRS are highly conserved, the results indicated that there was sequential and structural variation that
occurred mainly within the scaffold residues. Particularly scaffold residues within the CP1 and C-terminal domains. A dramatic
example of LeuRS structural variation were the superimposed structures of E. coli LeuRS and S. cerevisiae LeuRS enzymes, which
was not surprising given that these enzymes originate from organisms in different domains of life and are separated by
approximately 1.5 billion years of evolutionary time.14, 40 Accordingly, these enzymes had the most sequence and structural
variation compared with the other enzymes in this research study, which is likely due to non-translational functionality assumed
by LeuRS enzymes through eukaryotic speciation to facilitate complex biological processes not present in bacteria. However, with
this noted, the active sites for these enzymes were highly conserved, supporting the hypothesis that LeuRS enzymes diverged
from a common ancestor aaRS.7, 9
Additional sequential and structural comparisons of LeuRS enzymes were generated, determining that through the speciation of
eukaryotes there were only minor evolutionary changes. This was especially apparent when comparing LeuRS enzymes amongst
higher-order eukaryotes. Comparisons between A. carolinensis LeuRS : T. guttate LeuRS and M. musculus LeuRS : H. sapiens LeuRS
indicated very minor structural deviations. This result could be due to the relative short amount of evolutionary time between
these organisms as well as their close physiologies.51-53 Contrasting this result with the lower-order organisms, the LeuRS enzymes
within this group displayed more variability. This is likely due to longer evolutionary time spans between these organisms as well
as dissimilar physiologies.40 Thus, the eukaryotic lineage carefully maintained LeuRS structure through the speciation process with
the actives sites being strictly conserved.
CONCLUSIONS
These research findings show a high level of sequence and structural conservation amongst the eukaryotic LeuRS enzymes that
were examined. Evolutionarily, this would indicate that vertical gene transfer events fostered the propagation of LeuRS through
the speciation of eukaryotes. Unlike what has been reported for the bacterial and Archaeal domains, which have both been shown
to have experienced LeuRS HGT and domain acquisition events.7-9 Additionally, both bacterial and Archaeal domains have robust
mechanisms in place to facilitate HGT events. Thus, these results are expected, especially since the Eukaryota domain was the last
domain to have emerged through the evolution of life and is more molecularly complex.40 Therefore, gene transfer events in
eukaryotic cells are more restrictive than gene transfer events in bacteria or Archaea, thus the likelihood of LeuRS HGT events
occurring amongst eukaryotes is almost non-existent. Especially due to LeuRS being part of the translational machinery. Enzymes
that mechanistically drive the molecular central dogma were likely acquired before or at the time of LUCA, thus many of them
would phylogenetically be deeply rooted at the base of the tree of life. Therefore, later acquisition of these enzymes by eukaryotes
is improbable. As such, we propose that LeuRS was transferred through the eukaryotic speciation process via vertical gene
transfer, which explains the high rate of LeuRS conservation within each taxa of the eukaryotic domain.
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ABSTRACT
Proprioceptive neurons monitor the movements of limbs and joints to transduce the movements into electrical signals. These
neurons function similarly in species from arthropods to humans. These neurons can be compromised in disease states and in
adverse environmental conditions such as with changes in external and internal pH. We used two model preparations (the crayfish
muscle receptor organ and a chordotonal organ in the limb of a crab) to characterize the responses of these proprioceptors to
external and internal pH changes as well as raised CO 2. The results demonstrate the proprioceptive organs are not highly sensitive
to changes in extracellular pH, when reduced to 5.0 from 7.4. However, if intracellular pH is decreased by exposure to propionic
acid or saline containing CO2, there is a rapid decrease in firing rate in response to joint movements. The responses recover
quickly upon reintroduction of normal pH (7.4) or saline not tainted with CO2. These basic understandings may help to address
the mechanistic properties of mechanosensitive receptors in other organisms, such as muscle spindles in skeletal muscles of
mammals and tactile as well as pressure (i.e., blood pressure) sensory receptors.
KEYWORDS
Proprioception; Sensory; Invertebrate; Carbon Dioxide; Protons; Mechanosensory; Intracellular pH; Extracellular pH
INTRODUCTION
Cellular metabolism in animals produces CO2 as a by-product in the production of ATP, which is rapidly buffered or eliminated
to maintain a homeostatic balance in dissolved CO2, pH and HCO3-. The interrelationship between pH and CO2 goes beyond the
equilibrium of CO2+H2O ↔ H2CO3 ↔ HCO3- + H+, 3 as H+ ions are also in balance with other buffering mechanisms within
cells as well as within the extracellular fluid (ECF). Cellular composition and ECF both contribute in many ways to buffering H+
as well as transporting CO2 in various states (soluble and HCO 3). Each organelle and cytoplasm of cells maintains a different pH
level. This demonstrates that H+ balance is uniquely regulated by various process including pumps, exchangers, and transportors.4
In spite of experimentally lowering extracellular pH, the cytoplasm of many cells will not match the extracellular pH.5,6 Thus, it
cannot be assumed that extracellular pH (pHo) is in equilibrium with the pH in cells (pHi) as protons are not freely diffusible
across the cell bilipid membrane.
Increased cellular metabolism for tissues (e.g. skeletal muscle or neural tissue) can have rapid effects on the blood/hemolymph
pH and is usually dealt with quickly in reaching a homeostatic level. Some organisms can withstand wide ranges in pH and CO2
levels within the blood/hemolymph without any apparent pathological conditions while other organisms cannot. An example of
this is exhibited in honeybees, which can use a defense with group effort in producing CO2 and increasing temperature in order to
kill an invading hornet as the honey bee can tolerate the acute changes in the environment.7 Early methods in mammalian
anesthesia for surgery was to have patients rebreathe exhaled air resulting in increased CO2. This suggests an inability to withstand
†
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rapid changes in CO2 levels.8 It is not fully understood why some organisms are more resilient to pH/CO2 alterations, but further
elucidation in this field would benefit both general knowledge and could lead to potential therapeutics in mammalian pathological
conditions (SIDS, COPD, ischemic conditions). Humans are known to display some acclimatization to altered pH/CO 2 balance
with prolonged pathological conditions. It is generally acknowledged that people with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) become less responsive to increased levels of blood pCO 2 (low pH) to drive breathing and become more driven by
hypoxia (low pO2) for respiratory control.9-11 However, the effects on sensory neurons for proprioception in such altered
conditions in humans has not been addressed as far as we are aware.
Abnormally low pH or higher CO2 in neural tissue can occur during pathological states (brain ischemia, hypercapnia, COPD) or
by intentionally manipulating CO2 levels for research purposes.12-14 CO2 is commonly used as an anesthetic in invertebrates.15, 16
Many researchers utilizing invertebrates, particularly Drosophila melanagaster, sort genetic strains under a 100% CO2 anesthesia. The
cellular response to high CO2 exposure or the resultant low pH may indeed have unintended consequences for physiological and
behavioral studies. Exposing muscle or neurons to saline containing 100% bubbled CO2 rapidly decreases pHi. With the use of
ion sensitive electrodes, it has been found that the pHi in crab muscle and squid axons drops to around 6 and 5.7 respectively,
when exposed to saline bubbled with CO2.17-19 The pHo also decreases with CO2 bubbling, thus effects on cellular function may
be due to extracellular or intracellular changes in pH or directly by CO2. Earlier studies indicate that molecular CO2, not the pHo
or pHi associated change, is in part responsible for alterations in synaptic receptivity at the neuromuscular junctions of crayfish
and Drosophila malanagaster.18, 19
On the other hand, the action of protons (H+) themselves on cellular function is well established from effects on ion channels
and pumps to enzymatic cascades.4 Protons can even increase the sensitivity of sensory neurons by increasing the opening of
stretch activated ion channels (SACs), which are commonly used for mechanosensory transduction.20 The fundamental SACs are
TRP channels (Transient Receptor Potential channels), DEG/ENaCs channels (Degenerin/epithelial sodium channels, known to
be present in invertebrates and vertebrates),21 Piezo channels (pressure sensitive channels, found in plants and eukaryotic
species)22 and TMC channels (transmembrane channels, sound- and vibration-sensing hair cells in mice).21 There are several
reviews on SACs that provide more detailed descriptions of these channel types.21-23
Some SACs (i.e. DEG/ENaC channels) are altered by pHo;20 however, we have shown that the SACs in the crustacean
preparations used in this study did not have enhanced excitability in response to low pHo (5.0). To our knowledge no studies have
yet addressed how pHi will affect SACs in joint proprioceptors of the crustaceans, insects, or mammals. We approached this
challenge by using known methodological procedures to alter pH i by use of propionic acid as well as saline saturated with CO2
gas.5, 24, 25 Propionic acid as well as CO2 will rapidly cross the bilipid membrane to acidify the cytoplasm; whereas altering the
bathing saline pH to 5.0, with the use of HCl, does not result in pH i becoming acidified in intact cells (see review).4 Our past
study documented that acute exposure (1 to 2 minutes) to pHo of 5.0 only showed a slight reduction in activity depending on the
type displacements used; however, after one hour exposure overall sensitivity to the displacements was significantly reduced.
The two model preparations we chose to use for this study are the mechanoreceptors associated with sensory endings embedded
within chordotonal organs (COs), which monitor joint movements in the limbs of arthropods (insects and crustaceans).
Specifically, we used the crab propodite-dactylopodite joint (PD) organ and the muscle receptor organ (MRO) in the crayfish
abdomen in our analysis. Since these two preparations are well-described model systems for mechanoreception26-32 we felt these
preparations would be prudent to start to address the role of pH i, pHo and the effect of CO2 on these joint proprioceptors.
The contribution of this study is to enhance the scientific understanding in the physiology of COs and the MRO in these
crustacean preparations with regard to SACs and neuronal pH sensitivity by alterations in pHi, pHo and CO2. The basic
understandings may help to address the mechanistic underpinnings of mechanosensitive receptors in other organisms, such as
muscle spindles in skeletal muscle of mammals and tactile as well as pressure (e.g., blood pressure) sensory receptors.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Crab
Blue crabs, Callinectes sapidus, were obtained from a local supermarket in Lexington, KY to which they were delivered from a
distribution center in Atlanta, GA. They were bought and maintained in a sea water aquarium for several days prior to use in
order to assess their health. All crabs used were alive and were very active upon autotomizing a leg for experimentation. While
holding the crab with a net or large tongs across the carapace from behind, and avoiding the claws, a pinch across the merus of
the walking leg with a pair of pliers would induce the leg to be autotomized. The leg was then placed in the Sylgard-lined
dissecting dish and covered with crab saline at room temperature (21oC).
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The chordotonal organ in the propodite-dactylopodite joint (PD) of the first or second walking legs of the crab was used. The
details of the dissection and procedures are described in video and text.33 After exposing the PD nerve and pulling the nerve into
a suction electrode for recording the nerve activity, the dactyl was moved throughout the extended and flexed positions for
several cycles with the aid of a wooden probe to ensure the nerve was not pulling on the chordotonal strand. A length of the
nerve was left out of the suction electrode to provide slack.
The experimental conditions consisted of moving the dactyl from a flexed 90 o angle from the propus to a full 0o in an extended
(or open) position and then released. When the dactyl was released the joint would obtain a partial flexed position. Prior to the
next displacement, the joint was flexed to the same starting position. The rates of movements were 0.5 sec, 1.0 sec, 2.0 sec and 4
sec for the 90o displacement with 5 sec between displacements. The analysis consisted of binning the responses into 0.5 sec
periods for all the displacements and obtaining a count of spikes or a firing frequency of the nerve.
Crayfish
Crayfish (Procambarus clarkii), measuring 6–10 cm in body length, were used throughout this study (Atchafalaya Biological Supply
Co., Raceland, LA). They were housed individually in indoor tanks. The details of the dissection and procedures are described in
video and text.34 The MRO nerve to either abdominal segment 2 or 3 was used in this study. The displacements used were from a
relaxed position (similar to an extended abdomen in the intact animal) to a stretched position (similar to a flexed abdomen in the
intact animal). The displacement rates were 0.5 sec and 4 sec for 5 mm distance. In addition, a stretch hold was used to obtain the
static position sensitive response. The same electrode and signal recording technique was used as for the crab CO.
Saline and pharmacology
The salines used are the normal salines described previously.33, 34 All bathing and experimental solutions were kept at the
experimental room temperature of 21°C. Propionic acid was diluted from a stock and mixed in the saline appropriate for the
species used. CO2 was introduced by vigorously bubbling 100% CO2 into the saline used for 10 minutes. The pH of the saline
after bubbling was between 5.0 and 5.1. The saline was rapidly poured into the bathing dish and exchanged every 2 minutes with
freshly CO2 bubbled saline. All chemical compounds were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and CO 2 was purchased from a
local supplier (Scott Gross, Lexington, KY).
Electrophysiology
Suction electrodes made from glass pipettes fitted with plastic tips were used to record extracelluar signals from the cut nerves.35
A P-15 amplifier (Grass Instruments) in conjunction with a PowerLab/4s A/D converter and Lab Chart 7 software (ADI
Instruments, Colorado Springs, CO) obtained the signals to be recorded on a computer at a 10 or 20 kHz sampling rate. All data
are expressed as a mean (± SEM).
To insure reproducibility in experimentation
The data collected in the classroom with students using 8 different physiological rigs was preliminary data in order to obtain an
idea of what to expect for the different experimental conditions. The students made the recordings and analyzed the data. For
standardizing the rate of the movements and analysis, all the data presented in the manuscript was obtained by 2 people (one
conducting the movements and one marking the files on the computer. Every experiment had 6 trials with different preparations
and was conducted over the summer of 2016 in a month period. One individual (V.D.) analyzed all the data sets so analysis would
be consistent. The movements of the joints were performed by the same individual (R.C) for all trails. The movements were made
by physically moving the joint and counting out loud: "one Miss" (0.5 sec), "one Mississippi" (1 sec), "two Mississippi" (2 sec), etc.
We timed verbal counting on a stopwatch several times to ensure consistency in the speed of counting. Each time a movement
was started or stopped, a mark on the file with a tap on the key pad would be recorded. To be sure the static holds were correctly
measured, a set time of 7 seconds was analyzed as indicated by a time stamp on the acquisition software.
RESULTS
The two model proprioceptive organs used in this study are characteristic for a variety of types of proprioceptive structures. The
PD joint in the crab walking leg contains the chordotonal organ referred to as the PD chordotonal organ (Figure 1A). The
structure consists of an elastic strand that is attached to the proximal end of the dactylopodite on one end. The other contact
point spans the joint attaching to the closer apodeme (invertebrates’ tendon like structure in which skeletal muscle attaches). The
neuronal sensory endings are embedded within the elastic strand to detect the movement of the strand. The MRO is arranged
differently in that the sensory endings are embedded within muscle fibers that span the joint of the abdomen (Figure 1B). Within
the sensory endings of the PD organ and the MRO are the SACs, which initiate ionic flux and depolarization of the neuron when
they are deformed by the mechanical forces placed on them. The neurons within the PD organ and MRO respond differently
depending on the rate and direction of movement as well as the static position of the joint. Schematic diagrams of the movements
used in this study are shown along with the representative neural activity recorded from the whole nerve (Figure 1). The PD joint
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was displaced from 90o to 0o at various rates (0.5 and 4.0 seconds). The same rates of movements were used for the MRO to
provide a fast and a slow displacement. However, the anatomical arrangement is different so a direct correlation in firing rates of
the neurons cannot be made between the two preparations. The general responses to the same environmental conditions can be
compared. The displacement for the MRO was to a set position that mimicked flexion of the abdomen. Also, a static position of
flexion (stretching of the MRO), which was held for 7 seconds, was used to index the neural activity and the effects of changing
the extra or intracellular pH as well as the effects of exposure of CO2.

Figure 1. Anatomical arrangement of the displacements used for the PD organ of the crab walking leg (A) and the MRO of the crayfish abdomen (B). Either a
stop pin or an anatomical position was used for consistency in the displacements. Rates of displacement for the crab joint were 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 seconds from 90o
to fully extended (0o). B1: The MROs are located on the dorsal aspect of the abdomen. Movements for the MRO consisted of bending a joint in the hemilongitudinal segment of the abdomen to a set location at a rate of 0.5 or 4 seconds as well as stretched and held for 7 seconds. B2: Two abdominal segments are
illustrated. A schematic view of the deep extensor muscles (looking from ventral to dorsal) is provided. The particular muscles identified: deep extensor medial
(DEM) muscles have a spiral fiber pattern, DEL1 is the first lateral group followed by the DEL2 muscles. The superficial extensor medial muscle (SEM) lies
directly dorsal to DEL2. The two MRO muscles are more dorsal to the DEL1. The joint between the abdominal segments would be displaced at various rates to a
set position while recording from the MRO nerve (the double arrow indicates where the joint between segments is located). Typical firing activity of the nerves is
shown for a PD (top) and an MRO (bottom) preparation at each of the displacement rates. (Modified figure).65, 66

Low pHo
Acute exposure to the bathing media at pH of 5 decreased the PD organ sensitivity for the 2 and 4 second displacements but after
an hour at pHo of 5, the sensitivity to the 1, 2 and 4 second displacements was also significantly reduced. The MRO did not
decrease in responsiveness as much as the PD organ with the chronic exposure to low pHo, but since there was such a wide
variation in responses from preparation to preparation there was no consistent trend in the response to low pHo. A representative
plot showing the activity for saline, acute exposure to low pHo, and chronic exposure (1 hr) is shown in Figure 2A. The trend in
this representative preparation indicates that pHo increased the spike activity; however, in comparing all 6 preparations there is
substantial variability. Since each preparation was unique in the basal activity, a percent change within a preparation from saline
exposure to low pHo exposure was calculated for the acute and chronic exposure to low pH o for all 6 preparations with the 3
displacements (Figure 2B). As indicated in Figure 2B, there was no consistent trend in increasing activity after acute exposure to
low pH. In comparing the crab PD with the crayfish MRO, the percent change in the number of spikes for the chronic exposure
to low pHo is shown for the displacements, with the exception of showing the static hold for 7 seconds for the crayfish MRO
since the static hold was not performed with the crab PD organ (Figure 2C).
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Figure 2. The effect of low pHo on the sensitivity of joint proprioceptors. The rapid displacement within 0.5 second and 4 seconds did not demonstrate a large
change in spiking differences for the MRO preparation (A). Static firing over a 7 second held position was also monitored for changes in spiking activity as shown
for the MRO (A). A percent change from saline was used to compare the effects of low pH among preparations for the various displacement rates as shown for
the MRO preparations (B). The same type of analysis was performed for the PD organ and the mean percent changes for both preparations are shown (C).

Propionic Acid
A common technique used to rapidly reduce pHi is to expose preparations to saline containing propionic acid.4, 5, 24, 25 This weak
organic acid rapidly crosses the bilipid membrane and can also be exchanged back out of the cell by repeatedly changing the
bathing media. A concentration of 20mM has been shown to produce a pHi of about 5.61.36, 37 We freshly added propionic acid to
the saline prior to bathing the preparations. The same displacement rates were used for exchanging the pHo. Representative spike
activity from a crayfish MRO preparation and a crab PD organ is shown (Figure 3 and 4, respectively). The neural activity
generally ceased within 5 minutes for the crayfish MRO preparations of all 3 displacements (0.5 sec Figure 3A2, 4 sec Figure
3B2, and the 7 sec hold Figure 3C2). The effect was also rapid for the crab PD but there was still lingering activity after 5
minutes for the same displacement rates (0.5 sec Figure 4A2, 4 sec Figure 4B2, and the 7 sec hold Figure 4C2). The range in
neuronal responses, which displayed decreased activity throughout, implies that dynamic as well as static position sensitive
neurons were affected. Both the crayfish and the crab preparations recovered well with exchanging the bathing saline a few times
and repeating the displacement movements (see traces in A3, B3 and C3 in Figures 3 and 4).
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Figure 3. Representative traces in spiking for the different displacement rates and response to propionic acid exposure for the crayfish MRO. The 0.5 second
displacement is shown in A, while the 4 second is shown in B, and the static held displacement of 7 seconds in shown in C. The responses in normal saline (A1,
B1, C1) and during exposure to 20mM propionic acid (A2, B2, C2) as well as wash out with a return to normal saline (A3, B3, C3) are shown. The decrease in
amplitude in C3 is from the nerve being slightly displaced from recording electrode.
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Figure 4. Representative traces in spiking for the different displacement rates and response to propionic acid exposure for the crab PD organ. The 0.5 second
displacement is shown in A, while the 4 second is shown in B, and the static held displacement of 7 seconds in shown in C. The responses in normal saline (A1,
B1, C1), during exposure to 20mM propionic acid (A2, B2, C2), and washed out with a return to normal saline (A3, B3, C3) are shown.

Since each preparation was unique in the basal activity, a percent change within a preparation to the saline exposure was calculated
for the acute exposure to propionic acid for all 6 preparations with the 3 displacements for the crayfish MRO and crab PD organ.
The trend in these preparations indicates that propionic acid reduces spike activity by nearly 100% in all 6 crayfish preparations
and is greatly reduced in the crab PD for the 5-minute exposure (Figure 5).
Saline containing CO2
As with propionic acid, the dissolved CO2 in the saline rapidly crosses the bilipid membrane, perhaps quicker than propionic acid,
where it acidifies the cell interior and reduces the pH in the saline bathing of the preparation. To maintain a high level of
dissolved CO2, freshly bubbled saline was exchanged often with the bathing media. The same displacement rates and procedures
were used to examine the effects of exposure to CO2 on the preparations.
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Figure 5. A percent change from saline was used to compare the MRO and PD preparations for the effects of propionic acid (20mM) for the various
displacement rates and static held position.

Figure 6. Representative traces in spiking for the different displacement rates and response to CO2-containing saline exposure for the crayfish MRO. The half
second displacement is shown in A, while the four second is shown in B and the static held displacement of 7 seconds in shown in C. The responses in normal
saline (A1, B1, C1) and during exposure to CO2 (A2, B2, C2) are shown along with wash out steps with a return to normal saline (A3, B3, C3).
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Representative MRO and a PD organ preparation are shown (Figure 6 & 7 respectively). As with the exposure to propionic acid,
the crayfish MRO preparations were more sensitive to CO 2 exposure than the crab preparation, displaying a more robust decrease
in activity. However, it must be noted that only 2 sensory neurons are monitored in the crayfish as compared to approximately 80
neurons in the crab preparation. Just a few spikes could still be measured in 3 crayfish preparations with rapid displacements
whereas the other preparations completely ceased in activity. The crab preparations were substantially affected as well but some
activity could still be measured in all the preparations during the CO 2 exposure during one of the displacements rates (0.5 sec
Figure 7A2, 4 sec Figure 7B2, and the 7 sec hold Figure 7C2) within the 5 minutes of exposure. Both the crayfish and the crab
preparations recovered well upon saline exchange and repeated movements (see traces in A3, B3, and C3 in Figures 3 and 4).
The recovery from CO2 was very rapid as compared to propionic acid exposure (i.e., recovery took place within approximately 1
minute after a single saline exchange vs. 3 or 4 exchanges of saline followed by a 5 to 10 minute waiting period after saline
exchange from propionic acid in some cases).

Figure 7. Representative traces in spiking for the different displacement rates and response to saline containing CO2 for the crab PD organ. The 0.5 second
displacement is shown in A, while the 4 second is shown in B and the static held displacement of 7 seconds in shown in C. The responses in normal saline (A1,
B1, C1), during exposure to CO2 (A2, B2, C2), and washed out with a return to normal saline (A3, B3, C3) are shown.
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As with exposure to low pHo and propionic acid, a percent change within a preparation to the saline exposure was calculated for
the acute exposure for all 6 preparations with the 3 displacements for the crayfish MRO as well as the for the crab PD organ
(Figure 8). The trend in these preparations indicates that CO2 decreased the spike activity in both sensory preparations (6 out 6
preparations). The overall percent reductions for the CO 2 exposures are not as large as for the propionic acid exposure (compare
Figures 5 and 8).

Figure 8. A percent change from saline was used to compare among the MRO and PD preparations for the effects of CO2 exposure for the various displacement
rates and static held position.

DISCUSSION
In this study we demonstrated the proprioceptive neurons associated with the crayfish MRO preparation and the PD organ of the
walking leg in the crab are not highly sensitive to changes in extracellular pH, when pH o is reduced to 5.0 from 7.4. After this
reduction, the preparations maintained their firing rate over various velocities of movement and static positions, even though a
slight increase in activity was observed after acute exposure. However, if intracellular pH is decreased by exposure to propionic
acid or saline containing CO2, there is a rapid decrease in firing rate in response to displacement. Recovery of activity is possible
with re-exposure to normal physiological saline.
The exposure to high levels of CO2 occurs commonly on insects and crustaceans used in research laboratories since it is an
anesthetic. It is often used to anesthetize flies to sort them in genetic analyses. CO2 induced pH-related
neuronal depression could play a role in developing newer anesthesia modalities for arthropods. Therefore, it is paramount to
enhance understanding of the detriments that may arise because of chronic exposure to CO2. The chordotonal-proprioceptors
within the joints of insects are analogous to the chordotonal-proprioceptors in the limbs of Crustacea. As stated earlier, the crayfish
MRO is similar in structure and function to the muscle spindle proprioceptive organ in mammals, including humans. Since CO 2 is
a by-product of cellular metabolism throughout the animal kingdom, understanding how exposure to CO 2 affects the two sensory
model preparations used in this study can aid in addressing potential effects on neurons in other animals. Coupling energy
metabolism and H+ production within neural tissue was recently reviewed.38
The direct effects of CO2 are difficult to study due to the rapid buffering of CO 2 and conversion to HCO3- + H+.3 In addition, the
buffering abilities through proteins, organelle uptake and plasma membrane exchangers/pumps within neurons may vary.4, 38 The
solubility of CO2 in solution varies with temperature and salinity so there are likely some differences in CO 2 within the
hemolymph when exposing freshwater crustaceans and salt-water crustaceans to environments of a given CO2 concentration. The
higher osmolality saline used for the crab vs. the crayfish may also influence the amount of soluble CO 2; however, the effects
observed in this study on the sensory neurons are similar for both animal models. The rapid decrease in neuronal activity upon
CO2 exposure, as with propionic acid, indicates a direct effect on either the SACs or in the ability of the neurons to produce
action potentials or conduct electrical signals. Exposure to CO 2 did not significantly decrease the amplitude of action potentials in
motor neurons of the crayfish, as measured with intracellular electrodes.19 This suggests that the effects of CO2 on the
proprioceptors may be primarily on mechanosensory transduction or on the initiation of an action potential. It was noted that
crayfish axons did not have an alteration in voltage gated Na+ channel activation with changes in pHo.39 Thus, the induction of an
action potential when past threshold should not be affected by pH o but the effect of pHi has not specifically been addressed in
crab or crayfish neurons. However, it is known that depending on the state of activity of cells the effect of CO 2 exposure may
have different effects depending on the membrane potential.40, 41
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Since propionic acid and CO2 exposure produced similar results of decreasing the sensitivity of the proprioceptors to the
displacements and that both compounds can reduce pH i rapidly,4, 5 we postulate that low pHi has an effect directly on the SACs
or on the initiation of action potentials. Future investigations using direct injections of acid agents such as potassium acetate or
HCl, which are cell impermeant, could address this possibility. The hardiness of invertebrate preparations to conduct such
experiments is well known.42-44
Interactions between pH and other endogenous factors
Decreasing pHo does not necessarily mean protons will diffuse into the cells and decrease pH i since the bilipid membrane is not
freely permeable to protons although protons can travel through various channels when they are opened. Cells can maintain a
basic state even with an exposure to an acidic bathing medium and upon injection or acidifying cells with various approaches (e.g.,
injection of HCl, exposure to CO2 and NH4Cl pulses). They can readily return to a basic state following acidification of the
surrounding environment. This indicates the strong nature of the cell to regulate proton balance through pumps and exchangers,6
as demonstrated for crayfish neurons.5 The low pH of 5 did not block the mechanical transduction of the stretch activated
channels (SACs) in the sensory endings or the ability of the neurons to reach threshold and conduct action potentials. However,
the fluidity of some bilipid membranes can be altered by small changes in pHo.45 The voltage gated Na+ channel in the axon of
crayfish appear to be insensitive to low pHo within the range which would block acid sensitive SACs.39 Additionally, we have
shown in this study that these sensory endings and axons for the crayfish MRO and in the PD organ of the crab are not pH o
sensitive. The ability to maintain sensory responsiveness and electrical activity of these neurons demonstrates the robust nature of
these crustacean preparations to an acute acidic extracellular or hemolymph environment.
There are neuro-active substances within the hemolymph of crustaceans that can alter the activity of sensory neurons. An earlier
study demonstrated that serotonin and ecdysone, on their own as well as in combination, altered the activity of the neurons
associated with the crayfish MRO.46 The effects of serotonin and octopamine showed species differences in crustaceans in their
effects on the MRO.47 Peetz & Winter also reported on sustained activity in MROs when the hemolymph was mixed with a
physiological saline, although no one particular substance was identified to be responsible for the action. 48 As for the chordotonal
organs in crabs, if the hemolymph is mixed with a physiological saline and used as the bathing solution, the preparations last
longer when isolated from the animal.31 The species-specific saline without modulators or hemolymph present reduces unknown
variables that may arise in an endogenous hemolymph. The effect of altered pHo or pHi, by CO2 fluctuations, may vary within the
animal due to buffering and the presence of neuromodulators within the hemolymph. In fact, we are not aware of physiological
examination on the action of modulators over physiological measured ranges of pH known to occur within insects or crustaceans.
In insects the pH of the hemolymph has been measured to be as low as 6.6 and for Drosophila the hemolymph (HL3) commonly
used for physiology studies is pH 7.2 as was measured from isolated pooled hemolymph samples.49, 50 However, it appears a
physiological saline with a lower pH of 7.1 is substantially better for maintaining the heart function for exposed preparations.51 In
addition, heart rates increased in response to serotonin with a bathing saline that was buffered and maintained at 7.1.51 In relation
to mammals, we have not found any reports on the influence of pH o and alteration in the effects of neuromodulation by
serotonin or dopamine on neuronal function in humans. Receptors for neurotransmitters such as acetylcholine, GABA, and
glutamate receptors do show pH sensitivity.52 Several voltage gated ion channels also demonstrate pH sensitivity that is not
assumed to be directly related to mechanical transduction.53, 54 Such effects on the neural excitability and electrical conduction of
axons related to the crayfish MRO or proprioceptors in the crab have not been investigated. As we report, the SACs in the
sensory endings do not appear to show a change in mechanosensory transduction with pH as low as 5.0 as measured by the
frequency of the extracellular recorded spikes. The amplitude and shape of the action potentials may indeed be altered but we
were not able to detect consistent differences by monitoring the spikes. However, the effect of pHo on neuronal activity depends
on the type of neuron as some are known to be very sensitive to pH o changes which may occur due to indirect effects through
influences on ion channels.55, 56
Since lowering pHo does not directly address the effects of a lower pHi, investigators have used various means to induce
reductions in intracellular pH to address the physiological effects. Injecting substances: cell permeant compounds such as
potassium acetate, propionic acid, or exposure to CO 2, have all been utilized to reduce pHi.4, 5, 24, 25, 57 Exposure to propionic acid
as well as the bathing fluid containing CO2 rapidly decreases pHi from a basal state and the effect is rapidly reversed in removing
these compounds.4, 5 Since these compounds reduce pHi in addition to pHo, any physiological alterations might be due to a
combined effect, rather than a sole reduction in pHi. The acute effect of propionic acid in our case was rapid and since the
frequency of spikes drastically decreased we did not pursue the effects of repeated exposure times. Constant exposure for an
hour, in propionic acid at the concentrations used, did not allow the neurons to recover. Long exposures to propionic acid may
indeed cause effects that cannot be so readily reversed due to the ability of propionic acid to also transverse cellular organelles,
such as mitochondria, within the cell.
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Comparative differences in the proprioceptors
Differences in the anatomical arrangement of the crayfish MRO and the crab PD can complicate direct comparisons with
addressing effects on mechanosensory transduction since the sensory endings of the MRO are embedded within muscle. Thus,
any effects on the excitatory or inhibitory motor neurons that innervate the muscles can alter the forces exerted on the sensory
endings. However, the conditions addressed in this study with pHo, pHi and CO2 showed similar outcomes for both preparations.
More refined recordings in the graded responses within the sensory endings could be different for the MRO preparation exposed
to low pHi or pHo, by HCl adjusted saline or propionic acid, as compared to saline containing CO 2. CO2 exposure was shown to
block glutamate receptors at neuromuscular junctions whereas spontaneous events and evoked events are still present at
neuromuscular junctions with low pH induced by other means.18, 19 Thus, any decrease in baseline response in muscle tension
from a lack of responding to the spontaneously released glutamate might reduce the basal tension on the sensory endings. Low
pHo does produce some depolarization in muscle for insects and crustaceans,18, 19 and thus could produce an increase in force
production if the motor nerve was stimulated to produce muscle contraction. The conditions used in the current study were
created by passively moving the joints and were not dependent on motor nerve stimulation, although any enhancement of the
terminal depolarization, even in the transected motor axons, could have an impact on muscle contraction and tension on the
sensory endings for the MRO preparation. These confounding factors do not arise in the crab PD preparation, as the sensory
endings are readily exposed in the elastic strand connecting the propodite and dactylopodite. Additionally, the crayfish MRO
within a hemi-segment is only comprised of two sensory neurons while the crab PD is comprised of around 80 different neurons.
The sensory somata as well as the axons are much larger in the MRO preparations as compared to the PD neurons for the
animals used in these studies. Buffering abilities within neurons of various sizes may be different and likely effects on input
resistance of the cells are varied due to size differences. The depolarizations required to reach threshold for generating action
potentials are likely different in the neurons of varied size.
Potential translational implications
In considering the possible translational implications of the findings in this study to those of mammals, one can readily relate
them to neuronal pathophysiology in ischemia, hypoxia, and lowered pH o and pHi due to CO2 imbalances.58 An active area of
research is elucidating the mechanisms behind a ketogenic diet decreasing the occurrences of epilepsy,59-61 which is known to be
influenced by pH.62
CONCLUSIONS
This analysis investigates potential mechanistic explanations for spreading depolarization and synaptic depression when tissue is
not perfused well to relieve the altered pH, ionic spillage, and CO2 accumulation which occurs from damaged cells or
compartmentation due to swelling and reduced vascular perfusion outside the initial tramatome.63 Recent studies in addressing
effects of neurons outside the site of initial injury focus on possible mechanisms, such as K + and other ion/intracellular
component spillage, which would leak from damaged cells and could alter healthy cell excitability. 64 However, little attention is
given to the possible detriments of CO2 accumulation around surrounding cells. A synergistic effect may arise in situations in
which injured cells dump intracellular ion and amino acid stores, leading to increased cellular activity through depolarization of
healthy cell membranes, which could then enhance CO2 production and exacerbate cellular damage. As for muscle spindles
associated with proprioception in mammals, a similar situation can arise. Compartmentalized muscle following injury lacks proper
vascular perfusion. Thus, CO2 buildup may assist in damage, not only to the muscle fibers, but also to the sensory neurons
positioned within the muscle spindles. Similar outcomes could theoretically arise in neural tissue following traumatic brain injury
and/or in COPD patients who experience systemic alteration in pH. It may be beneficial to conduct future studies which measure
muscle spindle activity in muscles with damaged extrafusal fibers or in in situ preparations where solution pH can be altered
experimentally.
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PRESS SUMMARY
Two invertebrate model preparations are used to demonstrate how external and internal cellular pH changes as well as exposure
to CO2 can alter neuronal function for proprioception. Proprioceptive neurons are most affected when intracellular pH is
decreased by exposure to propionic acid or saline containing CO 2. The ease in recording from these neurons can help researchers
understanding mechanistic properties of mechanosensitive receptors in other organisms, such as muscle spindles in skeletal
muscles of mammals and tactical as well as pressure (i.e., blood pressure) sensory receptors.
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ABSTRACT
The formation of blood clots is vital for biological repair of injured blood vessels. When a blood vessel is injured, platelets
come into contact with collagen, causing glycoprotein VI (GPVI) to undergo a conformational change and initialize the
clotting process. This project aimed to simplify and solve a system of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs)
proposed in Model A of Regulation of Early Steps of GPVI Signal Transduction by Phosphatase: A Systems Biology Approach
by JL Dunster et al., modeling early platelet activation kinetics. In doing so, the ODEs were non-dimensionalized and the
approximate analytical solutions were then found. The approximate solutions compare favorably to the numerical solutions
and provide deeper insight into the signal regulation pathway. Most notably, the solutions expose a time at which the pathway
dynamics change drastically. This illustrates the critical role of cytosolic spleen tyrosine kinase (Syk) as a molecular timer
in the cascade.
KEYWORDS
Platelet Activation; Signal Cascade; Coupled Differential Equations; Asymptotic Analysis; Systems Biology; Mathematical
Modeling; Model Simplification; Glycoprotein VI; Spleen Tyrosine Kinase; Syk Activation Dynamics
INTRODUCTION
Blood is composed mostly of plasma, white blood cells, red blood cells, and platelets. Platelets are anuclear, biconcave
discs responsible for the detection and repair of structural damage to the blood vessel wall. The extracellular matrix, ECM,
surrounding blood vessels is composed mainly of collagen. When the blood vessel wall is compromised, the platelets inside
the blood vessels are exposed to the ECM (Figure 1a). The platelets respond to the presence of collagen by initiating a repair
pathway. 1 More specifically, the interactions with glycoprotein VI (GPVI), cause the platelet to undergo a conformational
change that initiates the clotting process (Figure 1b). This conformational change starts a signaling cascade that relies heavily
on the phosphorylation of secondary messengers to amplify the signal. This helps to aggregate additional platelets to the
wound, and allows clot formation to occur. Once the clot begins to form, regulatory feedback loops within this signaling
cascade modulate the strength and duration of the signal. Although the forward signaling cascade has been well studied,
little information exists on regulation of the signal. Evidence indicates that as the signaling process occurs, products further
downstream interact with earlier events to regulate and modify the strength and duration of the clotting response. 1
The inappropriate activation of clot formation can lead to thrombosis, heart disease, and stroke, all of which are potentially
fatal. 3 Developing a model to depict this signaling pathway can lead to a better quantitative understanding of clotting.
Through mathematical modeling, physicians can better detect and target crucial reactions in this pathway. These models
could potentially aide in the development of medication that prevents inappropriate clot formation, making treatment more
effective. In addition, spleen tyrosine kinase, Syk, plays a significant role in immune cell signaling. 4 This role may be better
understood though modeling Syk’s dynamics in the context of platelet activation.
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Three models for the initial steps of the signal cascade for platelet activation were developed by Dunster et al. 1 Their simplest
model, Model A, proposes seven differential equations correlating to the different steps and participants in the cascade. These
equations are useful in developing a model, but the information obtained from a system of differential equations is limited.
Finding analytic approximations for these equations can provide more insight into the model, such as the concentration of
each component of the cascade at a given point in time.
After highlighting the importance and current understanding of this pathway in section 3, we introduce a model proposed
by Dunster et al. in section 4.1. In section 5.1, these equations are non-dimensionalized to obtain unitless constants that can
be compared directly. We proceeded to simplify and solve the seven differential equations to obtain solutions in section 5.6.
In section 6, we offer conclusions and insights provided by the analytical solutions.
Literature Review
Dunster et al. have used their understanding of the clotting cascade pathway to develop a model of the signaling pathway. 1
However, the authors concede that the negative feedback loops are not well understood. Other mathematical models for
platelet signaling tend to focus on signal activation and have been remarkably successful in predicting calcium regulation in
platelets during signal transduction. 5 These models typically focus on forward signal transduction while signal regulation
mechanisms remain largely unstudied. These feedback inhibition pathways are crucial for understanding the regulation of
this pathway and the steady state level for phosphorylated spleen tyrosine kinase, Syk. Several potential feedback processes
are considered and incorporated in later, more complex modeling systems by Dunster et al. 1 Such a feedback loop was
investigated, with particuar emphasis placed on the question of whether the ligand T-cell ubiquitin ligand-2, TULA-2, is
partially responsible for the regulation of phosphorylated Syk. 6 A negative correlation between the concentration of TULA2 and activated Syk levels was discovered, in addition to an apparent specificity of TULA-2 for Syk. Not only is TULA-2
suspected to negatively regulate activated Syk, but c-Cbl, a kinase from the Src family that is activated along the clotting
signal cascade may also be involved. Studies have also indicated a potential regulatory role that c-Cbl has on activated Syk. 7
These feedback loops are incorporated into the models from the Dunster et al. paper to predict activated Syk concentrations.
The incorporation of these loops is further supported by the key role Src family kinases play in initiating platelet activation. 8
The regulatory role of phosphatases can be considered in modulating the cellular response to signaling. 9 Phosphatases also
play a regulatory role in the activation of Syk and the maintenance of the clotting signal.
To further support the many checkpoints and feedback loops in this physiological phenomenon, the idea of Syk being
the main checkpoint for this cascade has been studied. 10 Knowing that Syk activation is heavily regulated supports the
assumption that Dunster made when focusing on the concentration of activated Syk as an indicator of the clotting signal
progression. The Y525 motif on Syk, which is the location where a tyrosine residue becomes phosphorylated during Syk
activation, is important for regulation and activation. 10 ITAM-Syk binding and later Syk activation heavily relies on this
motif. Most of the feedback mechanisms, such as phosphatase dephosphorylation of Syk, depend on protein recognition of
Y525.
The mechanisms behind the GPVI activation are also vital to the understanding of the clotting signaling cascade. 2 Dunster
et al.’s mathematical model of platelet activation uses this to explain the high affinity of Syk for ITAM on the GPVI receptor,
leading to Syk strongly binding to the phosphorylated receptor complex. Additional research explores platelet activation
and blood coagulation as complementary processes, illustrating the importance of regulatory processes in ensuring efficient
responses to injury. 11
Understanding the complex mechanisms of platelet activation allows for more effective antithrombotic medicines targeting the prevention of errant clot formation. Arterial thrombosis is an acute complication that forms on chronic lesions of
atherosclerosis and results in heart attacks and stroke. 3 Further exploration of platelet activation will lead to a better understanding of the formation and progression of atherosclerotic plaque. As the most common cause of mortality in developed
countries, there are large clinical implications to a deeper understanding of clotting dynamics. 1, 3 Beyond atherosclerosis,
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platelet activation contributes to the long-term recovery outcomes of heart transplantation. 12 Long-term survivors of heart
transplantation show increased activation of platelets, potentially contributing to increased immune activation and complications. 3 As a component of endothelial dysfunction, the inverse relationship between platelet activation and endotheliumdependent vasomotor function appears to explain the connection between vasomotor dysfunction and atherothrombotic
events. 13 These phenomena, along with other connections between platelet activation and chronic illness, illustrate the
importance of understanding the role of platelet activation.
GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Description of Dunster’s Model A

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Damage to the blood vessel wall exposes platelets to collagen. Other blood vessel components (red blood cells, white blood
cells, etc. have been excluded for simplicity. (b) Exposure of GPVI at the platelet surface to collagen begins the platelet activation cascade
by forming a receptor complex. The receptor complex is then phosphorylated and Syk binds to the complex, activating the receptor and
initiating downstream signaling.

This paper analyzes the intermediates in Model A of the platelet activation signaling pathway developed by Dunster et al. 1
Collagen normally exists outside of the blood vessel, but upon damage to the blood vessel, collagen gets exposed to the
bloodstream and platelets (Figure 1a). Collagen or the multivalent GPVI-selective agonist, collagen-related peptide (CRP),
used during the experiments (both denoted as l) exposed to the platelets in the extracellular matrix can then interact with
GPVI at the cell surface. As the ligand reversibly binds to the free GPVI receptor, g, on the cell membrane surface, the
receptor-ligand complex, G, forms. The reverse reaction then involves the dissociation of G back into l and g. Following
the formation of the receptor-ligand complex, it becomes phosphorylated, Gp . This phosphorylation allows for recruitment
and activation of the cytosolic protein-tyrosine kinase, Syk, found inside the platelet cytosol. Syk, denoted s, binds to
the phosphorylated receptor complex, Gp , to form Gb0 . Since GPVI associates with the ITAMs, when Syk aggregates and
interacts with the activated ITAM, its tyrosine 525 residue (Y525) gets phosphorylated (Gb1 ). This entire process, resulting
in the phosphorylation of Syk, initiates the downstream signaling. The high binding affinity of Syk to the ITAM occurs
through two bound tyrosine residues, resulting in protection of the ITAM from dephosphorylation. The receptor-ligand
complex formation and the phosphorylation of Syk steps are reversible and have the potential for being regulated by outside
enzyme or downstream products. Figure 1b demonstrates the mechanism described above, and Table 1 and Table 2 detail
the variables and parameters involved for this cascade along with the values for each, respectively.
The rate at which each reactant, intermediate, and product in the mechanism shown in Figure 1b is created or consumed can
be modeled by the seven differential equations determined by Dunster et al. (Equations (1a-1g)). 1 Equations 1a and 1b are
dg
dl
= − VekA1 v gl + Vke−1
very similar and measure the rates of ligand and GPVI consumption ( dt
Av G, for l and dt = −k1 gl + k−1 G
for g). The first term in these equation demonstrates the consumption of l and g through their association to create G while
the second term represents the reverse reaction where G dissociates back into l and g. Because g is fixed to the platelet
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membrane, it can only interact with l when it is close to the membrane. As such, the ligand rate equation, Equation 1a, is
scaled down by the volume of the extracellular matrix (Ve ) so that only the ligand molecules close to the platelet membrane
are accounted for in the equation. Additionally, Equation 1a is divided by Avogadro’s Number (Av ) to convert the mM
units ( moles
m3 ) of l to molecules like g.
The first two terms of Equation 1c are the opposite of those in Equations 1a and 1b. These terms represent the same
forward and reverse reaction involving ligand-receptor binding, but presented from the alternate view. The direction that
consumes l and g creates G and the direction that creates l and g consumes G, hence the opposite signs. The final term
in Equation 1c accounts for the rate that G is consumed in the next step of the pathway as it gets phosphorylated to Gp .
Together, these terms outline how quickly G is created at the beginning of the reaction and then consumed in both forward
and reverse reactions ( dG
dt = k1 gl − k−1 G − k2 G).
p

k3
p
Gp creation depends on G consumption. Hence the first term of Equation 1d ( dG
dt = k2 G − Vp Av G s) is the opposite of
the last term of Equation 1c. The dephosphorylation of G is not significantly reversible and so there is no term denoting
the reverse of this reaction. This is due to the speed with which the next step of the pathway occurs. Gp interacts with s
from the cytosol to create Gb0 . This reaction creates the second term in Equation 1d and the rate equation for s, Equation
k3
p
1e ( ds
dt = − Vp Av G s) which only participates in this reaction within the pathway. Because s exists in the cytosol similarly
to how l exists in the extracellular matrix, this term has to be adjusted to account for the fact that this interaction can only
occur along the membrane. However, since s is cytosolic instead of extracellular, the volume of the platelet (Vp ) is used in
the calculation instead of the external environment. Additionally, the rate constant for this step of the reaction (k3 ) is so
large that the reaction drives forward, consuming Gp as quickly as it is created.

The last two equations represent the final part of this pathway. Gb0 , representing the ligand-bound receptor interacting
with Syk, gets phosphorylated to create Gb1 which can further initiate downstream signaling. The first term of Equation
1f (

dGb0
dt

=

k3
p
V p Av G s

− ρ1 Gb0 + γ1 Gb1 ) shows the irreversible creation of Gb0 while the last two terms show the forward
dGb

and reverse rates of its reversible phosphorylation into Gb1 . Similarly, Equation 1g ( dt1 = ρ1 Gb0 − γ1 Gb1 ) shows the same
forward and reverse reactions but in the opposite direction. As such, these two protein forms eventually reach an equilibrium
once all of s is consumed by the previous reaction.
Variable
l
t
g
s
G
Gp
Gb0
Gb1

Description
Ligand
Time
GPVI
Cytosolic Syk
GPVI-Ligand Complex
Phosphorylated Receptor
Syk-Receptor Complex
Syk with Y525 Phosphorylated

Units
(mM)
seconds
molecules
molecules
molecules
molecules
molecules
molecules

moles
m3

Initial Value
3 × 10−2
0
5000
2763
0
0
0
0

Table 1. Variables used in the signaling model. Initial concentrations of GPVI and cytosolic Syk were determined with immunoblotting.
During experiments, the collagen-related peptide used as the ligand was always maintained at high saturation levels and so a non-rate
limiting initial value was selected. 1
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Parameter

Description

Units

k1
k−1
Ve
Vp
k2
k3
ρ1
γ1
T

Rate of Ligand Binding
Rate of Ligand Dissociation
Extracellular Volume per Cell
Platelet Volume
Rate of Receptor Phosphorylation
Rate Syk Binds to Receptor
Rate of Syk Phosphorylation
Rate of Syk Dephosphorylation
Experimental Duration

m3
moles·s
−1

s
m3
m3
s−1
s−1
s−1
s−1
s

Value
8
3.02 × 10−2
3.3 × 10−9
7.4 × 10−18
3.02 × 10−2
9.55 × 105
5.13 × 10−1
3.53
250

Table 2. Parameters used in the model Equations 1a-1g, and in their non-dimensionalization Equations 2a-2g. k1 and k−1 , the rate
constants for ligand association and dissociation, were previously reported. 16 The other rate constants were determined through parameter
fitting using estimates based on the kinetics of similar proteins or of proteins in different cell lines. Platelet volume was determined during
sample collection and the extracellular volume was calculated from there. 1

In summary, the set of ODEs given by Dunster et al. 1 to represent the initial steps of platelet activation are below.
dl
dt
dg
dt
dG
dt
dGp
dt
ds
dt

=−

k1
k−1
gl +
G
V e Av
V e Av

Equation 1a.

= −k1 gl + k−1 G

Equation 1b.

= k1 gl − k−1 G − k2 G

Equation 1c.

= k2 G −
=−

k3
Gp s
V p Av

k3
Gp s
V p Av

Equation 1d.
Equation 1e.

k3
dGb0
=
Gp s − ρ1 Gb0 + γ1 Gb1
dt
V p Av

Equation 1f.

dGb1
= ρ1 Gb0 − γ1 Gb1
dt

Equation 1g.

Definitions of all variables and parameters are given in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
This system of equations can be solved numerically (Figure 2), allowing relative concentrations to be compared visually
throughout the signaling cascade. This approach also shows the approximate times at which different stages of the cascade
are switched on or off and when steady state is reached. Subsequent decomposition and simplification of this system can be
compared to these numerical solutions for validation.
Formulation of Assumptions
The clotting signal cascade is a complex system with a myriad of enzymes, secondary messengers, and ligands that work to
regulate its activation and steady state. This model operates under several assumptions, 1 and only considers the activation of
GPVI and the phosphorylation of Syk. The following assumptions impose spatial uniformity on the system, while granting
the ability to describe it via mass action kinetics. Other simplifications made in this model include: no feedback mechanisms,
a single phosphorylation site, all or nothing responses, and single pathway responses. This simplifies the underlying biological
mechanisms of the clotting cascade, but allows us to obtain explicit solutions for all the reactants in the system.
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Figure 2. Numerical Solutions to Signaling Cascade. The solutions to the system of ODEs (Equations 1b through 1g) with initial
conditions and parameters as detailed in Tables 1 and 2. The proteins present during the start of the reaction (g and s) get consumed as
the reaction proceeds and go to 0. The intermediate, G, is initially created, but as the reaction proceeds gets consumed. Gp gets created,
but its reaction with s is so fast that it is immediately converted into Gb0 which can reversibly be phophorylated into Gb1 . Once all of s is
consumed, no new Gb0 can be made so Gp begins to accumulate and Gb0 and Gb1 reach an equilibrium.

Two important assumptions for ODE formulation are:
Assumption 1: The platelet’s surface area and receptor density is constant.
Justification: Anuclear cells, such as platelets, lack the requisite genetic material for the production of additional cellular components. This holds for the proteins, phospholipids, or cholesterols that would need to be incorporated
into the cellular membrane.
Assumption 2: Cytosolic, membrane, and extracellular components are evenly distributed.
Justification: Rapid diffusion leads to an even dispersal of proteins within the platelet and on its surface. This implies
that spatial variation is irrelevant. Further, the platelet’s conformational change, induced by the cascade, occurs
on a larger timescale than the initial signaling phenomenon of interest.
It is important to note that this model is the most simple model offered by Dunster et al. 1 It ignores the feedback mechanisms
and increased biological fidelity of later models.
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MATHEMATICAL APPROXIMATION
Non-Dimensionalization
The system of ODEs is non-dimensionalized. In addition to reducing the number of parameters, this provides a means to
compare the rates of each reaction step of platelet signaling activation, which is shown in Figure 2. This helps to determine
which kinetic steps are relatively fast or slow in comparison to the other steps. Table 3 presents the non-dimensionalized
parameters, variables and their definitions in terms of the original, dimensional parameters.
The dimensionless ODEs are as follows.
dΓ
dτ
dϕ
dτ
dΦ
dτ
dΦp
dτ
dσ
dτ
dΦb0
dτ
dΦb1
dτ
Variable
τ
Γ
ϕ
σ
Φ
Φp
Φb0
Φb1

Definition
t
T
lVe Av
g0
g
g0
s
g0
G
g0
Gp
g0
Gb0
g0
Gb1
g0

= −α̂1 ϕΓ + α−1 Φ

Equation 2a.

= −α̂1 ϕΓ + α−1 Φ

Equation 2b.

= α̂1 ϕΓ − α−1 Φ − βΦ

Equation 2c.

= βΦ − ηΦp σ

Equation 2d.

= −ηΦp σ

Equation 2e.

= ηΦp σ − Φb0 + θΦb1

Equation 2f.

= Φb0 − θΦb1

Equation 2g.

Initial Value
0
1.2 × 1012
1
0.55
0
0

Parameter
α̂1
α1
α−1
β
η

Definition


θ

ρ1 T
γ1 T

0
0

k1 T g0
V e Av

k1 T l0
k−1 T
k2 T
k3
V p Av T g 0

Value
5.03 × 10−9
60
8
8
2.68 × 105
128
882

(b)

(a)

Table 3. Components of the Non-Dimensional System of ODEs. These tables represent the dimensionless variables (a) and parameters
(b) from Dunster et al. 1 Their corresponding values can be found in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.

A similar labeling system to the dimensional equations, Equations 1a-1g, is used to allow for easier comparison of the
corresponding equations. The dimensionless equations are presented in the order that the reactions shown in Figure 1
occur. Equations 2a-2g can also be written as a series of chemical reactions. This helps illustrate the approach taken to solve
each step.
α̂

1
Γ + ϕ α−1
Φ

β

σ
Φ

p

η

Φb0


θ

Φb1

The above shows a cascade reaction with non-dimensionalized variables. The Ligand (Γ) binds to GPVI (ϕ) to form the
GPVI-Ligand Complex (Φ). The GPVI-Ligand Complex is subsequently phosphorylated (Φp ), allowing Cytosolic Syk (σ)
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to join and form the Syk-Receptor Complex (Φb0 ). The Syk-Receptor complex exists at steady state both with Tyrosine 525
phosphorylated (Φb1 ) and without (Φb0 ).
Analytical Solution for Equation 2a
Numerical integration of the ODEs shows that the ligand concentration is in a pseudo-steady state. After the platelets are
exposed to collagen, the rate of change of the ligand is basically zero for the rest of the cascade, and the concentration of the
ligand is constant during the period of interest.
Therefore, instead of Equation 1a, the ligand variable is held constant at its initial condition, 1.2 × 1012 moles
m3 .

Equation 3a.

Γ(τ ) = Γ0

Equation 2b and Equation 2c are modified to account for this, and allow Equation 2a to be removed from the system of
ODEs: Γ is combined with α̂1 to create the α1 parameter, α1 = α̂1 Γ0 .
Analytical Solutions for Equations 2b and 2c
These Equations describe the formation of the GPVI-Ligand complex:

Γ

+

Ligand

ϕ

α̂1
α−1

GPVI

Φ
GPVI-Ligand .
Complex

In subsequent reactions, Φ is consumed with rate β. With the ligand concentration constant, Equations 2b and 2c form a
closed system. This allows them to be solved exactly by first converting them to matrix form, x = Ax:


dϕ
dτ
dΦ
dτ



=



−α1
α1

α−1
−(α−1 + β)



×



ϕ
Φ



.

Equation 4.

Finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix above allows an exact, analytical solution to be found (Supplement
A).
It was found that
ϕ(τ ) = c1 eλ1 τ + c2 eλ2 τ ,

Equation 3b.

λ1 τ

Equation 3c.

Φ(τ ) = c3 e

− c3 e

λ2 τ

,

where c1 = 0.137, c2 = 0.863, c3 = 0.9698, λ1 = −6.6145, and λ2 = −68.4855.
Analytical Approximations for Equations 2d and 2e
The ODEs for cytosolic Syk and phosphorylated GPVI, produced by a previous reaction, form a coupled system, resulting
in the formation of the Syk-Receptor complex:

σ

Φp

+
Cytosolic Phos.
Syk Receptor
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Figure 3. Partitions lending to asymptotic analysis.

The reaction of Syk with phosphorylated GPVI (Equations 2d and 2e) occurs so quickly (with the non-dimensionalized
rate constant, η = 2.68 × 105 ) that if two reactants are present together, the reaction moves forward. Because of this driving
force, phosphorylated GPVI is consumed almost as quickly as it is produced and only begins to accumulate once all of the
Syk has reacted. Taking this into account, solutions can be found via asymptotic analysis.
The differential equations can be solved piece-wise with respect to the availability of free σ. The time at which σ is exhausted
is labeled τ ∗ (Figure 3).
Analysis for τ < τ ∗
Because η is so large, any Syk in solution will consume Φp as soon as it is produced. This assumption has implications for
p
dσ
both dΦ
dτ (Equation 2d) and dτ (Equation 2e):


dΦp
≈ 0 = βΦ − ηΦp σ
dτ



=⇒




dσ
p
= −ηΦ σ ≈ −βΦ .
dτ

Equation 5.

These assumptions state that changes in σ will be proportional to the value of Φ(τ ), solved previously. Therefore, σ(τ ) can
be approximated with

σ(τ ) = σ0 −



τ
0

βΦ(τ  )dτ  , for 0 ≤ τ < τ ∗ .
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This gives the following partial approximation for σ(τ ) and Φp :

σ(τ ) =c4 eλ1 τ − c5 eλ2 τ − c6 ,
p

Φ =0

Equation 7a.
Equation 7b.

with τ ∈ [0, τ ∗ ), c4 = 1.107, c5 = 0.1069, and c6 = 0.4474.
Analysis for τ ≥ τ ∗
As τ reaches τ ∗ , σ reaches 0 and Φp can begin to grow (Figure 3). This allows a similar, but converse, approach to approximating Φp and σ:


σ(τ ) ≈ 0,

dσ
≈0
dτ



=⇒

dΦp
= βΦ.
dτ

An approximation to Equation 2d can now be found via integration:

Φp (τ ) =



τ
τ∗

βΦ(τ  )dτ  , for τ ∗ ≤ τ ≤ 1.

Equation 8.

With an approximation of Φp , piecewise solutions for σ and Φp can be constructed, with τ ∈ [0, 1], c4 = 1.107, c5 = 0.1069,
and c6 = 0.4474:

Φp (τ ) =



σ(τ ) =

for τ < τ ∗

0

−c4 eλ1 τ + c5 eλ2 τ + c6 for τ ≥ τ ∗

c4 eλ1 τ − c5 eλ2 τ − c6 for τ < τ ∗

for τ ≥ τ ∗ ,

0

Equation 3d.

Equation 3e.

The large size of η is reflected in the high affinity that cytosolic Syk has for the GPVI-ligand complex. Also, since cytosolic
Syk binds quickly and irreversibly to the GPVI complex, it acts as a molecular clock that determines τ ∗ , which is the time
when cytosolic Syk is fully consumed and the concentration of phosphorylated GPVI can grow.
From these equations, the intersection was used to determine τ ∗ , determined from:


lim σ(τ ) = 0 =⇒ (τ ∗ = 0.137) .
τ →τ ∗−

Equation 9.

Analytical Approximation for Equations 2f and 2g
These equations define the concentrations of Φb0 and Φb1 , and involve the reaction rates  and θ:

Φb0
Syk-Receptor
Complex


θ

Φb1

Syk-Receptor Complex
w/ Ph. Y525

The Syk-Receptor complex is also created at rate η as a result of the coupling of cytosolic Syk, σ and the phosphorylated
receptor,Φp . We will now solve for Φb1 (τ ) by eliminating Φb0 from Equations 2f and 2g.
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Analysis for τ < τ ∗
The previous section established that, for τ < τ ∗ , we have ηΦp σ ≈ βΦ. This is used in the first step of finding an analytical
approximation for Φb1 , solving

dΦb0
dτ

(Equation 2f) for Φb0 :
dΦb0
dτ
Φb0

=
=

b
b
βΦ
 − bΦ0 + θΦ
1
dΦ
1
b
1

dτ + θΦ1 .

Equation 2g*.

After substituting for Φ from Equation 3c, a solution can be found (see Supplemental C for details):
Φb1 (τ ) = c7 + c8 eλ1 τ + c9 eλ2 τ

Equation 10.

with the following constants: c7 = 0.126, c8 = −0.141, c9 = 0.0146.
This solution can be substituted into Equation 2g* above, for τ < τ ∗ . Therefore one has
Φb0 (τ ) = c10 eλ1 τ + c11 eλ2 τ + c12

Equation 11.

with the following τ ∈ [0, τ ∗ ), c10 = −0.9628, and c11 = 0.093, c12 = 0.867.
Analysis for τ ≥ τ ∗
The steady state values for Φb0 and Φb1 are well-approximated by their values at τ ∗ (Supplemental C):
Φb1 (τ ∗ ) = 0.069,

Equation 12a.

Φb0 (τ ∗ )

Equation 12b.

= 0.478.

With these components, solutions can be constructed over the whole domain.

Φb0 (τ )

=

Φb1 (τ ) =




c10 eλ1 τ + c11 eλ2 τ + c12

if τ < τ ∗

0.478

if τ ≥ τ ∗

c 7 + c 8 eλ1 τ + c 9 e λ2 τ

if τ < τ ∗

0.069

if τ ≥ τ ∗
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Full Analytical Solutions for Platelet Activation
For the series of reactions (illustrated in Figure 1) the explicit solutions are

Equation 14a.

Γ(τ ) = Γ0 ,
ϕ(τ ) = c1 e

λ1 τ

+ c2 e

λ1 τ

λ2 τ

,

λ2 τ

Φ(τ ) = c3 e
− c3 e ,

0
for τ < τ ∗
Φp (τ ) =
,
−c4 eλ1 τ + c5 eλ2 τ + c6 for τ ≥ τ ∗

c4 eλ1 τ − c5 eλ2 τ − c6 for τ < τ ∗
σ(τ ) =
,
0
for τ ≥ τ ∗

c10 eλ1 τ + c11 eλ2 τ + c12 for τ < τ ∗
Φb0 (τ ) =
,
0.478
for τ ≥ τ ∗

c7 + c8 eλ1 τ + c9 eλ2 τ for τ < τ ∗
b
Φ1 (τ ) =
,
0.069
for τ ≥ τ ∗

Equation 14b.
Equation 14c.
Equation 14d.

Equation 14e.

Equation 14f.

Equation 14g.

with λ1 = −6.6145, and λ2 = −68.4855, c1 = 0.137, c2 = 0.863, c3 = 0.9698, c4 = 1.107, c5 = 0.1069, c6 = 0.4474,
c7 = 0.126, c8 = −0.141, c9 = 0.0146, c10 = −0.9628, c11 = 0.093, and c12 = 0.867, and τ ∗ = 0.137.
From Figure 4, the analytic solutions compare favorably to the numerical ones.
CONCLUSIONS
The system of ODEs from Dunster et al.’s Model A is simplified by first finding its dimensionless equivalent. This process
allowed different concentrations and rate kinetics to be directly compared. In addition, the approximate analytical solutions
for all the ODEs were found. These solutions are more accessible than the coupled system of differential equations, and each
component can now be viewed separately.
Equation 14a shows that the ligand concentration is held constant at its initial value. This is permissible since the right hand
side of Equation 2a, the ligand ODE, reaches zero shortly after time zero. It also shows the extent to which phosphorylated
Syk functions as a biological clock. When t is equal to approximately 34 seconds, cytosolic Syk is depleted and allows the
signal cascade to reach a pseudo steady-state.
The asymptotic, approximate analytic solutions favorably compare to Dunster et al.’s numerical solutions. They maintain
its accuracy and scope while providing solutions that are explicit and easier to understand. Further, the underlying biology
is more readily exposed; τ ∗ , the effective phosphorylation time scale, marks a clear threshold in the cascade.
The timing mechanism, especially, is shown by the distinct changes in concentrations seen in Figure 4. At τ ∗ , the effective
phosphorylation time scale, there is a switch in qualitative behavior for many of the reactants. This is the time that it takes
for several of the reactants, bound, phosphorylated, and cytosolic Syk, to reach steady state. These steady state levels then
feed into subsequent downstream reactions that are not described in this simplified model. The explicit solutions indicate a
coordinated timing mechanism that either activates or deactivates complexes within this cascade.
The experimental data, to which Dunster et al.’s models were parameterized, indicates an overshoot and subsequent undershoot of phosphorylated Syk at τ ∗ . This often arises in systems featuring strong feedback mechanisms. 17 In fact, Dunster et
al. offers models of increasing complexity that more accurately capture this phenomenon. 1 This is accomplished by introducing more granularity to the phosphorylation of cytosolic Syk on Y525, and an additional phosphorylation site on Y323.
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Figure 4. Approximate analytical solutions for the ODEs, ϕ(τ ), Φ(τ ), σ(τ ), Φp (τ ), Φb1 (τ ), and Φb0 (τ ), with respect to time. The
dimensionless versions of Dunster et al.’s ODEs for the GPVI (ϕ), the GPVI complex (Φ), phosphorylated GPVI (Φp ), and the cytosolic
Syk (σ) were solved to create functions dependent on time. The dotted lines represent the numerical solutions from Dunster et al. while
the solid lines are the analytical solutions. Cytosolic Syk serves as a molecular clock, marking the timescale of effective phosphorylation.
Its depletion at τ ∗ correlates to a dramatic change in the cascade’s dynamics.

However, these models do not include additional steps in the platelet’s activation cascade. An interesting extension to this
work would be to use our analytic approximations for the ligand, GPVI, and Syk (Equations 14a-14e) as inputs to more
complicated models of platelet activation, such as Models B and C of Dunster et al. 1
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SUPPLEMENT A: ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR φ AND Φ
The equations for φ and Φ can be solved as an independent system, separate from the other ODEs.
dϕ
= − α1 ϕ + α−1 Φ
dτ
dΦ
=α1 ϕ − α−1 Φ − βΦ
dτ
In matrix form, x = Ax:



dϕ
dτ
dΦ
dτ



=



−α1
α1

α−1
−(α−1 + β)



Equation 15a.
Equation 15b.

×



ϕ
Φ



.

Equation 16.

Solving for the eigenvalues of A yields the approximate solutions: λ1 = −6.6145, λ2 = −68.4855, with corresponding
eigenvectors:




0.14003
−0.66473
, v2 =
.
Equation 17.
v1 =
0.99015
0.74709
Therefore, solutions have the form:

 
ϕ
= d 1 v 1 e λ1 τ + d2 v 2 e λ2 τ .
Φ

Equation 18.

d1 and d2 can be found by solving at the initial conditions ϕ(0) = 1 and Φ(0) = 0.
1 ≈
0 ≈

0.14003d1
0.99015d1

≈
≈

0.97941
−1.29806

d1
d2
Therefore, the solutions for ϕ and Φ are.
ϕ ≈
Φ ≈

0.13715e−6.6145τ
0.96976e−6.6145τ

−
+

+
−

0.66473d2
0.74709d2

0.86285e−68.4854τ
0.96976e−68.4854τ .

SUPPLEMENT B: ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR ΦP AND σ
Approximate analytical solutions can be found for Φp and σ via asymptotic analysis.
Because η is so large, any Syk in solution will consume Φp as soon as it is produced. τ ∗ denotes the time when σ reaches zero
and Φp can begin to grow. This allows Φp and σ to be defined piece-wise with respect to τ ∗ and allow approximate solutions
to be obtained.

τ
σ0 − 0 βΦ(τ  )dτ  if 0 ≤ τ < τ ∗
Equation 19.
σ(τ ) =
0
if τ ∗ ≤ τ ≤ 1

0
if 0 ≤ τ < τ ∗
p
Φ (τ ) =  τ
Equation 20.
βΦ(τ  )dτ  if τ ∗ ≤ τ ≤ 1
τ∗
The value of τ ∗ can be found by solving σ(τ ∗ ) = 0.
 τ∗
0 =σ0 −
βΦ(τ  )dτ 
0

=0.5526 −



τ∗

0



7.55(0.9698e−6.6145τ − 0.9698e−68.4855τ )dτ 
∗

=⇒ −0.4474 = − 1.107e−6.6145τ + 0.1069e−68.4855τ

∗

=⇒ τ ∗ =0.137
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a particular solution to Φb1 can be assumed to take the form:
Φb1 (τ ) = Ae−6.6145τ + Be−68.4855τ .

Equation 22.

Substituting into Equation A2 and comparing coefficients resulted in the following solutions of A and B:
Equation 23.

A = −0.141

Equation 24.

B = 0.0146

Now, the solution to the differential equation is a combination of the homogeneous solution and the particular solution.
Φb1 = f1 + f2 e−1010.75τ − 0.141e−6.6145τ + 0.0146e−68.4855τ

Equation 25.

Solutions for the constants are found by taking the derivative and using the initial values of Φb1 (τ ) and

dΦb1
dτ .

Equation 26.

f1 =0.126
−5

Equation 27.

f2 =6.629 × 10
The final solution is:

Φb1 (τ ) = 0.126 − 6.629 × 10−5 e−1010.25τ − 0.141e−6.6145τ + 0.0146e−68.4855τ

Equation 28.

The above solution is only accurate when 0 ≤ τ < τ ∗ . To determine the steady state value, the equation must be evaluated
at τ = τ ∗ , where τ ∗ = 0.137.
∗

∗

Φb1 (τ ∗ ) = 0.126 − 6.629 × 10− 5e−1010.25τ − 0.141e−6.6145τ + 0.0146e−68.4855τ

∗

= 0.069

Equation 29.
Equation 30.
Equation 31.

The final equation for Φb1 (τ ) is as follows.
Φb1 (τ )

=



0.126 − 6.629 × 10−5 e−1010.75τ − 0.141e−6.6145τ + 0.0146e−68.4855τ

0.069

if 0 ≤ τ < τ ∗

if τ ∗ ≤ τ ≤ 1

Equation 32.

Next, an analytical approximation for Φb0 is determined from the original equation, Equation 2g. Since Φb1 , is now known,
Φb0 can be solved by substituting the solution for Φb1 into Equation 2g*.


1 d b
b
b
Φ + θΦ1
Equation 2g*.
Φ0 =
 dτ 1
Solving for Φb0 when τ ∗ = 0.137
Φb0 (0.137) = −0.9628e−0.9062 + 0.093e−9.383 + 6.629 × 10−5 e−138.49 + 0.00272e−17.57 + 0.867
Φb0 (τ ∗ )

= 0.478

The final equation comes out to be:

−6.6145τ

+ 0.093e−68.4855τ + 6.629 × 10−5 e−1010.75τ + 0.00272e−128.25τ + 0.867

−0.9628e
Φb0 (τ ) =


0.478
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if 0 ≤ τ < τ ∗

if τ ∗ ≤ τ ≤ 1

Equation 35.
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Note: Both Φb0 and Φb1 include an e−1010.75τ term that does not contribute significantly to the solution. Removing this term
from both equations simplifies them to:
Φb1 (τ ) =
Φb0 (τ )

=




0.126 − 0.141e−6.6145τ + 0.0146e−68.4855τ
0.069

if τ ≤ τ ∗

−0.9628e−6.6145τ + 0.093e−68.4855τ + 0.00272e−128.25τ + 0.867
0.478

Equation 36.

if τ > τ ∗
if 0 ≤ τ < τ ∗

if τ ∗ ≤ τ ≤ 1

Equation 37.
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PRESS SUMMARY
The ordinary differential equations proposed in Model A of Regulation of Early Steps of GPVI Signal Transduction by Phosphatase: A Systems Biology Approach by JL Dunster were simplified through the process of non-dimensionalization. The
approximated analytical solutions were found and compared against the numerical solutions. With this simplification, a
cross comparison for activation kinetics in this phenomenon was performed, allowing for a better understanding of the
signal regulation pathway specifically, thereby exposing an effective phosphorylation time scale of about 34 seconds.
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